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HORIZON HOBBY

Vaterra® Glamis Fear™
Four Seat Buggy
VTR04001

Pro Boat® Ragazza™ 1-Meter
Ready-to-Run Sailboat
PRB07000

the Best Brands in the Business
HobbyZone®, E-flite®, Spektrum™, ParkZone® and Hangar 9® brands are recognized
by RC enthusiasts the world over as being among the best brands in the business.
Horizon Hobby® products have earned this reputation because they are developed by
individuals every bit as passionate about RC flight as you are. We understand what makes
RC fun, and we are constantly challenging our standards to make sure every new experience
you have with a Horizon Hobby product is even better than the one before.

Team Losi Racing™ 22-4™ 1/10
4WD Buggy Race Kit
TLR03005

tAkE to thE Sky AnD Defy.

Take
the
wheel
with us
If you are already into RC planes and
helicopters, check out our amazing line of RC
cars, trucks, buggies and boats. ECX®, Losi®,
Pro Boat® and Vaterra™ surface brands are
the industry leaders that RC enthusiasts turn
to first. Whether you want to be a backyard
basher or a seasoned racer—we have vehicles
for every skill level. Step into a larger world of
radio control waiting just for you.

DON’T LET GRAvITY HOLD YOU DOwN.
A Devotion to Excellence.
Horizon Hobby is committed to delivering the most positive RC flight
experiences possible. Our devotion has led us to be the preferred choice
among enthusiasts from beginner to expert level experiences. We offer a
brand for nearly every style of flight, from the freedom of teach-yourself-to-fly
HobbyZone RC aircraft, to ParkZone park flyers and ultra micros and GiantScale Hangar 9 ® aircraft. We also offer technologically-advanced E-flite aircraft
and the aggressive maneuverability of Blade ® helicopters. Regardless of which
style aircraft you choose, Horizon Hobby is devoted to creating dynamic flight
experiences that keep you coming back for more. Our dedication to producing
high-quality and reliable vehicles has motivated us to deliver industry-leading
technologies and led to the development of some of the most exciting
breakthroughs in RC flight. Breakthroughs like SAFE™ (Sensor Assisted Flight
Envelope) technology have made RC more accessible for beginners learning
and for experts looking for outstanding control with protection benefits.
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Enhanced innovations like interference-free 2.4GHz control for RC models
and our exclusive AS3X® technology have improved the performance of pilots,
making RC flight attainable, and even harder to put down. As we continue to
advance the industry, you can expect nothing but the highest quality aircraft
like those you have come to know from the name you have come to trust,
Horizon Hobby.

Superior service and support.
When you see Horizon Hobby on the box, you can rest assured that whatever
vehicle is enclosed includes some of the best customer service and support
available. Our service team has decades of combined RC experience and stands
ready to help you get the most from any Horizon Hobby product you buy. You can
also find a wealth of expertise on horizonhobby.com, including how-to articles
and videos to podcasts and interviews with RC experts.

Vaterra 2012 CHP®
Camaro® ZL1 Sport Coupe
VTR03012

horizonhobby.com
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See Something You Want?
Getting your hands on the RC Aircraft of your dreams is easy.
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Go to Horizonhobby.com/storelocator
Enter your Postal Code

The sky is not the limit
with Horizon Hobby!
Get down to earth with our surface vehicles.
Turn to page 174 to check them out!

Find Your Favorite Retailer
horizonhobby.com
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HORIZON HOBBY

A reputation
of ingenuity.

A wealth of experience.
At Horizon Hobby, we continue to develop new and exciting ways
to innovate and enhance the thrill of the RC flying experience. Since
1985, we have been amassing a wealth of knowledge and perfecting the excitement of RC flight. Our enthusiasm for innovation has
influenced the creation of some of the most dynamic advancements
in RC flight that you will find anywhere. Those advancements include:

SAFE™ Technology—Sensor Assisted Flight Envelope (SAFE

technology equipped aircraft feature breakthrough attitude awareness and exclusive flight assistance that takes the fear out of flying.

Spektrum™ 2.4GHz Radio Control Systems—The first, and
still the best, 2.4GHz RC technology available for RC aircraft.

Bind-N-Fly® Aircraft—All the convenience of a Ready-To-Fly aircraft

without any extra transmitters. Just bind them to your favorite DSM2®/DSMX®
transmitter and fly!

AS3X® Technology—Advanced stabilization technology enhances your sense
of precision and control when flying ultra micro airplanes and helicopters.

Carbon-Z® Construction—The patented aircraft construction technique that
fuses the lightweight durability of our Z-Foam™ material with the superior strength and
rigidity of carbon fiber.
It’s cutting-edge technologies like these, along with our unwavering commitment to quality and
innovation, that have made Horizon Hobby RC aircraft brands the best in the business.
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Get Serious about RC Flight.
Join the AMA!

Specification Legend

For over 75 years, the Academy of Model Aeronautics has been the unified voice of
millions who enjoy the fun and excitement of aeromodeling. Membership in the
AMA grants you access to thousands of RC flying clubs in the U.S. and includes a
subscription to the AMA monthly magazine, Model Aviation. The AMA website,
modelaircraft.org, also has a wealth of information, including tips on getting started
and where to find a flying club near you. Check it out!

Wingspan
Length
Wing Area
Length—Heli
Flying Weight
Transmitter
Propeller
Electric Motor
Engine
Battery
TAIL

MAIN

Tail Rotor Diameter
Main Rotor Diameter
Speed Control

ParkZone® ArtiZan™ BNF
PKZ6980

Servo

Aircraft Completion Levels
All Horizon Hobby airplanes, helicopters and multirotor aircraft are available in one or more of the
following completion levels:

–R
 TF (Ready-To-Fly): Airframe with engine/motor system, receiver and servos installed. Includes transmitter,
necessary batteries and some support equipment.

–B
 NF (Bind-N-Fly): Airframe with engine/motor system, DSM2/DSMX receiver and servos installed. Necessary
batteries and some support equipment included. Requires a compatible DSM2/DSMX transmitter, sold separately.

–B
 NF Basic (Bind-N-Fly Basic): BNF aircraft without batteries or support equipment.
–B
 NF Basic (Bind-N-Fly Basic) with Battery: BNF aircraft without support equipment but include the
recommended flight battery.

–P
 NP (Plug-N-Play® Technology): Airframe with engine/motor system and servos installed. Does not include
transmitter, receiver, batteries or support equipment.

–A
 RF (Almost-Ready-to-Fly): Airframe only without a transmitter, engine/motor system, receiver, servos,
batteries or support equipment.
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Making RC Flight Fun from the Start
Flying RC models has always been fun. Learning to fly them, on the other
hand, has not. Exclusive SAFE™ (Sensor Assisted Flight Envelope) technology
from Horizon Hobby is changing all that by making RC flight just as fun for the
beginner as it is the expert. How? Using a combination of sensors and flight
control software, SAFE technology is able to make an RC aircraft aware of its
attitude relative to the ground. This ‘attitude awareness’ makes it possible
to program that aircraft with different levels of assistance pilots can choose
from based on their level of experience and needs during the flight.
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innovations |

Fly
without
Fear

Technology
Based on
Success

A pilot just starting out can select
a beginner mode that helps them
keep their aircraft level while also
preventing unusual or dangerous
attitudes. As they become more
comfortable, they can select more
advanced flight modes that give
them greater maneuverability. SAFE
technology can even be used to save
an aircraft from crashing by instantly
returning it to straight and level flight
with the push of a button.

SAFE technology began with
the success of the Horizon
Hobby AS3X® System. Designed
to work behind the scenes,
an AS3X System delivers instantaneous attitude
corrections when turbulence, torque and tip stalls
haphazardly interrupt the way you want to fly. The
specially tuned benefit makes the aircraft fly incredibly
smooth while providing the pilot with control that feels
natural and utterly accurate. You can find this popular
feature in a wide range of E-flite® airplanes, ParkZone®
airplanes and Blade® helicopters.

Learn more about
SAFE technology
See it in action when
you visit flysaferc.com.

The Wide Range of SAFE Technology Equipped Aircraft

People who think that learning to fly is hard haven’t tried RC aircraft with SAFE technology. By offering exclusive flight envelope protection and functionality that’s
beginner-friendly, new pilots are finding that radio control is easier than ever. Now, with even more SAFE-equipped aircraft available, there are more ways to find out
why Horizon Hobby innovation makes the hobby fun for more people.

Blade 350 QX RTF/BNF
A highly capable quadcopter with
the professional aerial video pilot
in mind.

E-flite Apprentice S 15e
RTF/BNF
The ideal 4-channel trainer for the
club field environment.

HobbyZone Super Cub S RTF
The most versatile 3-channel
sport-scale experience.

The Only RC Sim
with SAFE and
AS3X Technology

Blade Nano QX RTF/BNF
The ideal first multirotor that’s
small enough to fly at home.

Blade 180 QX RTF/BNF
The multirotor that makes aerial
photography and video easy

HobbyZone Delta Ray™
RTF/BNF
A dynamic teach-yourself-to-fly RC
twin-motor trainer.

Blade 200 SR X RTF/BNF
The only single-rotor helicopter
equipped with a panic button.

With the new Phoenix R/C® 5 Professional RC Flight Simulation, you’ll get more than stunning
visuals and true-to-life physics. The new Version 5 offers the most authentic simulations of
Horizon Hobby RC aircraft including the innovations they feature such as AS3X and SAFE
technology. All new companion software included makes it possible to build, fly and share
your own virtual models. It will be available as an upgrade, software only, or with a working
transmitter such as the Spektrum DX4e.

horizonhobby.com
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Horizon
Air Meet

HORIZON
AIRMEET

™

A Celebration of Serious Fun!

Summer is an exciting time for aviation fans in Europe. The weather is typically magnificent
making it the perfect opportunity for a one-of-a-kind event. Celebrating its fifth anniversary,
Horizon Hobby Airmeet brings together a epic collection of modelers who understand what it
takes to excite the senses at a sky-scraping energy level. On August 17 and 18 was an air show that
exceeded all expectations for attendance and delivery. Those who attended and participated
can’t stop talking, texting or chatting about it for very good reason—Airmeet is something special.
Top-level aviation entertainment of both model and full-scale expertise bring their best game. Its
energetic pace and schedule run constantly from dawn till many hours after dark and best of all
it’s hosted by the RC manufacturer considered the best in the business.
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Horizon Hobby
welcomed over

40,000
spectators

during the
two-day event.

Horizon Air meet |

The
Perfect
Day

This premium level event is held on the picturesque Donauwörth/Genderkingen civil airfield and welcomes
over 40,000 spectators during the two-day event. Its creator, Joe Schamuhn, told us, “Each day was Perfect!
Thanks to our people and guests, there just wasn’t any way the event could have been any better.” Performers
at Airmeet are welcomed by invitation only and hundreds of requests are reviewed annually. Well over 70 pilots
performed non-stop with helicopters, racers, sailplanes, warbirds… you name it.
The atmosphere at Horizon Hobby Airmeet is charged with excitement. People of all ages come to shake hands with
their heroes and connect with each other. Many consider the bonds formed to be like that of family. “Airmeet is a
reflection of how passionate we are about the hobby,” Schamuhn reflected. Although the show is for the crowd and
performers, as friends we all want to make Airmeet the best event possible. And the connection is broad. Red Bull
schedules a number of performers for Airmeet to entertain with both full-scale and model talent.
Plans are well underway for Airmeet 2014. This August, come enjoy a perfect day with us.

horizonhobby.com
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spektrum

Defining the Future of Radio Control
It was Spektrum™ technology that ignited the 2.4GHz RC revolution.
Today, Spektrum technology continues to define the future with
innovations that make RC flying safer, more precise and,
most of all, a lot more fun.

10
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9-channel dsmx transmitter
SPMR9900
From its beginnings, Spektrum engineers have constantly sought new ways to make the RC
experience simpler, safer and, most of all, more fun. The new DX9 transmitter is proof positive
this relentless spirit of innovation lives on. Pilots who fly with the DX9 not only get the finest
programming and signal response available, they also get the most sophisticated voice alert system
available in a handheld transmitter. This system calls out what flight mode is chosen, specific values
for voltage, temps or any other critical in-flight info on demand. If an alarm goes off, you don’t have
to look at the display to see what’s happening. The DX9 tells you. With the DX9, you experience an
unparalleled sense of situational awareness without ever taking your eyes off their aircraft. And that
level of command is priceless.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The DX9 is the absolute best value for
the money and sits at the forefront of
transmitter technology.
Who Will Love It
The customer looking for a quality
Spektrum™ radio with the latest
software features and upgrades.
Key Product Features
8 An awesome suite of programming
features includes 10 wing types, 6 tail
types, 5 flight modes, 10 programmable
mixes and more.
8 Advanced voice alert system speaks
critical telemetry data and transmitter
functions without the pilot ever having
to take their eyes off what they’re flying
to see a screen.
8 The wireless trainer link allows
“buddy boxing” to another DSM2®/
DSMX® transmitter.
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Real Live Human: Get connected to your model like never before with telemetry alerts and callouts spoken
through a real human voice.

DX9 |

the transmitter is now

the Co-Pilot

While the DX9 brings several new features to the
Spektrum user’s experience, the centerpiece is it’s
incredibly advanced voice alert system. In fact, with its
lexicon of over 300 words, numbers and phrases, it’s
quite possibly the most advanced system of its kind
ever seen (or heard) in a handheld transmitter.
Using this system, DX9 pilots are able to maintain
complete awareness of all critical telemetry data and
transmitter functions without ever having to take
their eyes off what they’re flying. For instance, pilots
can program the DX9 to call out what flight mode has
been chosen when switching from one to another. It
can also be programmed to call out specific values for
voltage, temps, or any other critical telemetry info, on
demand. If an alarm goes off, the pilot won’t have to
look at the display to see what’s happening. The DX9
can tell them.

Wireless “Buddy Box”
Instructors now have the option to
wirelessly “buddy box” with another
DSM2®/DSMX® transmitter. Once
bound to another transmitter,
ModelMatch™ technology will allow
the DX9 to re-link without having to go
through the bind process again.

250 Model Memory
That’s no typo in the headline. This
enormous capacity means users will
rarely, if ever, need to juggle models
between transmitter memory and
the SD card. Only memory slots with
model settings saved to them appear,
so navigation is easy. No more scrolling
through empty slots or moving models
around if you delete one.
Diversity Antenna
The Spektrum DX9 features a
Diversity Antenna consisting of
vertical and horizontal arrays
mounted perpendicular to each other
for superior protection from signal
fades. The horizontal array is housed
in the durable carrying grip on the
back of the transmitter.

The DX9 will come out of the box with English
voice alerts, but other languages will be
available for download.

horizonhobby.com
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spektrum

Increase Your

Potential
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Sticks with Switches: Switches on the end of each control stick can be assigned to any function and
are recessed to prevent accidental activation. You can even assign them to a trim function so you can make
adjustments in flight without taking you hands off the sticks.

DX18t |

DX18t
DSMX TX Only MD 1-4
SPM2810

The Ideal Spektrum System for the Specialist
While the Spektrum™ DX18t tray transmitter combines popular design elements from the European market
with new innovations that are sure to make it popular with a much wider audience. For starters, it comes
equipped with 18 fully-proportional channels, voice alerts, a wireless trainer function and extensive programming
functions for just about anything you want to fly. It‘s also one of the most comfortable tray transmitters ever
designed. Other advanced ergonomic features include an integrated shoulder harness, adjustable stick tension,
adjustable friction and throttle straps that can be changed without having to open the case.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 fully-proportional channels
Superior Spektrum DSMX® 2.4GHz technology
Voice alerts
Wireless trainer function
Preflight checklist function
Adaptive trainer system with override function
Push-button flight trim
10 flight modes
Sophisticated software for high-end gliders
Integrated telemetry
Multiple warning/alarm options

•
•
•
•

Spektrum Data Interface SD card reader
Freely-assignable switches
7-point curve mixes for airplanes and helis
Telemetry sensors for Flight Log data,
receiver pack voltage and flight battery
voltage included
• User selectable modes (1-4) with adjustable
stick tension, friction and throttle straps
• Free channel assignment
• 2048 resolution

Control everything
Giant-scale bombers, battleships,
battle bots - if your RC passion is off
the beaten path the DX18t with X-Plus
channel expansion is the 2.4 system
for you. Besides giving you the speed
and security of DSMX and a wealth
of programming features, you get the
option of adding 8 extra channels and
customizing the interface with different
plug-in switch modules.
Ergonomically balanced
The Spektrum development
team has done a fantastic job of
balancing its mass and keeping
overall weight to a minimum.
They’ve also given the DX18t large
handrests and optimized the stick
spacing so your fingers and wrists
stay relaxed during extended
periods of use.
Flexibility
The DX18t transmitter also gives
you the option of customizing
the main switches with different
function modules for different
applications. Just unplug the old
module and plug in a new one.

horizonhobby.com
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sweet
harmony

The New Voice of Pro-Class features:
18-channels of Total Control.

DX18

18 Channel Telemetry
SPM18100

Fly with the new Spektrum™ DX18, and you’ll be flying with the most
impressive suite of features ever made available in a handheld transmitter.
These include 18 fully-proportional channels, voice alerts, built-in
telemetry, extensive programming for airplanes helicopters and sailplanes
and more. The incredibly advanced voice alert system includes a glossary
of over 300 words, numbers and phrases. You can even wirelessly link with
other Spektrum transmitters instead of using a trainer cord.

KEY FEATURES
• 18 fully-proportional channels
• Superior Spektrum DSMX
2.4GHz technology
• Voice alerts
• Wireless trainer function
• Spektrum AirWare software for
airplanes, helis and gliders
• User selectable modes (1-4)
• Dual diversity antenna (vertical
array with horizontal array in handle)
• 50-model internal memory
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• Spektrum Data Interface SD
card reader for sharing setups, 		
expanding model memory and 		
uploading software updates
• X-Plus channel
expansion technology
• LiPo battery and integrated charger
• Telemetry with data log
• 16 programmable Mixes
• 0.5% mixing increments

Check out the Big Brain: The DX18 transmitter can speak to the user in 5 different languages (English,
German, Spanish, Italian, and French). The wireless trainer system with model match allows instructors to work
with multiple students without having to re-bind to each student.

DX18, DX8 |

Proven.
Popular.
Powerful.
DX8

SPMR8810
The DX8 8-channel transmitter has won the hearts of pilots
the world over with its intuitive programming, built-in telemetry
and superb ergonomics. In fact, it’s the only 8-channel that
gives you all these advanced capabilities plus the proven speed
and precision of Spektrum 2.4GHz DSMX® control. Now you can
add an impressive suite of free sailplane software too when you
register your DX8 at community.spektrum.com.

KEY FEATURES

• Comes with airplane and heli programming
• FREE sailplane programming available
for download
• Now includes a 2000 mAh
Li-Ion battery
• Rubber scroll wheel
• 30-model onboard memory
• Assignable switches
• Built-in telemetry
• 6 programmable mixes
• 8 airplane wing types
and 5 tail types
• 6 helicopter swash types
• 4 sailplane wing types, 3
tail types
• Active gyro and
governor trim
• 3 airplane and
heli flight modes, 		
4 sailplane flight 		
modes

horizonhobby.com
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THE OVERACHIEVER
DX6

6-Channel DSMX Transmitter with AR610 Receiver
SPM6700

The DX6 has been designed from the ground up to deliver way more than you would
ever expect from a 6-channel transmitter in its price range. Instead of having to content
yourself with a handful of settings for a couple of model types, the remarkably affordable
DX6 gives you an abundance of programming features for airplanes, helicopters and
sailplanes. You also get other extras like voice alerts, a wireless trainer link and enough
internal memory of up to 250 models.

KEY FEATURES
• New ergonomically designed case with comfortable rubber grips
• 250 model internal memory
• Direct access to system setup from function menu – no need to power off
• Voice alerts
• Wireless trainer function
• Large, backlit LCD screen
• Airplane, helicopter and sailplane software
• 4 sailplane wing types and 3 tail types
• 7 aircraft wing types and 5 tail types
• 7 swashplate types
• 5 programmable mixes – normal or 7-point curve
• Dual aileron, elevon, and V-tail differential
• 7-point throttle curves for airplanes and helicopters
• 7-point pitch curve for helicopters
• Intuitive SimpleScroll™ programming interface
• Advanced DSMX® technology (DSM2® compatible)
• SD card slot for updating firmware, expanding memory and sharing setups
• Includes full-range AR610 6-channel receiver
• Smooth, precise quad-bearing gimbals
• Supports the most popular Spektrum telemetry sensors
• 4 AA Alkaline batteries included – optional Li-Ion battery with charger available separately
• Activate bind mode from the menu or a button without having to power off
• User selectable modes (1-4)
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DX6 |

The Most Advanced
6-Channel Spektrum
Transmitter Ever
Voice Alerts
Now the transmitter can be your co-pilot by accessing its
advanced voice alert system to maintain complete awareness of
all critical telemetry data and transmitter functions without ever
having to take your eyes off what you’re flying.

Virtually Unlimited Model Memory
The advanced storage capability allows the internal storage of
250 models on the transmitter, plus it’s expandable by saving on
an SD card or PC.

AirWare™ Software for Everything
The DX6 includes advanced programming that supports the
most popular model types including airplanes, helicopters and
sailplanes.

Wireless “Buddy Box” Freedom
Once bound to another DSM2/DSMX transmitter, ModelMatch™
technology allows the DX6 to re-link instantly so your instruction
can progress at your pace.

Rendering shown. Actual product may vary in apperance.

horizonhobby.com
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Expect
More
From A
7-Channel.
DX7s

With Rx: SPM7800
Besides an impressive list of
programming features, the DX7s
transmitter gives you the unparalleled
situational awareness of Spektrum
telemetry technology. Its balanced
weight, smooth, quad-bearing gimbals
and rubber grips provide a sense of
comfort and precision that is second
to none in the world of 7-channel
transmitters. And you’ll always be up to
date with the latest Spektrum AirWare
software thanks to the Spektrum Data
Interface SD card reader.

	KEY FEATURES
-

20

Airplane and helicopter programming
20-model onboard memory
Built-in telemetry
8 wing types and 5 tail types
6 swashplate types
6 programmable mixes
2 flight modes

DX7s, DX6i, DX5e |

EVERYTHING YOU NEED.
NOTHING YOU DON’T.
DX6i

With Rx: SPM6610
Tx Only: SPMR6610

	KEY FEATURES

- Airplane and helicopter programming
- 10-model memory
- 3 wing types
- 	V-tail mixing
- 2 swash types for helis
- 5-point throttle and pitch curves for helis
- 2 programmable mixes
- Timer

These radios let you enjoy the unbeatable
signal security and response of Spektrum
DSMX technology without having to pay
for features you may never use.

DX5e

With Rx: SPM5510
Tx Only: SPMR5510

	KEY FEATURES
-

Digital trims
Hi/Lo rates
Delta wing mixing
Fifth channel function switch
Trainer function
LED voltage display
Audible low-voltage alarm
Servo reversing
Range check

horizonhobby.com
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Let Your Model Talk Back
Give your model a voice with Spektrum telemetry technology.
You’ll get real-time data on vitals like motor temps, rpm, battery
voltage and more: all the info you need to fine-tune performance
and spot problems sooner.

Telemetry Modules
TM1000 // SPM9548
TM1100 // SPM9549

The TM1000 full-range aircraft telemetry module
is designed for larger, faster RC models and will
provide a steady stream of telemetry data at the
distances these models are typically flown. The
lightweight, compact TM1100 fly-by aircraft telemetry module is ideal for smaller RC aircraft like park
flyers and has an effective range of 300–400 feet.

Telemetry Sensors
Product #

Product Description

SPMA9554

Air Telemetry Flight Pack Voltage Sensor: Servo

SPMA9555

Air Telemetry Flight Pack Voltage Sensor: JST

SPMA9556

Air Telemetry Flight Pack Voltage Sensor: EC3

SPMA9557

Air Telemetry Flight Pack Voltage Sensor: D. Ultra

SPMA9558

Aircraft Telemetry Brushless RPM Sensor

SPMA9569

Aircraft Telemetry RPM Sensor and Bracket

SPMA9570

Aircraft Telemetry Flight Pack Voltage Sensor

SPMA9571

Aircraft Telemetry Temperature Sensor

SPMA9574

Aircraft Telemetry Airspeed Indicator

SPMA9575

Aircraft Telemetry Altimeter

SPMA9584

Aircraft Telemetry JetCat Sensor

SPMA9585

Aircraft Telemetry 3-Axis GForce Sensor: 8G

SPMA9586

Aircraft Telemetry 3-Axis GForce Sensor: 40G

SPMA9587

Aircraft Telemetry GPS Sensor

SPMA9590

Aircraft Telemetry High-Current Sensor

Telemetry Accessories
Product #

Product Description

SPMA9551

12" Aircraft Telemetry Extension

SPMA9552

24" Aircraft Telemetry Extension

SPMA9553

2.5" Aircraft Telemetry Y-Harness

unbeatable technology.

So many ways to apply it.

The Spektrum brand gives you more ways to take advantage
of superior 2.4GHz DSM2/DSMX control with its wide array of
receivers for specific applications.

DSMX Security with
BeastX Precision
AR7200BX Flybarless
Control System

Full-Range Receivers
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Product #

Description

Dimensions LWH

Weight

Voltage

SPMAR400

AR400 4-Ch DSMX Sport

1.20 x 0.70 x 0.40 in (31.0 x 17.0 x 11.0mm)

0.2 oz (5.6 g)

3.5-9.6V

SPMAR610

AR610 6-Ch DSMX Sport

1.44 x 1.05 x 0.50 in (36.6 x 26.7 x 12.7mm)

0.30 oz (9 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR610C

AR610C 6-Ch DSMX Sport, Coated

1.44 x 1.05 x 0.50 in (36.6 x 26.7 x 12.7mm)

0.30 oz (9 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR635

6-Ch AS3X Sport Receiver

2.20 x 0.80 x 0.50 in (56.0 x 21.0 x 14.0mm)

0.5 oz (13.2 g)

3.5-8.5V

SPMAR6210

AR6210 6-Ch DSMX

1.19 x 1.03 x 0.48 in (30.0 x 26.0 x 12.5mm)

0.35 oz (10.0 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR7200BX

AR7200BX 7-Ch DSMX Flybarless Control System w/BeastX

1.30 x 1.10 x 0.51 in (36 x 29 x 13mm)

0.63 oz (18.0 g)

3.5–8.5V

SPMAR7610

AR7610 7-Ch DSMX High-Speed

1.35 x 1.15 x 0.45 in (34.5 x 29.0 x 11.5mm)

0.31 oz (8.9 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR8000

AR8000 8-Ch DSMX

1.35 x 1.27 x 0.45 in (34.5 x 32.5 x 11.5mm)

0.33 oz (9.4 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR9020

AR9020 9-Ch DSMX with X-Plus

1.61 x 0.91 x 0.79 in (41.0 x 23.0 x 20.0mm)

0.42 oz (11.9 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR12020

AR12020 12-Ch DSMX with X-Plus

2.05 x 1.83 x 0.60 in (52.0 x 46.5 x 15.5mm)

1.40 oz (40.0 g)

4.8–10V

Accessories |

X-Plus 8-Channel
Expansion Module
SPMXP8000

Add up to 8 extra channels to any
X-Plus™-capable receiver.

SPMAR9020

SPMAR6260

SPMAR610C

Ultra Micro Receivers
Product #

Description

Dimensions LWH

Weight

Voltage

SPMAR6310

AR6310 6-Ch DSMX Nanolite

1.24 x 0.72 x 0.28 in (28.5 x 18.5 x 7.1mm)

0.07 oz (2.0 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR6410

AR6410 6-Ch DSMX Receiver/ESC

0.92 x 1.09 x 0.32 in (23.5 x 28.0 x 8.1mm)

0.14 oz (3.9 g)

3.2–4.2V

SPMAR6410L

AR6410L 6-Ch DSMX Receiver/ESC Long Throw

0.92 x 1.09 x 0.32 in (23.5 x 28.0 x 8.1mm)

0.14 oz (3.9 g)

3.2–4.2V

SPMAR6410LBL

AR6410LBL 6-Ch DSMX Receiver/BL ESC Long Throw

1.48 x 1.12 x 0.32 in (38.0 x 28.5 x 8.0mm)

0.28 oz (7.8 g)

6.4–8.4V

SPMAS6410NBL

AS6410NBL 6-Ch AS3X Receiver/BL ESC, No Servos

1.38 x 1.00 x 0.32 in (35.0 x 25.0 x 8.0mm)

0.2 oz (5.6 g)

6.4–8.4V

SPMAR6410T

AR6410T 6-Ch DSMX Receiver/Twin ESC

1.50 x 1.09 x 0.32 in (38.0 x 27.8 x 8.1mm)

0.17 oz (4.1 g)

6.4–8.4V

Remote Receivers for Full-Range Receivers
Product #

Description

Dimensions LWH

Weight

Voltage

SPM9545

DSM2 Remote

0.98 x 0.89 x 0.27 in (25.0 x 22.5 x 6.9mm)

0.10 oz (3.0 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPM9546

DSM2 Carbon Fuse Remote

1.18 x 0.80 x 0.29 in (30.0 x 20.0 x 7.5mm)

0.11 oz (3.2 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPM9645

DSMX Remote

0.98 x 0.89 x 0.27 in (25.0 x 22.5 x 6.9mm)

0.10 oz (3.0 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPM9646

DSMX Carbon Fuse Remote

1.18 x 0.80 x 0.29 in (30.0 x 20.0 x 7.5mm)

0.11 oz (3.2 g)

3.5–9.6V

Dimensions LWH

Weight

Voltage

Full-Range Carbon Fuselage Receivers
Product #

Description

SPMAR6260

AR6260 6-Ch DSMX Carbon Fuse

1.90 x 0.90 x 0.50 in (47.0 x 23.5 x 12.8mm)

0.4 oz (11 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR9310

AR9310 9-Ch DSMX Carbon Fuse

1.61 x 0.82 x 0.76 in (41.0 x 21.0 x 19.5mm)

0.64 oz (18.2 g)

3.5–9.6V

Full-Range PowerSafe™ Receivers
Product #

Description

Dimensions LWH

Weight

Voltage

SPMAR9110

AR9110 9-Ch DSMX PowerSafe

1.86 x 1.58 x 0.56 in (47.5 x 40.0 x 14.0mm)

1.20 oz (34.0 g)

6.0–10.0V

SPMAR9210

AR9210 9-Ch DSMX PowerSafe Evolution

3.90 x 2.43 x 0.78 in (99.0 x 62.0 x 20.0mm)

3.0 oz (85.0 g)

3.5–9.0V

SPMAR12120

AR12110 12-Ch DSMX PowerSafe with X-Plus

2.00 x 1.80 x 0.60 in (52.0 x 46.5 x 15.3mm)

2.54 oz (72.0 g)

6.0–10.0V

SPMAR12200

AR12200 12-Ch DSMX Cockpit Receiver

4.35 x 2.88 x 0.78 in (111 x 73.1 x 19.9mm)

4.0 oz (113 g)

6.0–10.0V

Park Flyer Receiver
Product #

Description

Dimensions LWH

Weight

Voltage

SPMAR400

AR400 4-Ch DSMX

1.20 x 0.70 x 0.40 in (31.0 x 17.0 x 11.0mm)

0.2 oz (5.6 g)

3.5–9.6V

SPMAR610

AR610 6-Ch DSMX

1.44 x 1.05 x 0.50 in (36.6 x 26.7 x 12.7mm)

0.3 oz (9 g)

3.5–9.6V

horizonhobby.com
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Complete Command
If you fly with Spektrum technology, don’t just stop at the
transmitter and receiver. Make sure you’re in complete command from control stick to control link with Spektrum servos.
There’s one for just about every aircraft application imaginable,
and you get the peace of mind that comes from flying with a
completely integrated control system.
SPMSA3040

High-Voltage Servos
Product #

Description

Torque

Speed

Type

SPMSA6110

A6110 HV Standard

76 oz-in (5.5 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

.14 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Nylon

SPMSA7030

A7030 HV Thin-Wing

49 oz-in (3.5 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

.15 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Metal

SPMSA7040

A7040 HV Retract

266 oz-in (19.2 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

1.39 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Metal

SPMSA5060

A5060 Mini HV Digital High-Torque MG

118 oz-in (8.5 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

0.11 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Metal

SPMSA6150

A6150 HV High-Torque MG - Waterproof

180 oz-in (13.0 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

0.12 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Metal

SPMSA6220

A6220 HV Dig Low-Profile High-Torque MG

140 oz-in (10.1 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

0.11 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Metal

SPMSA6260

A6260 HV Digital High-Torque MG

382 oz-in (27.5 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

0.14 sec/60° @ 7.4V

Metal

SPMSA6270

A6270 HV Ultra Torque MG

582 oz-in (41.9 kg-cm) @ 7.4V

0.12 sec/60° @ 8.4V

Metal

Torque

Speed

Type

Micro and Mini Servos
Product #

Description

SPMAS2000LBB

1.9-Gram Linear Long-Throw Ultra Micro BB

2.8 oz (79.4 g) of Force

0.14 sec

Nylon

SPMSA2005

1.8-Gram Linear Ultra Micro

2.8 oz (79.4 g) of Force

0.14 sec

Nylon

SPMDSP60

6.0-Gram Super Sub-Micro Digital Programmable

13.2 oz-in (0.95 kg-cm) @ 4.8V

.09 sec/60° @ 4.8V

Nylon

SPMDSP60J

6.0-Gram Super Sub-Micro Digital Programmable: JST

13.2 oz-in (0.95 kg-cm) @ 4.8V

.09 sec/60° @ 4.8V

Nylon

SPMDSP75

7.5-Gram Super Sub-Micro Digital Programmable

19 oz-in (1.35 kg-cm) @ 4.8V

.11 sec/60° @ 4.8V

Nylon

SPMSA2010

A2010 Ultra Micro

2.5 oz-in (0.18 kg-cm) @ 4.8V

.06 sec/60° @ 4.8V

Nylon

SPMSA2020

A2020 Nanolite

1.2 oz-in (0.86 kg-cm) @ 4.8V

.08 sec/60° @4.8V

Nylon

SPMSA2030L

A2030L 2.3-Gram Performance Linear Long-Throw

3.5 oz (100 g) of Force

0.10 sec

Nylon

SPMASA2030LO

A2030L 2.3-Gram Linear Long-Throw Offset

3.5 oz (100 g) of Force

0.10 sec

Nylon

SPMSH2025L

2.0-Gram Linear Long-Throw, 15mm Lead

3.5 oz (100 g) of Force

0.10 sec

Nylon

SPMSH2026L

2.1-Gram Linear Long-Throw, 38mm Lead

3.5 oz (100 g) of Force

0.10 sec

Nylon

SPMSH2040L

2.9-Gram Performance Linear Long-Throw

11.6 oz (329 g) of Force

0.13 sec

Nylon

SPMSH2040T

2.9-Gram Performance Linear Tail

9.6 oz (272 g) of Force

0.07 sec

Nylon

SPMSA3030

A3030 Sub-Micro Digital High-Torque

28 oz-in (2 kg-cm) @ 6V

.10 sec/60° @ 6V

Nylon

SPMSA3040

A3040 Sub-Micro Digital High-Torque Metal Gear

28 oz-in (2 kg-cm) @ 6V

.10 sec/60° @ 6V

Metal

SPMSA4010

A4010 Micro Digital

42 oz-in (3.0 kg-cm) @ 6V

.11 sec/60° @ 6V

Nylon

SPMSA5030

A5030 Mini Digital

66 oz-in (4.8 kg-cm) @ 6V

.10 sec/60° @ 6V

Nylon

SPMSA5040

A5040 Mini Digital Metal Gear

66 oz-in (4.8 kg-cm) @ 6V

.10 sec/60° @ 6V

Metal

Standard-Size Servos
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Product #

Description

Torque

Speed

Type

SPMSA7020

A7020 Digital Wing

50 oz-in (3.6 kg-cm) @ 6V

.09 sec/60° @ 6V

Metal

Accessories |

Helicopter Servos
Product #

Description

Torque

Speed

Type

SPMSH3020

H3020 Sub-Micro Digital High-Speed Heli MG

22 oz-in (1.6 kg-cm) @ 6V

.08 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH5020G

H5020G Mini Digital Gyro MG

39 oz-in (2.8 kg-cm) @ 6V

.11 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6010

H6010 Digital Heli

100 oz-in (7.2 kg-cm) @ 6V

.14 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6040

H6040 Digital Heli – High-Speed

167 oz-in (12 kg-cm) @ 6V

.08 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6080G

H6080G Gyro

69.4 oz-in (5.0 kg-cm) @ 6V

.05 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6160

H6160 HV High Speed Heli Cyclic MG

107 oz-in (7.7 kg-cm) @ 6.0V

0.15 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6200

H6200 HV Digital High Speed Heli Cyclic MG

139 oz-in (10.0 kg-cm) @ 6.0V

0.08 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6210

H6210 HV Digital Ultra Speed Heli Tail MG

79.0 oz-in (5.69 kg-cm) @ 6.0V

0.04 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6280

H6280 HV Ultra Speed Heli Cyclic MG

214 oz-in (15.4 kg-cm) @ 6.0V

0.084 sec/60° @ 6.0V

Metal

SPMSH6280

SPM6701

AR7200BX Flybarless System
USB Interface

UM AS3X® Technology
USB Interface

SPMA3030

SPMA3060

Keep your AR7200BX Flybarless System on the cutting edge with
this USB interface and BeastX updater software. The updater software is a free download from www.beastx.com, available in both
Mac® OS and Windows® versions.

Use this USB programmer to fine-tune the AS3X
settings on aircraft equipped with the ultra micro
AS6410NBL AS3X receiver/ESC unit or other AS3X
units like it.

Deluxe Transmitter Cases
Product #

Description

SPM6701

Deluxe Aircraft Transmitter Case

SPM6706

Deluxe Double Aircraft
Transmitter Case

SPM6708

Single Stand-Up Aircraft
Transmitter Case

SPM6710

DX10t Transmitter Case

Neckstraps and Harnesses

Spektrum Flight Log
SPM9540

Product #

Product Description

SPMP610

Spektrum Neckstrap for Handheld
Transmitters

VR5203 Dual
Output Regulator

Voltage Regulator
7.5A, 6V

SPM6703

Spektrum Neckstrap Adapter

SPMVR5203

SPMVR6007

SPMA3020

Spektrum Deluxe Shoulder Harness
for DX10t

Transmitter Packs

LiPo Receiver Packs

NiMH Receiver Packs

Product Description

Product #

Product Description

LiPo Receiver Pack 1350mAh

SPMB1500NM

1500mAh 4.8V NiMH Receiver Pack
2150mAh 6.0V NiMH Receiver Pack

Product #

Description

Product #

SPM9521

1500mAh NiMH Transmitter Pack: DX7, DX7SE

SPMB1350LP

SPM9527

2100mAh NiMH AA (4-Pack): DX6i, DX5e, DX4e

SPMB2000LP

LiPo Receiver Pack 2000mAh

SPMB2150NM

SPMB2000NMTX

2000mAh NiMH Transmitter Pack: DX8, DX7s

SPMB4000LP

LiPo Receiver Pack 4000mAh

SPMB2700NM

2700mAh 6.0V NiMH Receiver Pack

SPMB2500LPTX

2500mAh LiPo Transmitter Pack: DX10t

LiPo Receiver Pack 6000mAh

SPMB4500NM

4500mAh 6.0V NiMH Receiver Pack

SPMB2600LPTX

2600mAh LiPo Transmitter Pack: DX18

SPMB4000LPTX

4000mAh LiPo Transmitter Pack: DX8, DX7s

SPMB6000LP

horizonhobby.com
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Beginner series

Never flown before? Not a problem.
Blade beginner helis are stable and
easy to fly. All are available in Readyto-Fly versions that come with
the heli, transmitter, batteries and
charger in one convenient purchase.

intermediate series

For pilots eager to make the next
step, these fixed-pitch helis are
exactly what they need. The helis
feature a marvelous blend of agility
and stability, allowing pilots to
expand their skill level without ever
feeling over their head.

advanced series

#1 by design
There’s flying with an RC heli and then there’s flying with a Blade heli. And whether
you’re a first-timer or an advanced helicopter pilot, there’s a Blade heli for you.
From the beginner-friendly Scout CX™ heli to the advanced Blade 700 X Pro Series
kit, all are designed by expert RC heli pilots who know what it takes to deliver the
best flying experience possible, whatever your experience level might be. Plus, the
Blade brand is always pushing the limits with innovations like Bind-N-Fly® ultra
micro helis you can fly with any Spektrum™ DSM2®/DSMX® aircraft transmitter to
ready-to-fly helis capable of unlimited 3D right out of the box.

For pilots who have mastered fixedpitch helis, the next step is collectivepitch machines. These helis offer the
ability to create aerobatic tricks; fun
for experienced heli pilots and those
just moving into the level.

expert series

No need to give up the convenience
and quality of a flight-ready Blade
helicopter when these expert level
helis fly aggressive 3D aerobatics
with absolute precision and power
to spare. Each one comes fullyassembled with BeastX® or AS3X®
flybarless technology, a high-output
brushless power system and a
DSM2®/DSMX® receiver.

pro series

Pilots who’ve mastered 3D flight now
need a machine that flies further
than their own limits—a Blade Pro
Series helicopter. Every
part of a Pro Series
heli has been chosen
or designed to give
pro class pilots a heli
that can go toe-to-toe
against anything flown
by the competition.
26

Blade path |

Scout CX™

mSR

mCX

120 SR

mCX2

Nano QX

Nano CP X

mCP X BL

180 QX

200 SR X

350 QX

450 3D

130 X

Red Bull BO105 CB 130 X

450 X

550 X

CX2

300 CFX

500 X

600 X

700 X

horizonhobby.com
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Beginner series:

Never flown before?

not a problem.

Blade beginner helis are stable and easy to fly. All are available in Ready-to-Fly versions
that come with the heli, transmitter, batteries and charger in one convenient purchase.

Blade CX2
RTF // EFLH1250
KEY FEATURES
- Includes aluminum head/hub, over-current protection, 3-in-1
control unit and Spektrum AR6100e receiver
- Flight-ready—no assembly required
-	Coaxial, counter-rotating rotor blades that make hovering easy
- Two featherlight S60 super sub-micro
servos—just 6.0 grams each
- 	2–3 cell DC Li-Po balancing
charger and AC adapter

Blade Scout CX
RTF // BLH2700
MAIN

13.6 in (345mm)
8.0 oz (227 g) with battery
16.42 in (417mm)
2-cell 7.4V 800mAh Li-Po battery
pack
LP5DSM 2.4GHz DSM 5-channel
(included)

Blade mCX
RTF // EFLH2200

6.50 in (165mm)
0.60 oz (17 g)
6.30 in (160mm)
70mAh 3.7V rechargeable Li-Po
2.4GHz radio control 3-channel
(included)

28

MAIN

MAIN

7.5 in (190mm)
1.0 oz (28.0 g)
7.9 in (200mm)
1S 3.7V 150mAh Li-Po
MLP4DSM 2.4GHz DSM2
4-channel (included with RTF)

Beginner series |

Blade mCX2
RTF // EFLH2400
BNF // EFLH2480
MAIN

7.5 in (190mm)
1.0 oz (28.0 g)
7.9 in (200mm)
1S 3.7V 150mAh Li-Po
MLP4DSM 2.4GHz DSM2 4-channel
(included with RTF)

horizonhobby.com
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See The World From a
New Vantage Point

30

350 QX |

The experts in Blade® heli design and innovation are set to invigorate the aerial video
market with the 350 QX. The 350 QX is a highly capable quadcopter with the ability to
capture video and still images using an included GoPro® compatible camera mount.
A series of intuitive new SAFE™ technology features and dynamic flight modes give this
quadcopter appeal among both beginner pilots and advanced aerobatic pilots alike.
With the 350 QX, novices and experts alike can get involved in this exciting hobby with
Ready-to-Fly and Bind-N-Fly® models.

horizonhobby.com
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QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The 350 QX represents the best
technology currently available
for quadcopters and blows away
the competition in both flight
performance and price point.
Who Will Love It
Anyone looking to get into aerial
photography or quadcopter flying
with a stress free solution that is
functional and fun to fly.
Key Product Features
8 SAFE technology gives this
quadcopter the utmost precision and
flight stability possible and multiple
flight modes that make it easy for a
variety of pilots to fly the 350 QX
8 Anti-vibration camera mount
included! Out of the box, the 350 QX
has superior camera footage.
8 The only camera ready quadcopter
available in BNF and RTF with
Spektrum technology and is price lower
than its competition.

// Blade 350 QX Features
Smart Mode
While in Smart mode, SAFE
technology engages the
innovative SAFE Circle™ feature,
which prevents the 350 QX from
flying too close to its pilot. When in a hover, GPS
and altimeter sensors keep the quadcopter in a
consistent stable position. In Smart Mode, the 350
QX follows stick commands relative to the pilot:
move the cyclic stick on the transmitter right or
left, and the 350 QX will move right or left relative
to the pilot regardless of which way it’s pointing.

GPS and Altimeter
Technology
GPS and altimeter sensors in
the 350 QX provide the ability to
remain in a specific position for
stable aerial footage and peace of mind.
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Stability Mode
In Stability Mode, SAFE
technology limits the flight
envelope of the 350 QX
and enables self-leveling
characteristics for consistent level flight
even when pilot input is abruptly removed
from the control sticks. GPS position hold
can be enabled or disabled by a pilot while in
Stability mode.

Return Home
At any time during flight, with
the flip of a switch the 350
QX will automatically return
home to where its motors
were started.

Agility Mode
In Agility Mode, the 350
QX utilizes AS3X flight
characteristics to deliver a
robust flight experience. While
flying in Agility mode, the 350 QX can perform
aerobatic maneuvers with extreme stability
thanks to SAFE technology.

GoPro® Compatible*
Thanks to four 1100Kv
brushless motors and ample
power from a 3S 2200mAh
30C LiPo battery the 350 QX
has more than enough power
to carry a GoPro camera*. An anti vibration
camera mount is included** with purchase.

*Camera not included.
**Designed for use with GOPRO products. GOPRO is a registered trademark of Woodman Labs, Inc. in the United States and other countries.

350 QX Unofficial Video: James Haley shows how aerobatic the 350 QX is in Agility Mode.
This mode features no flight envelope protection, no GPS or Altitude holds unlike the other modes.
Watch it - http://youtu.be/Pki4TzdGDPY

350 QX |

BLH7800
BLH7880

MAIN

Blade 350 QX RTF
Blade 350 QX BNF	

8.27 in (210mm)

11.1V 3S 2200mAh 30C LiPo

24 oz (680 g)

DX5E or higher

18.3 in (465mm)

8 watch it fly!
http://youtu.be/y87_PUc25pg

// Flying Circles Around the Rest

SAFE Circle Feature
The revolutionary SAFE Circle feature provides a
GPS based, 30’ diameter zone around the pilot
that prevents the 350 QX from entering when in
Smart Mode.

Sky Lights
Go on night time adventures with the 350 QX.
Pilots can easily see the orientation of the
quadcopter by the bright red and blue LED
pattern. Brighten up the sky with a movable
light show.

Master Control
The Ready-To-Fly Blade 350 QX comes with a
Spektrum™ DX5e transmitter. Pilots experience
the unbeatable control of frequency agile
genuine DSMX® technology with the simplest,
easiest-to-use design available.

horizonhobby.com
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UNDER the Hood: The 180 QX HD utilizes a new canopy design, but accomodates older canopies for
the mQX. It also uses the same frame which makes replacement parts easier.

180 qx hd |

Easy-to-fly
eye in the sky
SAFE™ technology makes the 180 QX
HD camera quadcopter a must-have
rtf: BLH7400
bnf: BLH7480

T

he Blade 180 QX HD makes entering the world of aerial photography and
video easy. With the included E-flite® HD camera, taking still images and
recording video from a transmitter is a seamless process. Available in Bind-N-Fly®
and Ready-To-Fly completion levels, beginners and current RC fans who want
to know more about the immensely popular hobby of aerial photography can
get up to speed easily and with minimal investment. SAFE technology enables
the 180 QX HD to fly in three dynamic modes with extreme stability and varied
envelope protection. Superb flight characteristics are complemented by the
included E-flite HD camera and 2GB mini SD® card. Like all Blade helicopters, the
180 QX HD is still a pilot’s machine capable of aerobatics and high-speed flight
with or without the camera attached.

INCLUDES CAMERA!

BNF or RTF?
There are two versions of the 180
QX HD available. If you’ve already
purchased a DSMX® compatible
RTF aircraft or heli, then any radio purchased with the previous aircraft will
work with the 180 QX HD, making the BNF version a perfect fit. For a list of
compatible Bind-N-Fly transmitters visit:
www.bindnfly.com/compatibleproducts/

horizonhobby.com
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QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
A stabilized aerial camera platform
value-packed with quality HD optics
and the one-of-a-kind experience of
fearless flight SAFE technology.
Who Will Love It
Beginners and new quadcopter pilots
looking for a practical camera platform
with on-board recording.
Key Product Features
8 SAFE technology gives the 180 QX
both Stability and Agility modes
8 HD camera installed with micro SD
recording capabilities
8 Removable camera reduces risk of
damage due to aerobatic flight practice

Features to Flip Over

Adjustable video camera
Both the BNF or RTF versions of the Blade® 180
QX HD include the E-flite EFC™-720 camera that’s
easily mounted to the frame between the sturdy
landing gear struts. This lightweight camera is
capable of software-enhanced 720p resolution
video recording as well as 1.3 megapixel still image
capture and can be used on other aircraft. Included
for use with the camera are a 2GB Micro-SD
storage card and USB charging cable.
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Dynamic transmitter functions
At any time during flight, with the press of a
button, a pilot can trigger the still photo or video
function on the E-flite EFC-720 camera with
the included DSMX 5-channel transmitter. This
functionality can also be programmed into a
compatible DSMX® transmitter for BNF models.

SAFE technology equipped
In Stability Mode, the 180 QX HD operates with bank
limiting and SAFE™ technology enhanced self-leveling
characteristics. Two Stability modes provide the
pilot with high and low-angle settings, allowing the
quadcopter to be flown smoothly or more aggressively
depending on your video needs. Agility Mode has no
flight envelope protection. All bank and pitch angle
limits are removed, and the pilot can experience
aggressive aerobatic flight with AS3X® technology
providing a crisp, locked-in feeling at all times.

180 QX HD |

More juice
Having more than one battery like the
included E-flite 500mAh 1S 3.7V 25C Li-Po
(EFLB5001S25) means that there’s less chance of
losing that great shot opportunity.

Charge it
Fast charge the stock battery with a Dynamite®
Prophet™ Precept™ 80W LCD AC/DC Charger
(DYNC2015) and the time needed to recharge can
be three times less.

“SAFE technology sets this
quadcopter apart from all other
competitors in its class. Besides
being easy to fly, it includes flight
modes that are usually only
found on larger, more expensive
quads. In addition, someone
trying aerial photography will
have a greater chance of success
flying and taking great
video and images.”
MAIN

14 in (279.4mm)
3.35 oz (95 g)
11.5 in (292mm)
E-flite 500mAh 1S 3.7V
25C Li-Po
RTF comes with MLP6DSM. Will work with
DX4E and higher

RTF comes with MLP6DSM Will work with DX4E and up

Steve
Petrotto
brand
manager

horizonhobby.com
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Recovery

at the Push of a Button

The only single rotor, fixed pitch SAFE technology-equipped heli with a panic button.
Blade 200 SR X RTF

BLH2000

The 200 SR X RTF is the first Blade® Heli to utilize Horizon Hobby® SAFE™ (Sensor assisted flight envelope) technology to deliver an
unrivaled flight experience. No other helicopters in the market feature this type of technology or features. The fully brushless 200 SR X has
plenty of power and reliability that’s second to none. The panic button enabled by SAFE technology provides a virtual safety net and instant
flight recovery so you can learn complex helicopter flight with confidence. SAFE technology brings a whole new meaning to the way you
learn to fly. Not only is the 200 SR X a helicopter that can grow with you, it can help you become a better pilot from the start.

MAIN

TAIL

400 mm
64 mm
250 g

E-flite® 3S 11.1v 800
mAh 30C Li-Po
battery
LP6DSM 6-channel
transmitter with
(4) AA batteries
(RTF only)

375 mm
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Panic Free Power: With the 200 SR X, you can perform loops, rolls and other agility moves,
but with SAFE technology you are always in control.

200 SR X |

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The 200 SR X gives you the confidence
to become a better pilot and has
incredible flying characteristics we
know you’ll love!

Three Flight Modes

Who Will Love It
Perfect for intermediate pilots
looking for a larger, very capable
helicopter trainer.
Key Product Features
8The 200 SR X is the only single rotor,
fixed pitch helicopter that features
panic mode and can be flown indoors or
out, stable or aggressively.
8Fully brushless, making it incredibly
powerful and extremely reliable.
8 SAFE technology provides multiple
flight modes that allow you to grow
with the 200 SR X

Beginner Mode

Small pitch and roll angle
limits combined with
electronic self-leveling.

Intermediate Mode

Experienced Mode

Pitch and roll limits are
expanded to offer a larger
flight envelope with
electronic self-leveling.

Full flight envelope
with pitch and roll limits
removed.

Panic Button
The integration of SAFE technology into the 200 SR X introduces an intricate flight training
system allowing pilots to develop their flying skills safely. Regardless of the mode chosen, an
exclusive feature is the Panic Button. The instant a pilot senses trouble, a push of the button
on the transmitter returns the heli to stable flight no matter how out of control.

“The 200 SR X is designed for someone that wants
a larger, next-step helicopter for outside flight.
Since the helicopter is fixed pitch, there were a
number of issues we had to overcome to do this.
The results are a fixed pitch helicopter that can fly
outdoors in 10-15 mph winds, will self-level in the
appropriate modes, and has “Panic” that will
recover the model to level flight. You now
have an option for a larger model that
does not need to be mechanically as
complicated as other larger models
but still accomplishes the same
goal, outdoor forward flight.”

James Haley
product development

horizonhobby.com
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Four Times
the Fun

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Ultra-compact quad-copter that is
perfect for both the beginner and
seasoned heli flyer. SAFE technology
allows the pilot to grow in skill and
confidence.
Who Will Love It

Weighing in at less than 19 grams
and able to fit in the palm of your hand,
the Nano QX makes flying
anywhere a reality.

Any quad-copter enthusiast looking
for something small in size and
capable of both 3 and 6-axis flight.
Beginners and skilled pilots alike will
enjoy the exciting new Nano QX.
Key Product Features
8 SAFE technology makes the Nano QX
suitable for a variety of pilots
8 Tiny size makes it capable of flying in
the smallest of places
8 Fully repairable. Although diminutive
in size, the Nano QX is fully repairable
and hobby-grade.

Blade® NanoQX RTF/BNF
BLH7600	NanoQX RTF	
BLH7680	NanoQX BNF
Welcome to the world of nano-sized quad-copters with the Blade® Nano QX. This
ultra-small quad may be compact, but it’s packed with incredible technology,
allowing it to fly with ultimate precision. It’s available in a Ready-To-Fly version
with transmitter and a Bind-N-Fly® version without. The world’s first quad-copter
equipped with sophisticated SAFE™ (Sensor Assisted Flight Envelope) technology,
providing two SAFE flight modes: stability and agility. You can master the basics in
stability mode without banging up your quad, then switch to agility mode for faster
and more agile flying. The Nano QX is one of the smallest 3/6-axis quad-copters
available and is a great heli for first time pilots and seasoned enthusiasts alike.

MAIN

1.97 in (50.0mm)
0.58 oz (16.5 g)
5.5 in (140mm)

Radio Upgrade
SPMR66101 DX6i DSMX 6-Channel
Transmitter Only Mode 1
Full-range 2.4GHz DSMX® 6-channel radio
includes an impressive list of programming
features for both airplanes and helicopters
that are simple to access and use.
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3.7V 1S 150mAh 25C LiPo
4 channels

4-In-1 DSMX Control Unit
This marvel of miniaturized electronics
combines a DSMX® receiver, motor
speed controls, mixer and SAFE
technology sensors on a single circuit
board no bigger than a postage stamp.

Super Lightweight: The Blade Nano QX is lighter than 20 regular size paperclips, eight
pennies or 20cc of water.

Intermediate Series |

8 See it in Action!

intermediate
series

http://youtu.be/w74WChGpH9c

The Nano QX is one of a kind. It’s fun to fly and can
take the bumps a new pilot may experience. The frame
is incredibly lightweight, but durable. Additionally, the
parts count is low. Eventually pilots will be able to do
flips and rolls. Pretty cool for a quad that can sit in the
palm of your hand.

Blade® mSR
BLH3000
• The ideal next step for coaxial
heli pilots
ready for single-rotor flight
• Fixed-pitch rotor head
delivers hands-off stability
and predictable response
• Durable, lightweight airframe
• 5-in-1 DSMX™ receiver/ESCs/
mixer/servos/gyro unit

MAIN

7.0 in (180mm)
1.1 oz (31 g)
7.5 in (190mm)
1S 3.7V 150mAh Li-Po (included)
MLP4DSM 2.4GHz DSM2 4-channel

Blade 120 SR RTF/BNF

Two Powerful
Flight Modes

1
2

Stability Mode
Pitch and bank angle limits are in place to prevent
extreme or unusual attitudes. When the sticks are
released, the Nano QX will not only return to straight
and level, but actually stop forward momentum and
return to hover.

Agility Mode
In agility mode, all flight envelope protection is
removed and the Nano QX can be flown more
aggressively. There are no limits on pitch or bank angles
and no self-leveling.

BLH3100 120 SR RTF
BLH3180 120 SR BNF
• 100% factory-assembled, testflown and ready-to-fly right
from the box
• Unique rotor head designed
specifically to provide inherent
stability of a coaxial helicopter,
but provide the agile control of
a single-rotor helicopter
• Factory-installed 5-in-1 control
unit with Spektrum 2.4GHz
DSM2™-compatible receiver,
main motor ESCs, mixer, gyro
and fully-proportional servos

MAIN

12.5 in (318mm)
3.75 oz (106 g)
12.5 in (318mm)
1S 3.7V 500mAh Li-Po (included)
MLP4DSM 2.4GHz DSM2 4-channel
(included with RTF)

SR Electric Micro Heli RTF
EFLH1500
• Brushless main motor
• Collective pitch with CCPM
control layout
• Includes DC Li-Po balancing
charger with AC adapter
• Spektrum® AR6100e Microlite
receiver, installed
• E-flite G110 heading lock  gyro,
installed

MAIN

TAIL

21.80 in (553mm)
3.20 in (82mm)
12 oz (340 g) with battery
19.10 in (485mm)
3S 11.1V 1000mAh Li-Po (included)
HP6DSM 2.4GHz 6-channel (included)
horizonhobby.com
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advanced series

Advanced aeroba

anywhere

For pilots who have mastered fixed-pitch helis, the next step is collective-pitch machines. These helis offer
the ability to create aerobatic tricks; fun for experienced heli pilots and those just moving into the level.

Blade Nano CP X
RTF // BLH3300
BNF // BLH3380
Flip, funnel or roll in any room of your house
with the incredible Blade Nano CP X heli.
At just 29 grams (barely over an ounce), it’s the lightest
flybarless heli in its class. At the center of its amazing abilities is the proven AS3X (Artificial Stabilization – 3-aXis)
Flybarless System. This system uses a 3-axis MEMS sensor
and exclusive flight control software to give the Nano CP X
heli a perfect balance of agility and stability. It’s unbelievably durable too. You’ll be able to fly as aggressively as you
want without worrying about costly repairs to your heli or
your furniture.

MAIN

TAIL

7.75 in (197mm)
1.40 in (36.5mm)
1.02 oz (29 g)
7.75 in (197mm)
150mAh 1-cell 3.7V 25C Li-Po
battery (included with RTF)
Spektrum DX4e 2.4GHz DSMX
transmitter with batteries
(included with RTF)
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KEY FEATURES
- AS3X Flybarless System
- Symmetrical 85mm main rotor blades
-	2.1-gram, linear long-throw,
cyclic servos
- Strong, lightweight airframe
- Carbon fiber main shaft and tail boom

advanced Series |

batics

MAIN

TAIL

28.4 in (720mm)
5.6 in (142mm)
26.9 oz (760 g)
25.8 in (655mm)

Blade 450 3D
RTF // BLH1600
BNF Basic // BLH1650

420H brushless outrunner, 3900Kv
(installed)
E-flite 3S11.1V 2200mAh 30C Li-Po
(included with RTF)
Spektrum DX6i 2.4GHz DSMX
6-channel radio (included with RTF)

horizonhobby.com
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Fly Like One of the

Flying Bulls
Officially licensed with an
incredibly accurate scale look.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Distinctive, officially-licensed details
and superior flight performance appeals
to a wide audience who can grow with
the heli as their skills progress.
Who Will Love It
Fans of the full-scale Red Bull BO-105CB
or heli pilots that appreciate scale detail
and aerobatic flight.

Blade® Red Bull BO-105 CB 130 X BNF
BLH3880
The Blade® Red Bull BO-105 CB 130 X is an accurate scale model of the famous Red Bull
BO-105 CB, operated by the Flying Bulls. Officially licensed by Red Bull GmbH, this heli not
only resembles its full scale inspiration down to individual rivets, it also performs with similar
precision. Based on the proven 130 X platform, pilots of all skill levels will enjoy the heli while
more seasoned pilots will be able to recreate the aerobatic routines of the full scale helicopter.
It can even execute mild 3D maneuvers.

Key Product Features
8 The Red Bull BO-105 CB is an
extremely popular and well-known
helicopter, even in the RC segment, and
is known for its aerobatic routines.
8 The first Blade scale detailed model
right out of the box with scale head
rotation and kick-up tail.
8 The heli appeals to a wide audience.
Although suited for the expert pilot,
this heli will cater to those looking to fly
either scale or aerobatic routines.
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Shaft-Driven Tail Rotor.

Detailed Scale Appearance.

Full torque-tube driven kick-up tail with
left sided tail rotor that delivers ample
power and authority for mimicking the
death-defying stunts of the full scale Red
Bull BO-105 CB.

Fully detailed model with accurate rotor
rotation, full rivets, panel lines and more.
This is accuracy in design and function at
its finest.

2,400 kg flying upside down: A piece of cake for the BO105. It’s the only helicopter that is FAA
certified to perform aerobatics.

Red Bull BO-105 CB 130X |

Pilot Chuck Aaron

The Flying Bulls
MAIN

TAIL

12.1 in (307mm)

13.0 in (330mm)

3.0 in (76mm)

7.4V 2S 300mAh 35C LiPo
(included)

5.4 oz (152 g)

6 -channel

Also Available from the Red Bull Family
EFL4910 L-13 Blanik 4.2m ARF
This 1/4-scale replica of this internationally
recognized sailplane includes a hinged
canopy and an authentic Red Bull trim
scheme. Officially licensed by Red Bull
GmbH Austria.

Since 1999, the Red Bull Flying Bulls have been thrilling
millions at air shows around the world. The most impressive
helicopter the Flying Bulls take to the air is the Red Bull BO105 CB. This highly modified 840 horsepower thrill machine
is capable of performing death-defying aerial stunts
including back flips, rolls, loops and the mind blowing
“Chuckilvak” tumble maneuver.
Recently, Blade product developer James Haley had the
chance to meet the esteemed pilot of the Red Bull BO-105
CB, Chuck Aaron. James took the opportunity to show off
the aerobatic abilities of the new Red Bull BO-105 CB 130
X next to the full scale helicopter and inspiration. “The
experience was unreal,” James said. “This was the first
time I’ve had the opportunity to fly a scale reproduction RC
helicopter next to the full model it’s based on.” As a bonus,
James was given the opportunity to be a passenger in the
Red Bull Bo-105 CB with brand manager Steve Petrotto.
“It’s one thing to see this helicopter fly, but getting the
opportunity to be in the cockpit with such a renowned pilot
was incredibly inspirational,” Petrotto added.
To learn more about the Red Bull BO-105 CB and to find out
where it’s appearing next, visit www.flyingbulls.at.

Select the Right Transmitter

SPMR6610 DX6i DSMX 6-Channel
Transmitter Only Mode 2

SPM7800 DX7s 7-Channel Radio
with AR8000 (no servos) Mode 2

SPMR8800 DX8 DSMX 8-Channel
Transmitter Only Mode 2

The 6-channel transmitter with full-range
DSMX® technology includes an impressive list
of programming features for both airplanes and
helicopters that are simple to access and use.

The DX7s is equipped with Spektrum AirWare
programming that was developed exclusively
by Spektrum from the ground up. It has all the
functions an airplane or heli pilot could want, but
you don’t have to be an expert to use them.

Its next-generation Spektrum™ AirWare™ software,
built-in telemetry, Spektrum Data Interface and
superior ergonomics completely revolutionize how
your customers fly.

horizonhobby.com
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Expert series

One Step

Beyond
The Blade 300 CFX

BNF // BLH4650

Pro Class Engineering and Bind-N-Fly
Convenience for Under $400
Enjoy the carbon fiber rigidity and aluminum head precision of a 700-size machine for a
fraction of the price with the new Blade® 300 CFX. Based on the Blade 300 X, this remarkable
heli is more than a mere upgrade. It’s a transformation. This new version of the popular 300 X
utilizes many of the same parts with a host of hop-up parts already installed. Optimized with
servo geometry similar to the 700 X, it gives the model an extremely precise feel when flying
and prevents mechanical loss via the flybarless system. The best part is the heli comes as a
BNF Basic, pre-built out of the box, and only requires a battery to get in the air.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The combination of aluminum parts
and carbon fiber frame with optimized
servo geometry means out of the box
performance that can go toe-to-toe
with the competition.
Who Will Love It
Heli enthusiasts who enjoyed the
popular 300 X and are looking for
out of the box upgrades and BNF
convenience.
Key Product Features
8Perfect Servo Geometry pulled
directly from the 700 X
8 Packed full of aluminum hop-ups and
features carbon fiber frames
8 Higher performance immediately out
of the box and completely BNF Basic
One of the first Blade 300 CFX prototypes.
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The Right Receiver: Combining a 7-channel DSMX receiver with a BeastX®, 3-axis MEMS stabilization system into a single unit
creates a groundbreaking receiver that allows for quick fine-tuning without touching a single linkage or special software.

expert series, 300 CFX & 130 x |

Blade 130 X
BNF // BLH3780
KEY FEATURES

*Prototype Shown

MAIN

550mm

TAIL

140mm
510g
510mm
3S 1350mAh 30 C

- AS3X Flybarless System
- 	Powerful, 6730Kv brushless
inrunner motor
- Shaft-driven, variable-pitch tail rotor
- 	Symmetrical 135mm main
rotor blades
- 	Spektrum 2.9-gram linear long-throw,
cyclic servos
-	Spektrum 2.9-gram linear performance
tail servo

MAIN

TAIL

12.8 in (325mm)
3.00 in (76.0mm)
3.80 oz (107 g)
12.0 in (305mm)

get the most from your 300 cfx

2S 7.4V 300mAh 35C Li-Po
(included)
6+ channel DSM2/DSMX computer
transmitter, sold separately
*Requires a 6-channel DSM2/DSMX computer transmitter
with heli software, sold separately

DYN4066
Dynamite Passport™ AC/DC LiPo 6S Charger

BLH4549
Blade 300 X Aluminum Carrying & Storage Case

horizonhobby.com
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Blade 450 X
BNF // BLH4380
KEY FEATURES
- 	Powerful E-flite 440H 4200Kv
brushless motor
- 325mm carbon fiber main blades
- Hardened 80-degree dampers
- Thrust bearing-supported tail grips
- 	Triple ball bearing-supported,
hardened steel main shaft
- Belt-driven tail rotor
-	Weighted tail blade
mounting hardware
- Rigid, lwain frame
- Aluminum tail boom

MAIN

TAIL

28.4 in (720mm)
6.10 in (155mm)
25.3 oz (717 g)
25.8 in (655mm)
E-flite 3S 11.1V 2200mAh 30C Li-Po
Spektrum AR7200BX DSMX receiver

stability and
response
with
flybarless
control

MAIN

38.2 in (970mm)

TAIL

7.80 in (198mm)
3.95 lb (1800 g)

The heart and soul of the Blade
300 X, 450 X, 500 X and 550 X helis
is the groundbreaking Spektrum
AR7200BX DSMX receiver/flybarless control system. The AR7200BX
system integrates a 7-channel
receiver with BeastX® 3-axis MEMS
stabilization in one lightweight unit. Through this incredibly advanced, all-in-one solution,
you can fine-tune the stability and cyclic response to get exactly the feel you’re looking
for without having to use any special software. All you need is the AR7200BX system and
your transmitter.
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33.5 in (850mm)
E-flite 6S 22.2V 2900mAh 30C
Li-Po
Spektrum AR7200BX Receiver/
Flybarless Control System

expert series, 450 X & 500 X |

Equipped for
Thrilling 3D
Blade 500 X
BNF // BLH4080

The Blade 500 X BNF heli combines BeastX flybarless technology with Bind-N-Fly technology to bring advanced
pilots a big, powerful 3D heli they can have flying in the time it takes to charge a battery.
It comes out of the box equipped for aggressive 3D with an E-flite 520H 1320Kv brushless motor and high-output 6S 30C Li-Po battery. This awesome power
is complemented by the precise response of the Spektrum AR7200BX 7-channel flybarless control system—a remarkable, all-in-one solution that combines
a 7-channel DSMX receiver, 3-axis MEMS sensor and BeastX programming into a single compact unit. And, as with all Blade helis, the 500 X model has been
flight-tested and had the rotors balanced at the factory.
*Requires a 6-channel DSM2/DSMX computer transmitter with heli software, sold separately

horizonhobby.com
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Engineered to

Dominate
The Blade 700 X is a competition-level
700-class machine that’s second to none

I

ntroducing the Blade® 700 X—where awesome power meets flawless
response. Redefining the standards of class performance, the innovative
700 X design features a unique servo mounting geometry to eliminate
mechanical inefficiency between the cyclic servos and the swashplate.
The result is flawless cyclic and collective response that feels almost
telekinetic. With its optimized cyclic servo geometry, quick change battery
tray, helical main gear and its lightweight low parts count design, the 700
X is a helicopter that will turn heads at the field. Available in standard
kit and kit combo versions, the 700 X combines high quality, incredible
performance and innovation all in one complete package.

Blade® 700 X Pro Series
BLH5725CCSE
BLH5725		
BLH5725C	
BLH5725CSE

MAIN

TAIL

700 X Pro Series Combo w/ Castle Edge 120HV ESC
700 X Pro Series Kit
700 X Pro Series Combo
700 X Pro Series Kit w/ Castle Edge 120HV ESC

64.4 in (1635mm)

53.1 in (1350mm)

12.0 in (306mm)

(2) 22.2V 6S 4400-5000mAh Li-Po

11.0-11.6 lb (5.0-5.8 kg)

6 channels

Direct-to-Swashplate, Flybarless Head Design
The low parts count of this simple head design
makes initial setup and routine maintenance easy.
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Integrated Bearing Block Servo Mount
Design with Optimized Geometry
The cyclic servos mount directly to the aluminum
bearing block. This simplifies installation and
provides a more direct link to the swashpate.

Carbon Fiber Main Frame and Machined
Aluminum Head Block and Swashplate
Rigid and lightweight carbon fiber and aluminum
parts are tough enough to handle the rigors of 3D
maneuvers and deliver crisp control response.

Large and In Charge: The Blade 700 X is the third release in the Pro Series and the
largest helicopter in the Blade Pro Series line up.

700 X Pro Series |

The Combo Advantage

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The Blade 700 X marks the pinnacle
of helicopter performance in the Pro
Series line up. This innovative product
is not just your average 700 machine.
It solidifies Blade as a true player in
the 700-class market.

SPMSH6200
H6200 HV Digital High Speed
Heli Cyclic MG Servo

SPMSH6210
H6210 HV Digital Ultra Speed
Heli Tail MG Servo

The 700 X combo includes Spektrum™ H6200 high-voltage digital
cyclic servos for maximum control authority and crisp response during
the most aggressive maneuvers. Also included with the combo is the
lightning-fast H6210 high-voltage digital tail servo. Both servos feature
a Quick Disconnect servo lead. This allows a pilot to replace their servo
without having to rerun all of the servo wiring, which can be a bit of a
challenge. A big time saver!

8 watch the video!
http://youtu.be/TEhFcALIh68

Who Will Love It
RC helicopter enthusiasts who
demand high performance. Blade
customers who have risen through the
ranks of the Blade path.
Key Product Features
8 Featuring perfect servo geometry,
this creates an incredible experience few
other helicopters can compete with.
8 Few competitors can compete with
the quality of completion and level of
service that Blade offers.
8 The pinnacle of Blade design and
development, 700 class combines
innovation, world-class components and
the highest quality of materials to make
it a perfect choice for class enthusiasts.

THE BLADE PRO SERIES
Every part of a Pro Series heli kit has been chosen or designed
with one thing in mind—giving pro-class pilots a heli that’s
capable of effortless “smack” 3D and can go toe-to-toe
against anything flown by the competition.
description

item#

description

item#

550 X Pro Series Kit without ESC

BLH5595

600 X Pro Series Kit w/ Castle Edge 80HV ESC

BLH5625CSE

550 X Pro Series Combo without ESC

BLH5595C

600 X Pro Series Combo w/ Castle Edge 80HV ESC BLH5625CCSE

550 X Pro Series Kit w/ Castle Edge 120HV ESC

BLH5525CSE

700 X Pro Series Kit

BLH5725

550 X Pro Series Combo w/ Castle Edge 120HV ESC BLH5525CCSE

700 X Pro Series Combo

BLH5725C

600 X Pro Series Kit

BLH5625

700 X Pro Series Kit w/ Castle Edge 120HV ESC

BLH5725CSE

600 X Pro Series Combo

BLH5625C

700 X Pro Series Combo w/ Castle Edge 120HV ESC BLH5725CCSE

horizonhobby.com
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Expert series

Welcome to the world of

PRO-CLASS
PERFORMANCE
Blade 550 X Pro Series Kit BLH5525
Blade 550 X Pro Series Combo BLH5525C
Over two decades of flying and design experience have gone into the development of the Blade 550 X heli.
Every part, down to the nuts and bolts, has been chosen or designed with one goal in mind—giving you a
no-compromise, 550-size 3D machine that is second to none. Both kit and combo versions of the Blade 550 X
heli arrive ready for you to assemble with motor, speed control, blades and BEC. The Blade 550 X combo also
includes a Spektrum AR7200BX Flybarless Control System, three Spektrum H6040 digital, metal gear servos
and an H6080G tail servo. The 550 X heli is a no-compromise thrill machine that delivers the performance
expert helicopter pilots demand.

KEY FEATURES

- Carbon fiber main frame
- 	550mm Revolution® flybarless rotor blades
included
- One-piece landing gear
- Torque-tube tail drive
- CNC-machined aluminum rotor head
assembly and swashplate
- 	CNC-machined aluminum tail rotor assembly
and tail case
- 	CNC-machined aluminum servo mounts that
double as main shaft
bearing blocks
- Includes E-flite® 550 heli brushless
outrunner motor
- Includes E-flite 130-amp brushless ESC
- Includes E-flite 10-amp BEC
- Remote Rx makes the AR7200BX
full-range

MAIN

49.0 in (1245mm)

TAIL

9.45 in (240mm)
6.6–7.7 lb (3000–3500 g)
44.5 in (1130mm)
6S 5000mAh Li-Po, sold separately
AR7200BX receiver/flybarless
control unit, DSMX remote receiver,
(3) H6040 servos, (1) H6080G
tail servo (included with 550 X Pro
Series Combo: BLH5525C)

*Requires a 6-channel DSM2/DSMX computer
transmitter with heli software, sold separately
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Pro Series.
Pro Quality.

Pro Series, 550X & 600 X |

Blade 600 X
The 12S Powerhouse
from the Blade Experts

Blade 600 X Pro Series Kit BLH5625
Blade 600 X Pro Series Combo BLH5625C

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The 600 X is a 12S powerhouse that
utilizes the low parts count platform
of the 550 X and the power of the 700
class machine.
Who Will Love It
Large, 3D helicopter enthusiasts looking
for a quality kit or combo from a brand
they trust; previous Blade consumers
looking for a large kit helicopter.

Welcome to the world of Blade® Pro Series helicopter
performance. Over two decades of flying and design experience
has gone into the development of the Blade 600 X. Starting with
the impressive 6S powered Blade 550 X, the Blade 600 X packs
a monster 12S Li-Po pack with a 700-sized motor into a stretched
airframe to accommodate 600mm rotor blades. Every part, down to the
nuts and bolts, has been chosen or designed with one goal in mind—giving
you a professional level product designed for the professional pilot for the
ultimate in 3D performance. The heli comes as a Pro Series kit as well as a Pro
Series Combo allowing you to choose the most appropriate completion level.

MAIN

52.8 in (1342mm)

46.1 in (1170mm)

TAIL

10.0 in (254mm)

(2) 22.2V 6S 3300mAh 30C+ LiPo

8.35-8.80 lb (3.8-4.0 kg)

6 channels

Key Product Features
8 The second professional level
product in the Blade product line
allows the consumer to build, setup
and complete with the required
components of their choosing.
8 The Included components are of
world class quality and even include
Revolution blades for that extra level of
detail and unmatched value.
8 The only 600 class helicopter
on the market that is backed 100%
by Horizon Hobby and designed by
the Blade experts. This offers the
consumer peace of mind they are
flying a brand they can trust.

Full CNC Aluminum Main & Tail
Rotor Assembly
CNC metal parts offer a precise fit. The
assembly provides for 0 slop in all moving
parts, which means a crisp response.

Revolution® Carbon Fiber Blades
Professional quality 600mm carbon fiber
main blades and 95mm tail blades included.
The weight and CG provide incredible
response and crisp flying characteristics
through high speed maneuvers.

horizonhobby.com
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BLADE

ACCESSORIES, HOP-UPS
AND OPTION PARTS
When it comes time to customize or upgrade your Blade
helicopter, there is no better source than Blade accessories
to ensure your helicopter gets the right parts for the job.
Whether you are looking to change to metal option parts,
upgrade to a flybarless rotor head or just change the look
of your heli, the Blade brand has the accessories you need.
BLH4399

Blade 130 X bnf, BLH3780

Blade 450 3D RTF, BLH1600
Blade 450 3D BNF BASIC, BLH1650

BLH3706W

White Landing Gear

BLH3711A

Aluminum Main Rotor Hub

BLH4399

Aluminum 450 Flybarless
Conversion Set

BLH3714A

Aluminum Main Rotor Grips with
Bearings

BLH1607A

Aluminum Tail Rotor Blade Grip
Set Hub

BLH3736A

Metal Rear Tail Gear Set

BLH1617A

BLH3722C

Fiberglass Canopy Green/Orange

Aluminum Main Rotor Blade
Grip Set Arms

BLH3722D

Fiberglass Canopy Orange/Blue

BLH1663A

Aluminum Tail Case Set

BLH1633A

Aluminum Swashplate

BLH4331A

Blade 300 CFX

Tail Rotor Blade Set, Carbon Fiber

BLH1672C

Stab/Fin Set, Carbon Fiber
Carbon Fiber Flybar Paddle Set

BLH4532A

Aluminum Tail Case Set

BLH1628C

BLH4533A

Aluminum Tail Rotor-Pitch
Level Set

EFLM1360H

440H Helicopter Motor 4200Kv

RVOB032500

325mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blades

BLH4535A

Tail Rotor Shaft Aluminum
Drive Pulley

BLH4536A

Aluminum Tail Rotor Pitch
Control Slider

BLH4537C

Tail Rotor Blade Set, Carbon Fiber

BLH4537OR

Tail Rotor Set, Orange

BLH4537GR

Tail Rotor Set, Green

BLH4537YE

Tail Rotor Set, Yellow

RVOB0245550

Revolution 245mm Blades

BLH4532A
Blade 450 X BNF, BLH4380

Blade 350 QX, blh7800
BLH7815TG

Tall Landing Gear w/Hardware

BLH7815W

White Landing Gear

EFLM1360H
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BLH1671C

BLH4381A

Smokey Canopy

BLH4317A

Aluminum Flybarless Main Rotor
Grip Set

BLH4331A

Aluminum Flybarless
Follower Arms

BLH1611

Pinion Gear, 11T 0.5M

BLH1609

Pinion Gear, 9T 0.5M

BLH1633A

Aluminum Swashplate

BLH1634A

Aluminum Anti-Rotation Bracket

BLH1655A

Aluminum Tail Drive Gear Pulley
Assembly

BLH1657C

Tail Boom, Carbon Fiber

BLH1663A

Aluminum Tail Case Set

EFLM1360H

440H Helicopter Motor 4200Kv

RVOB032550

325mm FBL 3D Carbon Main
Blades

Hop-Ups and Accessories |

Blade
Canopies

BLH4081B

The latest accessories for Blade
helicopters, these fiberglass canopies
feature unique trim schemes providing
high visibility in flight and a great look
on the deck. These canopies are official
Blade products with accurate branding
and quality you can rely on.

BLH4081C

BLH4381B

BLH1817A

RVOB043000

Blade 500 3D RTF, BLH1800
Blade 500 CD BNF Basic, BLH1850

Blade 500 X BNF, BLH4080
BLH4017A

Aluminum Flybarless Main Rotor
Grip Set

Aluminum Main Rotor Grips

BLH4031A

Aluminum Flybarless Follower Arms

BLH1813

13T 0.6M Pinion

BLH1817A
BLH1857C

Tail Boom, Carbon Fiber

BLH4081A

Powder Canopy

BLH1863A

Aluminum Tail Case

BLH1834A

Aluminum Anti-Rotation Bracket

BLH1870A

Aluminum Tail Rotor Grip Set

BLH1841

Aluminum Canopy Mounts

BLH1872C

Carbon Fiber Fin Set

BLH1857C

Tail Boom, Carbon Fiber

BLH1885

500 Bell 222 Body Set

BLH1858

Aluminum Tail Servo Mount

BLH1818A

Aluminum Bell Mixer Set

BLH1871GR

Tail Rotor Blade, Green

BLH1823A

Aluminum Seesaw Set

BLH1871OR

Tail Rotor Blade, Orange

BLH1824A

Aluminum Flybar Paddle Control
Frame Set

BLH1871YE

Tail Rotor Blade, Yellow

BLH1872C

Carbon Fiber Fin Set

BLH1831A

Aluminum Washout Mixing Arms

BLH1875

12T 0.6M Pinion

BLH1830A

Aluminum Washout Base

BLH1885

500 Bell 222 Body Set

RVOB043000

430mm FB 3D Carbon
Main Blades

RVOB043050

3D 430 FBL Carbon Main Blades

BLH1872C

horizonhobby.com
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REvolution

Created for the best, by the best.

REVOLUTI
Revolution® RC heli accessories are designed for those who push the performance
of their machines to the limit and demand quality in everything they use.
Our team of heli experts is every bit as passionate about performance
and quality as you are. We know what works and what doesn’t,
and we only settle for the best.

RVOB071050

Pushing the limits of 3D heli performance requires more than power. You
need precision and balance too. Revolution blades help you maximize
both. Constructed of cross-woven carbon fiber, these blades have the
lateral and torsional strength necessary to translate your heli’s power
into the most aggressive response possible. And each set is weightmatched and balanced so you experience a sense of precision that’s
second to none.

RVOB060050

Carbon Fiber 3D Main Blades

RVOB052050

RVOB055050

RVOB069050
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Product #

Product Description

RVOB071000

710mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB071050

710mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB069000

690mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB069050

690mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB060000

600mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB060050

600mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB055000

550mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB055050

550mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB052000

520mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB052050

520mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB043000

430mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB043050

430mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB032500

325mm FB 3D Carbon Main Blade

RVOB032550

325mm FBL 3D Carbon Main Blade

Heli accessories |

ION

Tools to keep your machine in perfect order.

Universal Pitch Gauge
w/Case
RVO1008

- Fits all helis
- Reads to +/-15 degrees

Control Rod Setup Tool
RVO1004

- Accurately sets control linkage
length with ease
- Built-in ruler

Remote Glow Plug Adapter
RVO1015

- 	Makes lighting hard-to-reach
heli glow plugs easy by allowing
modelers to energize the glow
plug from a remote location on
the heli’s frame
- 	Includes everything necessary
for in stallation, including 6”
of flexible silicone wire and a
rubber-insulated glow plug
terminal

Crankshaft Locking Tool:
30-90
RVO1007

- 	Facilitates the installation or
removal of a flywheel, clutch,
cooling fan or pilot shaft by
temporarily locking the crankshaft so that it cannot rotate

Deluxe Ball Link Pliers
RVO1005

- 	Removes and attaches most
brands of heli ball links
- High-grade carbon steel
- Precision ground tip

Blade Balancer w/Level
RVO1001

- Balanced blades provide
smoother, vibration-free
performance

Carbon Fiber 3D Tail Rotor Blades
Product #

Product Description

RVOT00600

60mm Carbon 3D Tail Blades

RVOT007200

72mm Carbon 3D Tail Blades

RVOT008500

85mm Carbon 3D Tail Blades

RVOT009500

95mm Carbon 3D Tail Blades

RVOT010500

105mm Carbon 3D Tail Blades

RVOT011500

115mm Carbon 3D Tail Blades

horizonhobby.com
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hobbyzone

Elevating Entry LeveL
With HobbyZone® trainers, nearly anyone can learn to fly a hobby-quality RC
airplane. HobbyZone planes have helped thousands of people unfamiliar with RC
take to the skies with little to no trouble. Exclusive HobbyZone technologies and
engineering have ensured firsttime RC flying experiences are positive ones. Innovations like HobbyZone Virtual Instructor™ technology assist in making sure anyone’s
first flight is a positive one. With Virtual Instructor technology on, pilots get assistance keeping their aircraft stable, turns smooth and descents and landings safe.
HobbyZone airplanes come complete with everything needed for a successful first
flight in one box—airplane, radio control transmitter, batteries and charger. Best
of all, there is nearly no assembly required to get up in the air. In fact, a HobbyZone plane can be flight-ready in less time than it takes to charge the battery. All
HobbyZone airplanes feature one-of-a-kind expert help, including an easy-to-read
manual and, in some cases, a step-by-step instructional DVD that walks a pilot
through the basics before your first flight. Each HobbyZone item also comes with
superior Horizon Hobby customer service.
Whether you’ve never flown before or you’re looking for a new way to have fun, a
HobbyZone plane is the superior Teach-Yourself-To-Fly choice.
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hobbyzone

The Classic
is Reborn

The epic teachyourself-to-fly
Super Cub
gets a SAFE™
technology
upgrade.

HobbyZone Super Cub S RTF / BNF
RTF: HBZ8100 // BNF: HBZ8180
The HobbyZone® Super Cub has been the classic trainer of choice for thousands of people.
Naturally the new Super Cub S helps you learn the basics, but now boasts the security
of a sophisticated virtual safety net. With SAFE technology now on board, you get the
amazing panic button feature that can prevent a crash, even in extreme situations. Plus
you get new flight modes you can choose from the transmitter for the level of assistance
you need most, or just the incredible stability an AS3X System provides to fly smoothly
even in mild wind. Beyond being a great way to learn to fly, the Super Cub S RTF includes
a sophisticated Spektrum™ DX4e 4-channel 2.4GHz DSMX full range transmitter that
delivers interference-free flight and can be used with other RC aircraft such as many
E-Flite®, ParkZone® and Blade® Bind-N-Fly® airplanes and helicopters.
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32.5 in (82.5mm)
47.7 in (2100mm)
25.6 oz (715 g)
3S 1300mAh Li-Po
4+ channel

A Virtual Rest Button: The HobbyZone Super Cub with SAFE technology is the only sport-scale airplane in its class that
includes highly assistive technology capable of saving the airplane from crashing with the push of a button.

Super Cub S |

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

RECHARGEABLE FLIGHT BATTERY

The Super Cub S wings and fuselage are
molded in super resilient Z-Foam™ material
to handle rough landings.

With the Super Cub S, you get a
powerful Lithium-Polymer battery
and fast charger so you get great
performance and more time flying.

FULL RANGE 4-CHANNEL
TRANSMITTER

FLY YOUR SUPER CUB OFF WATER

Advanced Electronics
Make RC Flight Simple
Revolutionary SAFE™ (Sensor Assisted Flight Envelope) technology
uses an innovative combination of multi-axis sensors and software
that allows the model aircraft to know its position relative to the
horizon. This spatial awareness is utilized to create a controlled flight
envelope the aircraft uses to maintain a safe region of bank and pitch
angles so you can fly more safely. Far beyond stability, this level of
protection offers multiple modes so the pilot can choose to develop
his or her skills with a greater degree of security and flight control that
always feels crisp and responsive.

The HobbyZone Super Cub S RTF includes
the full range, interference-free Spektrum™
DX4e 2.4GHz DSMX® transmitter plus the
necessary 4 AA batteries.

Once you’ve become a more experienced Super
Cub pilot and no longer need the assistance of
SAFE technology, turn the lake or pond into a
bush-flying adventure with the optional float
set (HBZ7390 – sold separately).

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
For the new pilot with zero experience,
the HobbyZone Super Cub S with SAFE
technology offers the simplest and
easiest way to teach themselves to fly
a parkflyer-sized aircraft.
Who Will Love It
Complete beginner with no prior
experience who is looking for a
parkflyer sized airplane to learn with
and experienced pilots who want
something super-relaxing to fly.
Key Product Features
8 SAFE technology greatly reduces risk
of crashes and is very flexible to use
because it offers several flight modes
that help a beginner advance naturally.
8 3-Channel control allows enough
control for beginners to learn
comfortably without the complications
of ailerons.
8 The RTF version includes
everything needed to fly and can be
ready to fly in about the time it takes to
charge the flight battery.

horizonhobby.com
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hobbyzone

The Fear is

GONE!

Horizon Hobby conquers the biggest
barrier facing new pilots
If you think learning to fly is hard, you haven’t
tried aircraft with SAFE technology. With
its flight envelope protection and versatile
functionality, new pilots are finding radio
control easier than they’d ever imagined.
It’s one more way Horizon Hobby innovation
eliminates the fear in new pilots every day.
Now with even more SAFE aircraft available,
everyone can succeed at the hobby we’ve
enjoyed for decades.

Oh Yeah!

34.0 in (863mm)
31.8 in (807mm)
384 sq. in. (2480 sq. cm.)
17.6 oz (500 g)
Spektrum® DX4e 4-channel DSMX®
transmitter (included)
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If you lose control of the airplane, “Panic
Mode” returns the aircraft to stable,
level flight with the push of a button!
Intuitive SAFE™ technology
provides three more modes to give
new pilots the ultimate progressive
learning experience. Beginner and
Intermediate modes provide support
for new pilots by limiting the roll and
pitch of the airplane, keeping you in
control at all times. Experienced Mode
allows pilots who have mastered
the basics to explore the incredible
performance of the Delta Ray aircraft
supported by the revolutionary AS3X®
gyro stabilization system.

Delta Ray |

HobbyZone
Delta Ray™
RTF: HBZ7900
BNF: HBZ7980
A dynamic teach-yourself-to-fly RC
trainer built specifically for those
who’ve never flown before.
The Delta Ray™ with SAFE technology
provides an unprecedented flying
experience for novice pilots. The
carefully engineered design of
the Delta Ray enables slow flight
with enough power to handle even
moderate winds. SAFE technology
system enables the Delta Ray to
fly with bank, angle of descent and
climb limitations. The multiple flight
modes and “panic” feature provided
by SAFE technology enable new pilots
to gradually develop their skills well
beyond the basics with minimal risk to
their aircraft.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great

HobbyZone
aircraft and SAFE
technology create
an unrivaled Teach
Yourself to Fly
experience.
Beginner Mode
• Pitch and Roll angles are limited to help you
keep the aircraft airborne
• When controls are returned to neutral, SAFE
technology returns aircraft to level flight
• Stability-assisted takeoff and landing

A unique flying wing from the
industry leader in Teach-YourselfTo-Fly technology that combines
sophisticated design with
incredible value
Who Will Love It
New pilots who have zero experience
and want to teach themselves to fly
with a sleek modern aircraft.
Key Product Features
8 Intuitive SAFE ™ technology makes
learning to fly stress free
8 Stylish and modern design with
carefully engineered aerodynamics
8 Full 4-channel control with
differential thrust for smooth
performance

Features

• Throttle-based climb and descent

Intermediate Mode
• Pitch and Roll angle allowances are expanded
to offer a larger flight envelope that still protects
the pilot from entering extreme flight conditions
• The pilot experiences natural AS3X ®
technology-assisted flight for smooth handling
and outstanding precision

Experienced Mode
• Pitch and roll angle limits are removed

Differential Thrust
Instead of using a physical rudder, the Delta Ray™
aircraft varies the speed on both its motors to
execute smooth and coordinated turns.

• The pilot experiences natural AS3X flight for
smooth handling and outstanding precision and
an unlimited flight envelope

Recovery at the Push of a
Button
You can progress through each flight mode as
your skills increase, all with the confidence of an
optional Panic recovery mode. At the push of a
button, any time during a flight, Panic Recovery will
get your aircraft to a safe flying attitude.

Landing Gear
An uncommon feature on “flying-wing” aircraft,
removable landing gear gives new pilots the
opportunity to practice handling the aircraft on
the ground before attempting a full flight.

horizonhobby.com
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hobbyzone

Priced to

Thrill
Now anyone can experience
the magic of flight

HobbyZone Duet RTF
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HBZ5300

20.6 in (523mm)

You can teach yourself to fly with the HobbyZone® Duet—the small RC airplane that turns dreams of flight
into a reality. Even those who have never flown an RC airplane before could be flying the Duet in little to no
time thanks to Virtual Instructor™ (VI) technology. No other RTF in its class offers the electronic assistance VI
provides to help make flight as smooth as possible. The Duet can be flown in spaces as small as the average
backyard in light winds and can even be flown indoors. With everything included in one box, the Duet leaves
little standing in the way of everyone learning to fly.

14.5 in (368mm)
150 1S LiPo
1.34 oz (38 g)
2.4GHz radio system installed

Good things come in small packages: Based on the success of the HobbyZone Stratos, Quique
Somenzini approached the Duet concept with the same level of passion in a plane ideal for spaces common to
urban environments and the local school gym.

Duet RTf |

QUICK LOOK

Everything you need
to fly RC is in one box

Why It’s Great
For new pilots who are looking for
an inexpensive way to experience RC
flight, the HobbyZone Duet offers the
best value by making replacement
parts available and providing the best
support in the industry.

The box is also ideal for storage
while its handle makes it easy
to carry everything you need to
fly, including extra batteries and
the charger.

Who Will Love It
The primary target consumer for this
product has no RC experience and is
looking for an easy and cost-effective
way to test the air.
Key Product Features
8 Everything needed to fly is included,
nothing additional is required
8 Ideal price point for entry level
consumers as well as experienced pilots
who want an inexpensive back yard flyer

Differential
Thrust Design
Twin 7mm motors enable
smooth and coordinated
turns and eliminate the
effect of torque while
Virtual Instructor allows you
to teach yourself to fly.

3-Channel 2.4GHz
Transmitter
Easy and intuitive 3-channel
2.4GHz extended range
control arrangement is perfect
for first-time pilots and
includes a built in charger for
the included 1S Li-Po battery.

8 Virtual Instructor™ onboard assistance
technology gives new pilots the
greatest chance of success

Micro Pecorari Trim Scheme
Attractive appearance helps aid pilot orientation and is easy
to spot during flight.

Direct Drive
Power System
Efficient and quiet power
system minimizes parts and
provides extra durability.

Optional Landing Gear
Accommodates smooth
landings and can easily be
removed for belly landings
then reattached.

More flight time
The only thing better than the first
flight experience is the next flight.
Make that happen instantly by having
enough charged batteries like the E-flite
150mAh 1S 3.7V 25C Li-Po battery
(EFLB1501S25) on hand.

horizonhobby.com
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hobbyzone

Champ

RTF // HBZ4900
		
HBZ4900I
		
HBZ4900IM1 (Mode 1)

Learn with Distinction.
Teach yourself to fly in style with this exciting
recreation of one of general aviation’s most
beloved tail wheel airplanes. Thousands of
pilots have already successfully learned to fly
with the 3-channel HobbyZone Champ RTF
trainer. Its small size and lightweight, durable
construction let anyone fly with confidence in
spaces as small as a backyard without having
to worry too much about crash damage. The
Champ trainer is so easy to control that you
could be flying it like a pro in no time even if
you’ve never flown an RC airplane before.
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	KEY FEATURES

- Completely assembled
-	Everything needed to fly in one box
-	2.4GHz transmitter with Spektrum
DSM® technology
-	Scale wing rib detail and steerable
tail wheel
-	1-cell 3.7V 150 mAh Li-Po battery
and charger included
-	Detailed instruction manual with
flying tips included

20.3 in (517mm)
14.3 in (3655mm)
1.3 oz (38 g)
8.5mm brushed
(installed)
3.7V 1S 150mAh
Li-Po (included)

Virtual Instructor |

Multi-Axis Gyro Stabilization

56.4 in (1433mm)
35.5 in (902mm)
33.5 oz (950 g)
480-class, 960Kv
brushless outrunner
Rechargeable 3S
11.1V 1300mAh Li-Po
battery pack

Level the Learning Curve.
Glasair Sportsman

KEY FEATURES

RTF // HBZ 7600

An officially-licensed version of the popular Glasair aircraft, designed by champion pilot Mike
McConville, the Glasair® Sportsman® aircraft is a beginner-friendly and durable 4-channel
model that anyone can learn to fly. The Glasair Sportsman plane represents a historic
first for the Hobbyzone brand, the first 4-channel trainer we have ever released. Featuring
smooth controls and advanced assistance for new pilots, it is a superior first airplane. The
inclusion of Virtual Instructor technology makes it one of the easiest 4-channel trainers for
beginners to learn on. It includes a Spektrum™ DX4e transmitter that can be re-used on a
wide range of Bind-N-Fly® airplanes and helicopters.

- 	Easy to assemble in minutes
- 	Everything you need to fly is in the box
- 	Full 4-channel control with working
throttle, aileron, elevator and rudder
- 	Interference-free Spektrum DSMX®
2.4GHz radio control technology
- 	Progressive Virtual Instructor technology
makes learning to fly easier

-B
 rushless electric power delivers
smooth, efficient and
quiet performance
-	Impact-resistant, durable
Z-Foam™ construction
-	High-capacity Li-Po battery
provides long flight times on a
single charge
-	Tricycle gear provides easier
handling on the ground

Learn to Fly with the Definitive Beginner Aircraft.
Single-Axis Gyro Stabilization

The HobbyZone Firebird Stratos™ aircraft includes everything you need to enjoy the
adventure and excitement of radio control (RC) flight right now. Even if you’ve never
been at the controls of a quality, hobby-grade aircraft like the Firebird Stratos plane, this
beginner-tough model makes the dream of flight a simple experience to explore. The
latest advancements in electronics and aerospace engineering make flying the Firebird
Stratos plane fun and intuitive. From executing pin-point maneuvering to making smooth
landings, the Firebird Stratos plane is the superior way to learn RC flight.

	KEY FEATURES

Firebird Stratos
RTF // HBZ7700

- Everything needed to fly in one box
- Easy to assemble in minutes
-	Electric Virtual Instructor technology
-	Impact-resistant features with Z-Foam construction
-	Sleek and modern with progressive control options
-	Proportional control including throttle, rudder
and elevator
-	Powerful Li-Po flight battery and DC charger
- Removable landing gear

42 in (1067mm)
30 in (762mm)
17 oz (482 g)
180-size brushed x 2
(installed)
2-cell 7.4V 1300mAh
Li-Po (included)
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Parkzone

Just fly.®
ParkZone® airplanes are perfect for busy RC pilots who want a highquality sport-flying experience but don’t have the time to build. And the
ParkZone brand has so many airplanes to choose from. Warbirds, gliders,
aerobatic planes, ultra micros—each one is designed and equipped to get
you flying in as little time as it takes to charge a battery.
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Parkzone

Make Every Day a

Saturday
Afternoon

An AS3X® technology equipped
sport flier that’s got “fly me”
written all over it.

ParkZone ArtiZan™ BNF / PNP
BNF: PKZ6980 // PNP: PKZ6975
The compact ArtiZan™ park flyer is a nimble, grab-and-go
sport plane that’s perfect for exploring aerobatics. The BindN-Fly® version comes equipped with a Spektrum™ AR635
receiver featuring built-in AS3X® (Artificial Stabilization –
3-aXis) technology. This, along with the model’s light wing
loading, gives sport pilots a superb balance of slow speed
stability and high-speed agility. Anyone with experience flying
a ParkZone warbird or civilian scale model will feel right at
home the first time at the controls.
42.5 in (1080mm)
40.0 in (1017 mm)
Brushless 480-size, 960Kv
outrunner (installed)
E-flite® 30A Pro Switch-Mode
BEC brushless ESC, installed
4 digital servos installed
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Seeing is Believing: A highly visible trim scheme helps a pilot maintain orientation awareness of the airplane while flying. Mirco
Pecorari creatively blended the flowing outline of the ArtiZan™ with a trim scheme that provides inspiration in addition to excellent visibility.

ArtiZan |

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The ParkZone® ArtiZan offers an
ideal design combination of stable
aerodynamics, beautiful looks and
sophisticated electronic stabilization to
help make them look like a great pilot.
Who Will Love It
A relatively new pilot who wants an
upgrade or something more sleek
and aerobatic than the T-28, in order
to expand their abilities and explore
basic aerobatic maneuvers.
Key Product Features
8 AS3X stabilization system takes an
excellent aerodynamic design one step
further by countering environmental
factors like wind and turbulence.
8 Careful engineering has resulted in an
airplane that has very little coupling and
a very capable flight envelope including
moderate aerobatics such as loops, rolls,
knife-edge, inverted flight, etc.
8 Robust construction featuring wide
stance landing gear and large wheels
provides a valuable experience verses
tricycle gear trainers; making the move
up much easier.

“For pilots who are looking for their second
airplane, the ParkZone
ArtiZan offers an ideal
combination of stable

DURABLE Z-FOAM™ CONSTRUCTION
As with all ParkZone airplanes, molded Z-foam
construction delivers an easy-to-maintain airframe
that’s made stronger with strategically embedded
composite reinforcement.
™

aerodynamic design,
light wing-loading and
sophisticated electronic
stabilization.”
— Jack Marck
Brand Manager, ParkZone

TWO PIECE WING
The two-piece, plug-in wing makes transport and repair
easy as well as provide a stronger fuselage structure.
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QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Possessing all the scale details that pilots
have come to expect from ParkZone
products, this park-size Mosquito will
allow a pilot to experience the prowess of a
twin-engine fighter in a way that no other
warbird currently on the market can match.
Who Will Love It
The experienced park pilot who is looking
for the highest quality scale model
available in a twin parkflyer.
Key Product Features
8 Terrific scale detail and scheme that
warbird enthusiasts love.
8 Optional retracts and flaps provide up
to 6-channel operation. Each upgrade is
easy to install using the recommended
accessories.
8 Uses a 3S 2200mAh battery so pilots with
a collection of this very popular battery can
use their existing batteries.

The Go
As relaxing to fly as a single-motor warbird
The Mosquito’s awe-inspiring blend of speed, range and maneuverability allowed Allied
aircrews to pull off some of the most daring raids of World War II. This detailed recreation
of a de Havilland Mk VI variant comes with an authentic trim scheme and other details like
engine exhausts, machine guns and cannon ports. Its two 370-size brushless motors are
powered with a single 3S 2000-2200mAh 25C Li-Po pack (sold separately) and deliver
all the performance the twin-motor fan needs for sport aerobatics or high-speed strafing
runs. Their thrust angles and counter-rotating props smooth out the effects of abrupt
power changes so the model is as relaxing to fly as a single-motor warbird. Plus, the new
owner can crank up the warbird experience further with E-flite electric retracts and by
making the optional flaps operational.

Add-Ons

Two motors, one battery
The aircraft is equipped with two 370-size,
1300Kv brushless motors, both of which are
powered by a single 3S 2200mAh Li-Po pack
like the ParkZone PKZ1029. Even with the
additional weight of the optional flap servos
and electric retracts (sold separately), this
economical power system delivers more than
enough power for sport aerobatics and highspeed strafing runs. And flight times are just
as long as any single-motor ParkZone warbird.

Optional flaps and retracts
The model gives you the option of adding
functional flaps and retracts. All you need
are two ParkZone PKZ1081 SV-80 servos
for the flaps and a set of E-flite EFLG100
10-15 Size Electric Retracts. The model has
been designed with the addition of these
components in mind, so installation is easy.

Nothing Evil about This Twin
Despite their differences in subject matter and design, ParkZone park flyers have always shared a
common trait – smooth, predictable flight characteristics that will put any sport pilot at ease. The
ParkZone aircraft development team has gone to great lengths to make sure its first twin-motor
park flyer is no exception. To that end, they’ve mounted the motors in such a way that their counterrotating props and thrust angles smooth out the effects of abrupt power changes. This makes the
model as fun and relaxing to fly as any single-motor ParkZone warbird.
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Numerous Scale Details: The model comes with the trim scheme and markings
of a Mosquito Mk VI that flew with 464 Squadron of the Royal Australian Air Force.

MOSQUITO MK VI BNF/PNP |

od Twin
ParkZone® Mosquito Mk VI
BNF Basic / PNP
BNF Basic: PKZ6350
plug-n-play: PKZ6375
49.0 in (1244mm)
37.6 in (955mm)
(2) 370-size brushless outunner

42.3 oz (1200 g), 44.4 oz
(1260 g) with flaps servos
and retracts installed
4+ channel (6+ channel for
optional retracts and flaps)
required

recommended to complete

To fly right away, the Mosquito Mk VI requires a full-range DSM2/DSMX 4+
channel aircraft transmitter (6+ channel with flaps and retracts), a 3S 20002200mAh 25C Li-Po battery and charger, all sold separately.
ITEM#

DESCRIPTION

SPMR6610
PKZ1029
DYNC2015

Spektrum DX6i DSMX 6-Channel Transmitter
Parkzone 11.1V 2200mAh 3S 25C LiPo Battery
Dynamite® Prophet Precept 80W LCD AC/DC Charger (DYNC2015)

“Scale details and fantastic flight
characteristics come together beautifully
in this exciting, park flyer recreation of
Britain’s premier twin-engine warbird.
It’s the perfect first twin-motor park
flyer for any intermediate to expert
skill level pilot.”

— Eric Johnson

Product developer
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Parkzone

Rule the Sky
Recreate the dogfights
of WWII with this gorgeous
recreation of the
legendary aircraft.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
There may be other versions of this
aircraft in the market, but none have
the accurate scale details unique to
our model including scale outline, trim
scheme, and landing gear.

Tune It Up!

Who Will Love It
The specific target audience is a current
or aspiring ParkZone warbird pilot.
The Focke-Wulf is a perfect match
for simulated dogfights with the
ParkZone® Spitfire Mk IX and the P-47D
Thunderbolt.
Key Product Features
8 First Axis ParkZone aircraft since the
Messerschmidt Bf109.
8 Numerous scale details from molded
panel lines to instrument panel and
painted pilot figure.

EFLG115 10-15 74-Degree Main Electric
Retracts

EFLA405 Servoless
Payload Release

The Focke-Wulf 190A-8 includes fixed gear that
can be removed for a more realistic look in flight.
It’s also been designed to accept E-flite® 10–15
Size 74-Deg Electric Retracts.

A bolt-on drop tank is included with the plane. You
can install the E-flite® Servoless Payload Release
and jettison it in flight.

8 Additional add-on features include
retracts and servoless payload release.
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Deadly Fighter: So fearsome was this fighter’s reputation that it was known to friend 		
and foe alike as the “Butcher Bird.”

FOcke-Wulf190A BNF Basic |

ParkZone Focke-Wulf 190A
BNF Basic
PKZ6250
Modeled after a variant that first flew in 1944, the ParkZone®
Focke-Wulf 190A-8 park flyer bears the trim scheme and markings
of an airplane flown by German Ace Kurt Bühligen. Other scale
touches include molded panel lines, a functional engine fan
and a painted pilot figure as well as instrument panel, gun and
cowl details. It’s equipped with a 15-size, 950Kv brushless motor
that’s been paired with an E-flite® 30A Pro ESC for incredible
flight performance for high-speed strafing runs and air combat
reenactments. This spectacular recreation has plenty of inspiring
optional parts, such as a drop tank release and electric retracts.
43.3 in (1100mm)
37.0 in (940mm)
11.1V 2200mAh 3S 25C LiPo (required)
44.4 oz (1260 g)
4+ channels minimum (6+ for drop
tank and retract operation) transmitter (required)

Recommended to Complete: Popular Add-ons!

ADD-ON

ADD-ON

PKZ1029 11.1V 2200mAh 3S 25c Li-Po Battery

DYNC2015 Dynamite Prophet Precept 80W
LCD AC/DC Charger

SPM7800 DX7s 7-Channel Radio with AR8000
(no servos) MD2

Full-featured charger that will charge mediumcapacity, 1–3C/1–6S Li-Po/Li-Fe/Li-Ion, 1- to 15-cell
Ni-MH and/or 2–24V SLA batteries.

A 4+ channel DSM2/DSMX transmitter (6+ channels
for optional tank release and retract operation) is
needed and the DX7s includes advanced technology
and an impressive list of programming features.

A high-output 3S Li-Po battery makes everything
from high-speed attack runs to air battles with other
ParkZone warbirds an absolute blast.

ADD-ON
®
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Parkzone

At Last!

Sport Pilots
Can Fly 3D!

VisionAire
BNF // PKZ6580
The ParkZone VisionAire™ park flyer is specifically designed
for sport pilots by 3D pioneer Quique Somenzini. By itself,
lightweight carbon-reinforced construction combines with
innovative design and a high power-to-weight ratio to
form an aerobatics dream machine. Turn on its advanced
AS3X® (Artificial Stabilization – 3-aXis) System and take
advantage of behind-the-scenes benefits that counter
wind and turbulence effects, plus offer stability and agility
beyond imagination. If you’ve never flown 3D before, the
VisionAire park flyer can give you the confidence you need to
try new moves and enjoy flying even more.

KEY FEATURES
-- 4
 -channel control: aileron, elevator, throttle
and rudder

45.0 in (1140mm)
42.5 in (1090mm)

-- Spektrum™ AR635 DSMX® receiver with AS3X
System, installed

44.1 oz (1250 g)

-- Carbon-reinforced, hollow Z-Foam™ construction
-- T
 wo-piece, plug-in wing with leading-edge vortex
generators, double-beveled hinges
-- D
 urable wire landing gear and large wheels for
flying off grass

Brushless 10-size, 1250Kv outrunner
(installed)
E-flite® 40A Lite Pro Switch-Mode
BEC (V2) (installed)
4 digital servos (installed)

-- Includes 3S 2200mAh 25C Li-Po battery
-- Includes 2- to 3-cell DC variable rate charger

Warbird Thrills in Less than an Hour
F4U Corsair
PNP // PKZ6075
BNF // PKZ6080
KEY FEATURES
-- 4
 -channel control: aileron, elevator, throttle and rudder
(6-channel with flaps and retracts)
-- I ncludes decal sets for Corsairs flown by Ira Kepford and
Tommy Blackburn
-- A
 bundant detail including engine, radiator, exhaust, gun,
cockpit and pilot figure
-- Fixed landing gear and bolt-on drop tanks included
-- I ncludes molded servo pockets and hardware for optional scale flaps

44.0 in (1120mm)

-- Spektrum AR600 DSM2/DSMX receiver (BNF only)

Brushless 15-size, 950Kv
outrunner (installed)

36.0 in (915mm)

E-flite 30A Pro Switch-Mode
BEC brushless (installed)

-- 3S 11.1V 2200mAh 25C Li-Po battery (BNF only)
-- 2- to 3-cell variable rate DC balancing charger (BNF only)
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43.4 oz (1230 g)

2 digital, metal gear; 2
analog (installed)

Park Flyers |

T-28 Trojan
BNF // PKZ4480
PNP // PKZ4475. PKZ44751
KEY FEATURES

44.0 in (1118mm)

-- 4
 -channel control: aileron, elevator, throttle
and rudder

36.0 in (914mm)

-- Most popular ParkZone park flyer of all time

30 oz (875 g)

-- D
 etails include dummy radial engine, markings and a
pilot figure

Brushless 480-size, 960Kv
outrunner (installed)

-- Steerable nose wheel

E-flite 30A Pro Switch-Mode
BEC brushless (installed)

-- Spektrum AR600 DSM2/DSMX receiver (BNF only)
-- 3S 11.1V 1800mAh Li-Po battery (BNF only)

2 digital, metal gear; 2 analog
(installed)

-- 2- to 3-cell DC variable rate charger (BNF only)
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Parkzone

The Wonder and Excitement of

Scale Soaring
The same graceful lines and
friendly flight characteristics
of the full-scale version

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
While there are many commercially
available powered gliders, sailplanes
are scarce and what offerings are
available do not deliver the feature-rich
experience of the ParkZone Ka-8.
Who Will Love It
Perfect for the RC pilot who is interested
in broadening their experience to
include sailplanes. For existing sailplane
pilots, this offers a compact, simple
grab-and-go solution that can be flown
in smaller areas.
Key Product Features
8 The first pure ParkZone sailplane
8 5-channel control including spoilers
and optional tow-release

ParkZone® Ka-8 Sailplane BNF/PNP
BNF: PKZ6680		
PNP: PKZ6675
Since its introduction over 50
years ago, the full-scale Ka-8 has
smitten thousands of sailplane
pilots with its friendly flight
characteristics and impressive
thermal performance. Even in
today’s era of composite designs,
it remains a favorite of soaring
clubs around the world. The
ParkZone® Ka-8 sailplane is a
reproduction of the German classic
that will win the heart of any RC
pilot eager to experience scale
soaring. Showcasing superb scale
outline and details with a 2.25

meter wingspan, the sailplane offers 4-channel control out of the
box including aileron, elevator, and rudder control as well
as fully proportional control
of the wing spoilers. Made
out of durable Z-Foam™
material, it features an
installed Spektrum™ 6-channel
DSM2/DSMX sport receiver, 2S 7.4V
1300mAh Li-Po flight battery and
E-flite® 2- to 3-cell Li-Po voltage
regulator. Pilots have the option of adding
a tow hook release as well, utilizing the
servoless payload release available from
E-flite. Add an E-flite Hi-Start launch
system for a full experience.

8 Scale appearance modeled after the
popular full-size Ka-8 sailplane
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Full Scale Record Setter: Karl Striedieck of the United States made a
476.6 mile ridge flight in a K 8B to establish a world out-and-return record in 1968.

KA-8 Sailplane BNF/PNP |

Wing Spoilers
Working Wing Spoilers
Installed

88.6 in (2250mm)

27.7 oz (785 g)

41.0 in (1065mm)

4+ channel DSM2®/DSMX®
transmitter (5+ channels for
optional tow release)

7.4V 2S 1300mAh LiPo (included)

One of the only models in its
class to come equipped with fully
functional wing spoilers. The
Bind-N-Fly® version comes with the
spoiler function already matched to
the throttle channel for you.

Optional Parts You’ll Love!

EFLA405 E-flite® Servoless Payload
Release
The servoless payload release gives
pilots the ability to drop a single or
multiple payloads as well as a tow line
release for aerotow operations.

EFLA650 E-flite
Hi-Start Launch System
Designed for sailplanes equipped with a
hi-start hook, customers can launch the
plane themselves without the need for
another plane and pilot.

DYNC2015 Dynamite® Prophet
Precept 80W LCD AC/DC Charger
A tool charging large-capacity,
1–5C/1–6S Li-Po, 1 – 18 cell NiMH, and /
or 2 – 24V SLA bdatteries on the bench,
at the flight line or in the field.

Bind-N-Fly Transmitters Recommended for the Ka-8 Sailplane
BNF version requires a full-range 4+ channel DSM2/DSMX aircraft transmitter (5 channels
required for Servoless Payload Release). We recommend the following transmitters:

ADD-ON

ADD-ON

SPMR5510 Spektrum
DX5e DSMX 5-Channel
Transmitter Only Mode 2
The Spektrum DX5e
radio brings together
the unbeatable control
of genuine DSMX®
technology with the
simplest, easiest-touse design available,
letting anyone, from
park fliers to students
to instructors and more,
take advantage of
Spektrum technology
for less.

SPMR9900 DX9
9-Channel DSMX
Transmitter Only
Spektrum’s industryleaWith the most
sophisticated voice alert
system available in a
handheld transmitter,
250 model memory,
and awesome suite of
programming and training
features, the DX9 is the
flagship of the Spektrum
Air lineup.
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Discover
the Limits
Radian® Pro
PNP // PKZ5475
BNF // PKZ5480
KEY FEATURES
-- 5 -channel control: aileron, elevator, throttle,
rudder and flaps
-- Designed for experienced glider pilots
-- Fiberglass-reinforced wings and fuselage
-- Spektrum AR600 DSM2/DSMX receiver (BNF only)
-- 3S 11.1V 1300mAh Li-Po battery (BNF only)
-- 2 - to 3-cell variable rate DC balancing charger
(BNF only)
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78.5 in (2000mm)
45.0 in (1140mm)
34.6 oz (980 g)
Brushless 480-size, 960Kv
outrunner (installed)
E-flite 30A Pro Switch-Mode
BEC brushless (installed)
2 digital, metal gear; 4 analog
(installed)

Radian Pro and Radian |

Radian
RTF // PKZ4700, PKZ4700I
PNP // PKZ4775I
KEY FEATURES
-- 3-channel control: elevator, throttle and rudder
-- Ideal for pilots who are new to soaring
-- Low-drag, elliptical dihedral wings
-- S
 pektrum DX5e 5-channel DSM2/DSMX transmitter
(RTF only)
-- Spektrum AR600 DSM2/DSMX sport receiver (RTF only)
-- 3S 11.1V 1300mAh Li-Po battery (RTF only)
-- 2- to 3-cell variable rate DC balancing charger (RTF only)

78.7 in (2000mm)
44.7 in (1137mm)
30 oz (830 g)
Brushless 480-size, 960Kv
outrunner (installed)
E-flite 30A Pro Switch-Mode BEC
brushless (installed)
2 analog (installed)
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ultra micros

UMX
Extreme Machines
E-flite® Ultra Micro eXtreme (UMX™) airplanes are purposely designed
so you can have an expert-level experience as often as you wish. Despite
being small in size, UMX airplanes have the muscle to fly like a much bigger
airplane. That’s because each model features an advanced AS3X® system
that’s been specially tuned around high-performance electronics and the
finest materials by product developers just as passionate about flying as you
are. Best of all there are a wide array of UMX aircraft from which to choose
whether you’re looking for an unlimited 3D machine, a super-smooth sport
plane or the scale flight of your dreams.
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UMX
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ultra micros

Officially licensed by ICON
Aircraft, this scale model is
accurate, versatile and fun.
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24.5 in (622mm)

3.3 oz (94 g)

16.7 in (423mm)

4+ channel DSM2®/DSMX®
transmitter (required)

180-size brushless outrunner, 2500Kv (installed)

icon approved: Both the parkflyer-size and the new ultra micro ICON A5 are the only models of
this unique design in the world approved by ICON Aircraft as virtually perfect replicas.

Ultra Micro ICON A5 BNF |

ParkZone® Ultra Micro Icon A5 BNF
PKZU2380
The ICON A5 is more than an airplane. It’s a bold return to the roots of aviation;
to a time when people flew for adventure, not merely to get from A to B. Now
you can boldly fly wherever adventure waits with this thrilling Ultra Micro
Series version of the ICON A5. Officially licensed by ICON Aircraft, it boasts an
accurate scale outline, numerous details and an authentic trim scheme. Its
specially shaped hull makes taking off and landing on water remarkably easy
to master. Go from pond to pavement in minutes with the quick-mounting
landing gear that’s included.

THE WONDERS OF
AS3X® TECHNOLOGY

AS3X technology works behind the scenes
to smooth out the effects of forces like
P-factor, turbulence and torque. Instead
of an ultra micro, it’s like being at the
controls of a larger, expertly-tuned model
that flies like it’s on rails.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great

EXOTIC APPEARANCE

The Ultra Micro ICON comes with an abundance of scale details that
include a cockpit with pilot figure that doubles as a battery hatch.

Perfect for experienced ultra micro
pilots interested in a smaller scale
replica of the Icon A5. It’s the only
ultra micro version on the market.
Who Will Love It
Intermediate level pilots and up
and anyone interested in Ultra Micro
Aircraft.
Key Product Features
8 Ultra micro version of the widely
popular ParkZone® ICON A5 parkflyer
8 Powerful Brushless Motor and 2S
Li-Po battery included

POWERED LIKE A SPORTS CAR

A high-power brushless motor and high-performance 3-blade propeller
deliver big thrills with power to spare on land or sea.

8 AS3X Technology delivers superior
flight performance, reduces pilot’s
workload and results in a more
enjoyable experience

Keep afloat with these great charging items!

EFLB2002S25 200mAh 2S 7.4V 25C
Li-Po, 26AWG
Add flight time and duration with 2S Li-Po
batteries to fly ‘till dark.

DYNC2010 Dynamite® Prophet Sport
NiMH 50W Battery Charger
NiMH AC battery charger with high visibility
and simplified user interface

EFLA700UM Charger Plug Adapter
More quickly charge popular 2S ultra micro
Li-Po batteries with high-power units like
the 80W and 200W chargers.
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ultra micros

Indulge
Your Urge to Fly
P-51D Mustang BNF with AS3X Technology
RTF // PKZU2400  •  BNF // PKZU2480
If you’re looking for the most satisfying ultra micro Mustang
experience available, this is your plane. For starters, it boasts
a level of detail rarely seen in models of this size. Molded
panel lines, clear canopy, gun and exhaust details, pilot
figure, instrument panel details, 4-bladed prop—you get it
all. Even the trim scheme is that of a full-scale Mustang that
flew with the 334th Fighter Squadron during World War II. In
the air, its advanced AS3X® (Artificial Stabilization – 3-aXis)
System will work behind the scenes to smooth out the effects
of forces like P-factor, turbulence and torque. Instead of an
ultra micro, you’ll feel like you’re at the controls of an expertly
tuned, giant-scale model that flies like it’s on rails.

Night Vapor
RTF // PKZU1100 • BNF // PKZU1180
The amazing, slow flight performance of the
Night Vapor™ model includes LED lights for flight fun in
the dark. It also features modular components to make
maintenance quick and easy.
14.8 in (376mm)
15.3 in (389mm)
0.6 oz (16.4 g)
6mm coreless brushed (installed)
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KEY FEATURES
-- ParkZone® DSM2®/DSMX® receiver/ESC/AS3X® unit, installed
-- Realistic 334th Fighter Squadron trim scheme

16.2 in (410mm)

-- Clear canopy with pilot figure

14.1 in (357mm)

-- Gun, exhaust and instrument panel details

1.5 oz (43 g)

-- 4-bladed prop
-- Molded panel lines
-- Removable landing gear with steerable tail wheel
-- 8.5mm brushed motor
-- Includes 1S 150mAh 25C Li-Po battery
-- Includes 1-cell DC charger
-- Includes ParkZone MLP4DSM 4-channel transmitter

Brushless 10-size,
1250Kv outrunner
(installed)

ULTRA MICROS |

Ultra Micro T-28 Trojan
BNF // PKZU1580
This exciting Ultra Micro Series edition of the
wildly popular ParkZone T-28 Trojan aircraft is
a must-have for any intermediate-to-expert
pilot. It has plenty of performance for sport
aerobatics but remains a joy to fly at slower
speeds if you want to shoot touch-and-gos.
16.8 in (426mm)
13.6 in (346.1mm)
1.34 oz (38.0 g)
8.5mm coreless brushed (installed)
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ultra micros

Grab Some

E-flite® UMX™ Radian BNF
EFLU2980
The E-flite® UMX™ Radian™ is a powered sailplane that packs all the simple fun of the larger
ParkZone® parkflyer into a much smaller package. An absolute delight to fly inside a large arena,
AS3X® technology gives this ultra micro the feeling of flying a much larger glider especially
outdoors because of its renowned ability to smooth out the effects of wind and turbulence.
Its distinctively curved wing delivers outstanding lift and impressive maneuverability using
3-channel control simplicity. The lightweight brushed power system requires just a single-cell
Li-Po battery to provide excellent launch performance and long flight times. Plus the one-piece
wing can be easily removed and stored in the handle-equipped box making your ability to soar
through the clouds as convenient as can be.
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28.7 in (730mm)
16.5 in (418mm)
8.5mm coreless brushed motor
DSMX® 6-channel with servos
and ESC
1S 150mAh 25C Li-Po (included)

Practical Efficiency Test: Product developer, Matt Andren, took the UMX Radian up for a flight inside a large indoor arena one night to test
for flight time. On a well broken-in 1S battery he could quickly climb to the 125-foot ceiling and cruise for 14 minutes at 30% throttle on a regular basis.

UMX™ Radian BNF |

Cloud!

The First AS3X Technology
Equipped Ultra Micro
Motor Glider.

quick look
Why It’s Great
The UMX Radian offers intermediate
pilots the only AS3X® system
enhanced motor glider experience in
the world.
Who Will Love It
The pilot who wants to be able to
thermal in a smaller area without
needing a hi-start or a tow.
Key Product Features
8 AS3X stabilization system takes an
excellent aerodynamic design one step
further by countering environmental
factors like wind and turbulence.
8 Lightweight brushed power system
uses popular 1S Li-Po battery and
provides long flight times on a
single charge.
8 Removable wing makes it easy to
transport and store the UMX Radian in
the original handle-equipped box.

Key Features

FOLDING PROPELLER
For maximum glide efficiency, the ESC is specially
programmed to work with the folding propeller so it
opens quickly and folds back to streamline the airframe.

Take the UMX Radian to the next level

REMOVABLE WING
The Spektrum SPMR5510 DX5e is a
great companion to the UMX Radian
motor glider.

The E-flite EFLC1004AC Celectra
4-Port Charger with AC Adapter
Combo will help keep you flying.

The E-flite EFLB1501S25 150mAh 1S
3.7V 25C Li-Po Battery is popular for
a wide range of UMX aircraft.

With the removal of just two screws the fuselage and
wing can be separated for easy transport and storage
within the custom packaging provided.
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ultra micros

Bold
Aerobatic Performance
Meeting the challenges and demands
of precision and 3D flying

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
For 3D pilots looking for superior
performance, the UMX Yak 54 180
is the first ultra micro combining
carbon fiber reinforced construction
for a rigid, but light airframe with a
tuned power system—creating the
first ultra micro that delivers true
giant scale 3D performance designed
for small spaces.

17.8 in (452mm)
16.1 in (410mm)
78.7 sq. in. (508 sq. cm.)
2.5 oz (70 g)
4+ channel DSM2™/DSMX™
transmitter with programmable dual
rates and exponential (required)

Who Will Love It
3D pilots who want the same
performance as a giant scale plane,
but the convenience of being able to
fly anywhere.
Key Product Features
8 Construction technique similar to
Carbon-Z material, resulting in a strong
and rigid wing with light wing loading
for maximum 3D performance.
8 AS3X technology delivers giant-scale
precision and feel in an ultra micro.
8 Powerful Quique Somenzini tuned
system brings instantaneous power to
perform any 3D maneuver.
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Impressive Brushless Power

High Performance Features

Extra attention was given to the installed
high-output brushless power system so that it
would hold up to the demands of aggressive 3D.
It consists of an E-flite 3000Kv 180BL outrunner
motor and a specially made E-flite propeller to
deliver power that has a high amount of thrust
and acceleration. The included lightweight 45C
Li-Po battery helps assure the performance lasts
throughout the flight.

Built-in side force generators help deliver
knife-edge stability that requires less rudder
input. Its foam construction features extralightweight hollow-core techniques and
micro-thin bottom wing covering to deliver
the lowest possible wing loading. Carbon fiber
reinforcement maintains a rigid structure
so the oversized control surfaces can deliver
maximum potency.

THE ORIGINAL: The original E-flite Yak 54 was the first ever Carbon-Z aircraft.

UMX Yak 54 180 BNF |

E-flite® UMX™ Yak 54 180
EFLU5080
The E-flite UMX Yak 54 180 ultra micro airplane offers you a bold
new level of aerobatic performance. This 3D aerobatic ultra micro
is based off the highly successful Carbon-Z® Yak 54, from the
vibrant trim scheme down to the construction techniques. The
Yak 54 180 not only offers incredible speed and thrust from its
E-flite 180-class brushless power system, but remarkable control
agility thanks to the installed AS3X® System. Additionally, you
will enjoy getting all these features without having to spend a lot
of time programming. Now fans of giant scale 3D planes or even
the original Carbon-Z Yak 54 can perform the same level of 3D
aerobatics in their own backyard.

Recommended to Complete: Transmitters

SPMR6610 DX6i DSMX 6-Channel
Transmitter Only Mode 2

SPMR8800 DX8 DSMX Transmitter Only
Mode 2

SPM18000 DX18 with AR9020 Transmitter/
Receiver Only, Mode 2

The 6-channel DX6i is ideal for sport modelers who
want the power of a programmable transmitter but
don’t want to pay for a lot of extra features they’ll
never use.

The most advanced 8-channel system available
featuring Spektrum™ AirWare™ software, built-in
telemetry, Spektrum Data Interface and superior
ergonomics.

The DX18 is a true milestone for RC pilots who
operate models with a lot of functions or a lot of
servos. It offers a wealth of programming options for
airplanes, helicopters and gliders.

horizonhobby.com
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Ultra Micro

Adrenaline Rush
the UMX Habu 180m
is an ultra micro
that flies like a big
high-end jet.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Intermediate pilots impressed by
more expensive jets can get a “big jet”
experience in the convenience of a
sport jet suitable to fly in small spaces.
Who Will Love It
Intermediate pilots who are fans
of ultra micro EDFs or high-speed
anything. Its design will appeal to sport
aerobatic pilots who crave control.
Key Product Features
8 Based on the popular Habu park
flyer, but can be flown in small spaces.
8 Incredible thrust from its E-flite
Delta-V® 180m and brushless BL180m
11750Kv motor.
8 AS3X System delivers super smooth
flight, even in moderate wind.

E-flite® UMX™ Habu DF180m BNF-Basic
EFLU4450
As the second E-flite ultra micro EDF offering –
now sport and aerobatic pilots can enjoy a highly
advanced level of performance and technology in
a jet small enough to fly in a backyard. The new
UMX Habu 180m features the same iconic shape
as its popular ParkZone brothers, yet boasts AS3X®
technology which significantly improves flight
performance at this scale. In addition, the 2S Li-Po
brushless EDF power system ensures this sport-jet
delivers superior power and performance. Fully

assembled out of the box, its vibrant color scheme
provides instant “jetisfaction” and enhanced flight
visibility. The molded foam construction is smooth
and durable not to mention as light as can be
even with a clear canopy and detailed cockpit.
A working rudder and steerable nose wheel
delivers full-control in the air and on the ground,
plus the landing gear can be removed for greater
performance and appeal.

14.6 in (372mm)

2.65 oz (75.5 g)

17.5 in (444mm)

4+ channel transmitter (required)

54.0 sq. in. (3.50 sq. dm.)
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Innovation the big jet guys don’t even have: Model turbine pilots have long known
the advantages gyros can give an expensive jet. The UMX Habu offers the same benefits big jet
pilots go for, except it comes expertly tuned with revolutionary AS3X technology pioneered in
Blade flybarless micro helicopters to provide class-leading stability.

UMX Habu DF180m BNF Basic |

Great add-on items!

SPMR5510 DX5e DSMX 5-Channel
Transmitter
Even though the UMX Habu 180m is loaded
with revolutionary technology that makes it
an incredible jet to fly, just a simple 5-channel,
full range 2.4GHz DSMX transmitter like the
Spektrum DX5e provides outstanding control.

EFLB2002S25 E-flite 200mAh 2S 7.4V 25C
Li-Po Battery
Even if they have a few, jet pilots are going to
want more batteries so they can fly more often
between a charge. These ultra-lightweight packs
feature an all-in-one connector and are ideal for
other UMX models too.

DYNC2010 Dynamite® Prophet Sport
NiMH 50W Battery Charger
The Dynamite Prophet Sport NiMH 50W
Battery Charger is a rugged, small footprint,
NiMH AC battery charger with high visibility
and simplified user interface allowing novice
to intermediate users to quickly charge their
batteries. It’s a great next step charger over
the stock charger found in all RTR models.

SPMR6610 DX6i DSMX 6-Channel
Transmitter Only Mode 2
Full-range 2.4GHz DSMX® 6-channel radio
includes an impressive list of programming
features for both airplanes and helicopters that
are simple to access and use.

“Sport jets offer a new level of experience
for pilots that love jets, but want
something precision engineered to suit
the needs of the modeler. Since the first
ParkZone Habu, the design has offered
amazing speed versatility that’s made
slow flight just as stable as high-speed,
and precision aerobatics
can be as breathtaking
to watch as they are to
perform. If it’s goose
bumps you want, this
jet will help you get
them fast.”

David Payne
E-flite Senior
Product Developer

Tiny Scale, Huge Features!

INCREDIBLE THRUST
The UMX Habu DF 180m delivers great throttle
response so sport maneuvers can be performed
easily and high speed the power to scorch the
straightaway.

FULLY ASSEMBLED

UNCOMPROMISED CONTROL

Constructed of lightweight foam, its rigid
airframe is molded to handle the stress of
high-speed flight. A vibrant trim scheme helps
maintain visual orientation.

Independent performance linear long-throw
servos, plus the AS3X® System offers the kind of
flight performance you’d expect from a giantscale jet.

horizonhobby.com
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eXtreme 3D made

Easy
A groundbreaking ultra-lightweight
that’s fused with AS3X technology

T

he E-flite® UMX™ AS3Xtra™ takes Ultra Micro eXtreme to the next
level. Constructed of laser-cut flat foam with carbon reinforcement
and micro-thin film, this aircraft was specifically engineered to
optimize a super-low wing loading, strength and durability plus AS3X®
technology to provide outstanding 3D performance in tight flight
spaces. Based on the ground-breaking original UMX Extra 300 3D,
the addition of AS3X technology makes it possible to be even more
successful, whether it’s performing the simplest loop or the latest
extreme 3D moves. Even more appealing is that now AS3X technology
offers flight mode flexibility so you can choose the level of stability
performance you need for a specific maneuver instantly.

E-flite® UMX™ AS3Xtra BNF Basic
EFLU5150
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16.8 in (426mm)
19.8 in (503mm)
74 sq. in. (472 sq.
cm.)
1.25 oz (36.5 g)
4+ channel DSM2®/
DSMX® transmitter
(required)

Simplified Aerobatics: With the flight modes available with this aircraft, it’s easier for pilots to hover,
fly on knife edge and perform complex maneuvers like the torque roll.

Expanded AS3X
System Technology
®

The Artificial Stability – 3 aXis
(AS3X) system developed by
Horizon Hobby product developers
reduces the correction workload
normally required to combat
turbulence, adjust for torque effects, p-factor and goes even further by
stopping or significantly delaying tip-stalls. For The UMX AS3Xtra the AS3X
system has been expanded to provide five pre-programmed flight modes
so that complex maneuvers such as knife edge, harrier and hovering are
significantly easier to accomplish. Just flip the switch to best suit the way you
want to fly instantly. The result is a higher level of control confidence aimed at
unlocking maneuver capability that some pilots might take years to master.

“The culmination of the low weight,
technology, and design will now bring 3D
flight conveniently into smaller venues than
previously possible. Even better, the
AS3X technology and flight mode
features will help people perform
advanced maneuvers with a
chance of success greater
than ever dreamed possible.”

UMX AS3XTRA BNF Basic |

BNF Basic
Add-Ons
Weighing Next
to

Nothing

Composite, Foam and
Film Design

Optional Side Force
Generators (SFGS)

The ingenious laser-cut foam
airframe is covered with a
micro-thin film and structurally
enhanced with a strategic use of
carbon fiber to deliver the best
strength-to-weight ratio. The
result is a thoroughly capable 3D
performer that weighs just 34
grams, battery and all.

The optional SFGs included are
designed to substantially increase
rudder authority in knife-edge
flight. They also improve tracking
during precision aerobatic
maneuvers and only take seconds
to install.

Seth Arnold
product developer – Air

Needed to Complete

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Designed to deliver outstanding
control with a simple 4-chnnel
transmitter, the AS3Xtra brings 3D
aerobatic maneuvers to wider range of
pilot proficiency levels.
Who Will Love It
The perfect high-performance indoor
ultra micro aircraft for the intermediate
to advanced pilot.
Key Product Features
8 Expanded AS3X® System provides
flight assistance modes for hover, knifeedge and more
8 Completely built with electronics and
linkages installed so that it’s flight ready

The Right Batteries

Advanced to be Simple

EFLB1501S25
The popular E-flite 25C 150mAh
1S 3.7V Li-Po battery works great.
Or choose the advanced
chemistry in the new
EFLB1501S45 45C 150mAh 1S
3.7V Li-Po that’s just as light with
stronger power output.

SPM5510
The E-flite UMX AS3Xtra delivers
advanced technology, but that
doesn’t mean an advanced radio
is required to enjoy its innovative
features. The Spektrum DX5e will
work great with the AS3Xtra, but
of course, computer radio fans
with their DX6i, DX7s or better will
have a blast.

8 Performs awesome with the popular
E-flite 1S 150mAh Li-Po batteries

horizonhobby.com
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Extreme Ultra Micro
Dream Machines
THRILLS FOR Any Space

UMX Carbon Cub SS with AS3X Technology
BNF // EFLU1180

	KEY FEATURES
- Full five-channel control with flaps
- 	AS3X System for smooth handling
and precise control
- 	Ready to bind to your DSM2/
DSMX transmitter
- 	Navigation wing lights and landing
light installed
- Optional E-flite float set available
- 	Includes a top-mounted, ultra microsize sailplane tow hook

24.0 in (610mm)
15.7 in (398mm)
83.5 sq in (540 sq cm)
3.17 oz (90 g)
4+ channel transmitter

UMX Sbach 342 3D with AS3X Technology
BNF BASIC // EFLU4950

	KEY FEATURES
- 	AS3X System for outstanding precision
and 3D aerobatic performance
- Spektrum™ AS6410NBL DSMX®
6-channel AS3X receiver with BL
ESC installed
- 	4 Spektrum independent
performance ultra micro linear
SA2030L servos installed
- 	Two Side Force Generator sets
included
- 	Powerful 180 brushless outrunner,
2500Kv motor installed
96

- 	Requires battery, charger and DSM2®/
DSMX transmitter
17.0 in (432mm)
16.6 in (417mm)
65.0 sq in (4.2 sq dm)
2.65 oz (75.0 g)
Full-range 4+ channel
DSM2/DSMX aircraft
transmitter (required)

ULTRA MICROS |

Float Set: Ultra Micro
Carbon Cub SS
EFLUA1190

	KEY FEATURES

- 	Floatplane option takes only minutes
to install
- Painted with authentic scale appeal
- 	Mounting hardware included with prebent wire struts
- 	Attaches to factory-installed mounts in
the Carbon Cub SS
- 	Lightweight design with efficient
hull shape

UMX Beast 3D with AS3X Technology
BNF BASIC // EFLU4850

	KEY FEATURES
- 	4-channel control: aileron, elevator,
throttle and rudder
- 	AS3X System for smooth handling
and precise control
- 	Rigid construction for solid handling
- 	Suitable for flying inside a
small gymnasium
- Brushless 180BL, 2500Kv outrunner
motor (installed)
- 	Requires battery, charger and
DSM2/DSMX transmitter

14.7 in (374mm)
15.7 in (400mm)
83.8 sq in (54.2 sq dm)
2.54 oz (72 g)
4+ channel transmitter
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advancing electric flight
E-flite® aircraft, electronics and accessories are developed by people
who love electric flight as much as you. They know what kind of quality
and performance you desire most. Every E-flite airplane is designed to look
as great as it flies. Whether it’s a scale D.Va Albatros fighter or a simple
low-wing sport plane, an E-flite aircraft always gives you the perfect blend
of form and function. The E-flite brand advances electric flight by advancing the engineering behind it with innovative design and manufacturing
techniques like Carbon-Z® patent-pending material.
Innovation is a consistent component of everything that the E-flite brand
offers. By combining the finest materials and exacting standards to build
state-of-the-art aircraft, the result is a successful balance of performance
and style RC pilots around the world find proud to fly. From digital micro
servos to pre-wired power systems and accessories, people who love
electric flight as much as you are always finding ways to make the
electric flight experience fun and rewarding.
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Grace & Speed!
The Perfect Sailplane for
Unpredictable Conditions

E-flite® Allusive™ 2.2 m ARF
EFL4925
The E-flite® Allusive™ 2.2 m ARF is an interesting breed of thermal soaring ship that’s both a capable glider
and aerobatic sport model. Sleek from nose to tail and tip-to-tip, its wings are a fully-balsa sheeted foam core
for a strong structure that naturally maintains airfoil integrity. The removable surfaces of the V-tail are a fully
sheeted built-up structure and like the wings are covered with Hangar 9® UltraCote® covering in a high-contrast
scheme. The aileron and ruddervators feature film-hinging that’s sealed at the factory so the build can go very
quickly. The E-flite Power 15 outrunner fits inside the nose perfectly with ample cooling and a 3S 2200mAh LiPo flight pack is perfect for catching a thermal or grooving around. When equipped with a 4-channel radio with
V-tail mix, the Allusive 2.2 m is the most fun you’ll have eluding the end of a great flying day.
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87.5 in (2.20 m)
43.0 in (1.10 m)
546 sq in (35.2 sq dm)
48.0 oz (1.40 kg)
4+ channel with V-tail mixing

Lasting Impression: The new Allusive™ 2.2 m sailplane features high-quality fiberglass fuselage and 2-piece plug-in foam-core wings with a carbon fiber
wing joiner that’s been designed for maximum strength, rigidity and low weight. The Allusive will continue to look good no matter what maneuver you throw at it.

E-flite® Allusive™ 2.2 m ARF |

EASY INTERIOR ACCESS

AILERON SERVO COVERS

The fiberglass canopy features a carbon fiber springlatch mechanism for quick access to the nose section
where the electronics and power system is secured.

Matching covers help keep the airfoil as clean as
possible. Each control surface features factoryformed, steel pushrods to make your build go faster.

TWO-PIECE, PLUG-IN WING

V-TAIL ADVANTAGE

The two-piece, plug-in wing features a foam core that’s
fully sheeted in balsawood for a lightweight structure that
naturally maintains airfoil accuracy. A solid carbon fiber
wing joiner provides ample strength for high G-loads.

The V-tail configuration offers the highest weight and drag
saving benefits in conjunction with optimal control. Each
stabilizer connects with solid carbon fiber alignment pins
built deep into the all-balsa surfaces.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
A unique model with the grace of a
sailplane, handling of a sport model
and the speed of a racer designed
around a popular power system.
Who Will Love It
RC pilots who are looking to build a
versatile sailplane at a lower price
point than the Mystique 2.9 m that
can be a blast to fly even if the
weather or location isn’t ideal.
Key Product Features
8 Outstanding appearance and
performance optimized for the lowdrag of a V-tail configuration.
8 Fully-balsa sheeted foam wing that
keeps weight to a minimum with plugin ease that makes transportation easy.
8 Factory applied film hinging plus a
ready-to-use removable canopy means
the building time can be very short.

Climb. Dive. Repeat.
The nose design is ideal for running popular outrunners like the E-flite® Power 15 (EFLM4015A) motor. When
combined with the optional 12x8 Carbon Fiber folding propeller and 40mm aluminum spinner (EFLP12080CP)
combo, climb performance is spectacular with just a 3S 2200mAh Li-Po pack (EFLB22003S30).
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Relax
&Soar

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
An upscale sailplane with a
sophisticated composite fuselage and
classic wing styling that uses simple
controls for modern electric flight or
the pure soaring experience.
Who Will Love It
Intermediate pilots looking to move
up from the ParkZone® Radian® or
Radian Pro sailplane.
Key Product Features
8 Rudder/Elevator/Spoiler design
that appeals to intermediate pilots
looking for greater control in the air.
8 Light structure consisting of fiberglass
fuselage and built up balsa wing
with genuine UltraCote® covering for
increased flight visibility.
8 Pure sailplane or Electric sailplane,
granting a versatile design.

A versatile sailplane sized to
impress yet designed to chill.
E-flite Mystique RES 2.9 m ARF
EFL4915: Mystique RES 2.9m ARF
EFL4905: Mystique 2.9m ARF
The E-flite® Mystique® RES 2.9 m ARF
sailplane was inspired by the success of the
full-house Mystique 2.9 m. The difference
is that it’s been optimized to provide
exquisite performance with simply rudder,
elevator and spoiler guidance control.
Although simplicity is the main intent, the
overall size of this Mystique model makes
a huge impression any intermediate pilot
can enjoy. The large wing provides gentle

flight characteristics and the authority to
turn abruptly into a thermal the instant it’s
sensed. Built-in spoilers offer the ability to
escape a thermal and perform spot landings
with greater precision. The E-flite Mystique
RES 2.9 m can be built with electric power,
or as a pure sailplane suitable for launching
off a winch, Hi-start or even a slope. All setup
options can be accomplished with just a
simple 4-channel radio.

114 in (2.90 m)

4.85-5.00 lb (2.20-2.25 kg)

58.5 in (1.48 m)

4+ channel full-range radio system

1030 sq. in. (66.5 sq. dm.)
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ALTITUDE LIMITED ELECTRIC SOARING: The Mystique RES was at the 2013 Nationals where
it was anticipated as a great contender in ALES competition by the author of the NatsNews soaring
daily report. Not far off, it finished a respectable third place.

Mystique RES 2.9 m ARF |

recommended completion items

SPM8800 DX8 with AirWare™
Software

PURE SAILPLANE OR ELECTRIC POWER
The choice of building this sailplane as a modern
electric glider or pure sailplane is offered.
Either way, the thermal-seeking experience is
uncompromised.

Spektrum AirWare™ software was
developed exclusively by Spektrum
from the ground up. This software
includes all the programming
functions an expert pilot could
want, but you don’t have to be an
expert to use them. The latest FREE
upgrade transforms the DX8 with
new programming that expands
the aircraft capability with model
programming specifically for
sailplanes like the Mystique 2.9 m.

TWO-PIECE WING AND ARTICULATING
TAILPLANE
The wings are supported with a solid 10mm carbon fiber
joiner while the full-articulating stabilizer plugs into its
cruciform location with a pair of carbon fiber rods.

RES SIMPLICITY

EFLB32003S30 3200mAh 3S 11.1V 30C Li-Po,
12AWG EC3™
E-flite High-Power Series Lithium Polymer
Batteries offer an excellent blend of weight, power
and performance.

EFLM4025C Power 25 BL Outrunner Motor,
1000Kv
For a little extra kick, the popular Power 25 is now
available with a higher Kv for stronger climbs and
higher speed. It’s ready to mount with its output
shaft oriented to suit the prop and spinner.

EFLA1060 60-Amp Pro Brushless ESC
Out of the box, this ESC is ready to use with
connectors soldered in place and features a
robust BEC digital servos can count on.

EFLA650 Hi-Start 450’ 2-3M
Suitable for use with sailplanes having wingspans
of approximately 2.0 to 3.0 meters. it features a
winding wheel for ease of use and storage.

Precision hardware that includes composite control
horns is provided to simplify setup of the rudder,
elevator and dual spoiler controls.

“Sailplane pilots are serious when it comes
to airfoils and naturally the wing is the most
critical part of sailplane performance. That’s
why the Mystique and the new RES version
were designed using the versatile
SD3021 airfoil by Michael Selig
that’s proven to be excellent
in model applications with
lightweight, open-bay
construction. It provides good
low speed characteristics, as
well as the ability to move quickly
from thermal to thermal.”

Peter
Goldsmith

Field Marketing
Manager

EFLP14080FA E-flite 14×8 folding propeller
w/40mm aluminum spinner
Folding action significantly improves the glide
while special vents around the center mounting
screw allow cooling air to flow around the motor.

Additional Recommended Completion Parts
description

item#

AR6260 DSMX 6-Channel Carbon Fuselage Receiver
A7020 Digital Wing Servo (2)
Standard Y-Harness, 6-inch
Servo Extension, 9-inch (228mm) (4)
Dynamite® Prophet Sport NiMH 35W Battery
Charger and LiPo 35W Battery Charger

SPMAR6260
SPMSA7020
SPMA3058
SPMA3052
DYNC2000
DYNC2010

horizonhobby.com
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Scale
Classics

with Double-Take Features

Super Cub 25e
ARF // EFL4625

ARF // EFL4605

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

-- 5 - to 6-channel control including flaps
and optional navigation lights

-- 4
 -channel control including throttle,
aileron, elevator and rudder

-- Functional shock-absorbing main gear

-- Fully-functional, shock-absorbing landing gear with scale wheels

-- R
 ealistic corrugation detail on flap and
aileron control surfaces
-- Two-piece plug-in wings
-- Functional split-fold cockpit door
-- T
 op-quality balsa and light plywood construction
-- Covered in genuine UltraCote covering
-- E
 -flite Power 25–32 brushless outrunner
(recommended)
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Albatros D.Va 25e

-- T
 op and bottom plug-in wings with
carbon fiber wing tube
-- O
 ptional wire rigging and pull-pull
controls included
-- C
 ustom aluminum spinner with painted
finish included
-- P
 ainted pilot figure included; optional
cockpit kit (EFL460516) available

DHC-2 Beaver 25e
ARF // EFL4525

68.0 in (1730mm)

53.0 in (1350mm)

68 in (1735mm)

45.5 in (1160mm)

44.0 in (1120mm)

43.0 in (1090mm)

670 sq in (43.3 sq dm)

755 sq in (48.7 sq dm)

565 sq in (36.4 sq dm)

5.00–5.60 lb (2.30–2.55 kg)

6.00–6.40 lb (2.70–2.90 kg)

4.90–6.20 lb (2.20–2.80 kg)

5+ channel transmitter required

4+ channel transmitter

6+ channel transmitter

Scale Aircraft |

Elegance on a Giant Scale
L-13 Blanik 4.2 m

KEY FEATURES

ARF // EFL4910

-- F iberglass fuselage delivers strength and
rigidity

-- P
 lug-in wings and tail with carbon-tube
joiners

165 in (4.20 m)

-- Hinged scale canopy for easy access

-- Long-lasting, genuine UltraCote covering

85.5 in (2.17 m)

-- L anding flaps included for slower speed
landings and versatility

-- F actory-finished, sealed hinging on the
ailerons and flaps

2640 sq in (170 sq dm)

-- High-quality hardware package included

22.0 lb (10.0 kg)

-- E
 xclusive Red Bull scheme provides striking
visual contrast

5+ channel transmitter

-- S
 pacious cockpit area allows clutter-free
radio installation

-- Optional electric spoilers available

Cessna 150 Aerobat 250
ARF // EFL5050
37.9 in (962mm)
27.2 in (690mm)
196 sq in (12.65 sq dm)
12.0–13.7 oz (340–388 g)
4+ channel transmitter

Piper L-4
Grasshopper 250
ARF // EFL5025
38.2 in (970mm)
23.7 in (600mm)
210 sq in (13.5 sq dm)
9.00–9.70 oz (255–275 g)
4+ channel transmitter

KEY FEATURES
-- 4
 - to 6-channel control including flap
and retract options

Stearman PT-17 15e
ARF // EFL2950
44.0 in (1120mm)

-- C
 hoose either the E-flite Power 25 or
32 motors

35.0 in (890mm)

-- Optional floats (sold separately)

608 sq in (37.5 sq dm)

-- Removable one-piece wing
-- R
 equires an E-flite 60A Pro ESC and 3S
3200mAh Li-Po

3.50–3.80 lb (1.50–1.70 kg)
4+ channel transmitter
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Fearless First Flight
The Apprentice® S TRAINER features innovative SAFE™ technology,
greatly improving the way you learn to fly.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Answering one of the biggest fears of
the first-time pilot, the Apprentice S
15e RTF airplane enables trouble free
first flights and eliminates the fear of
crashing. Learning to fly RC has never
been easier.
Who Will Love It
Beginning pilots who are at least
somewhat familiar with RC products
and possibly a new member of an RC
flying club.
Key Product Features
8 SAFE Technology. Multi-axis
stabilization with envelope protection
and multiple learning modes
8 Ready to Fly. Everything you need
is in the box, including Spektrum™
technology
8 Spektrum™ Electronics. Full-range,
interference-free DX5e 5-channel
DSMX® transmitter included
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E-flite Apprentice S 15e RTF
EFL3100
The E-flite® Apprentice® S 15e RTF airplane is the
follow-up to the highly successful Apprentice. As with
the original Apprentice, the Apprentice S is a 4-channel
trainer perfect for first-time pilots who are somewhat
familiar with radio control aircraft even if they don’t
have any actual stick time. We listened to Apprentice
customers and have made many requested upgrades
for the Apprentice S including replaceable nose gear,
bigger tires and smaller tail to name just a few. For
aspiring RC pilots who are looking for an easy way to get
into club flying, the Apprentice S is a club sized electric
trainer that provides first in class electronic assistance

in the form of the revolutionary
SAFE™ (Sensor Assisted Flight
Envelope) technology that helps
correct mistakes learning pilots
make to prevent crashes and keep
them motivated and in the air. Its
evolutionary combination of multiaxis sensors and software make
the aircraft intelligent enough to
understand its flight attitude and
enables trouble free first flights.

59.0 in (1500mm)

49.0 oz (1390 g)

42.5 in (1080mm)

Spektrum DX5e transmitter
(included)

515 sq. in. (33.2 sq. dm.)

Crash and Fly: During the test phase, instructors reported a mid-air collision and still kept both
planes in the air and flying. Not many trainers can say that…

Apprentice S 15e RTF |

Panic Switch
8 See it in Action!
http://youtu.be/ucTdBa6AzfY

PANIC MODE
ACTIVATED

The integration of SAFE
technology into the E-flite
Apprentice S 15e RTF introduces a
sophisticated flight training system
that allows RC pilots to develop
flying skills more safely. This is not
an autopilot or self-guiding robot.
The sensors and software in this
system help pilots fly the airplane
by offering progressive modes of
protection that significantly reduce
the risk of an out-of-control crash.
Regardless of the mode chosen,
freedom of control within that
envelope is unrestricted. An
exclusive feature of the Apprentice
S 15e trainer is the “Panic” switch.
The instant a pilot senses trouble,
a simple flick of the switch on
the included Spektrum™ DX5e
transmitter quickly returns the
model to level flight, no matter
how out of control.

I have mostly driven RC cars,
so I thought before I flew the
Apprentice S that I would
promptly crash any RC plane I
had control over. But with SAFE
technology working, I just had
to pay attention to where I was
going and how I was flying. It is a
great feeling of accomplishment
knowing that I could pick this up
and fly again and again.

Peter
Meersman
SURFACE
RC Enthusiast

Take Your Flight to the Next Level!

EFLA550 Floatplane Conversion
When flight skills have progressed, add even more
excitement by converting the E-flite Apprentice S
into a floatplane. The lightweight, Z-Foam™ float
set includes all hardware required, plus a steerable
water rudder to maximize the performance at a
lake or pond.

DYNC2015 Dynamite® Prophet Precept
80W LCD AC/DC Charger

EFLB32003S 3200mAh 3S 11.1V 20C Li-Po,
13AWG with EC3™ connector

The 80W/6A charger with LCD display can be used
with both 240V and 12V and charges Li-Ion, Li-Po
(1–6S), Li-Fe and Ni-MH (4–12 cells) and their
smartphone via the integrated USB port.

Capable of maximum continuous discharge rates
up to 20C, placing the E-flite 3200mAh 3S 11.1V 20C
Li-Po, 13AWG EC3 among the most powerful Li-Po
battery packs in its class.

horizonhobby.com
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No Sweat!
The Greatest 3D Experience in its Class

Includes an E-flite
2800mAh 14.4V
4S 30C Li-Po
Battery with EC3™
Connector.

E-flite Carbon-Z® Yak 54 3X
BNF Basic / PNP
BNF Basic: EFL10550 // PNP: EFL10575
When the original Carbon-Z Yak 54 3D was introduced it broke new ground in out-of-the-box 3D performance
expectations. Back by popular demand, the new Carbon-Z Yak 54 3X is better than even we thought possible.
The entire airframe features strength enhancements so it can withstand today’s aggressive new level of 3D flight
expectations. Its power-to-weight ratio is still 2:1, but the upgraded speed control hosts a more robust BEC so its
complement of updated digital servos can deliver peak precision. There’s more, but what makes this park-size
thoroughbred really outshine our expectations is the unprecedented agility that the included Spektrum™ AR635 Sport
AS3X® receiver delivers (BNF Basic only). All combined, the new Carbon-Z Yak 54 3X catapults what we used to expect
in a 3D precision airplane, yet still offers the ability to be flight ready in the time it takes to charge a flight battery.
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48.0 in (1220mm)
48.5 in (1230mm)
525 sq in (34.0 sq dm)
3.75–3.80 lb (1.70–1.73 kg)
4+ channel

Tweaked to Precision: The landing gear is longer and the fuselage is reinforced along the mid-section to accommodate rough fields
and less than perfect landings. The CA hinging is lighter overall and provides a tighter hinge seal for better precision.

Carbon Z Yak 54 3X |

“Now pilots can perform 3D
moves with more confidence
thanks to an AS3X system
that’s got your back
with the kind of
incredible stability
that makes aerobatic
maneuvering more fun.”
— Alex Albors
Brand Manager, Air

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
A high-performance out-of-the-box
experience that makes it easier to
perform expert-level 3D aerobatics
easier than ever thought possible.
Who Will Love It
For experienced RC pilots looking
for a high-level of performance in
order to develop 3D pilot skills—an
ideal next step from the ParkZone
VisionAire.

LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRONG

POWERED UP

On the inside, the hollow Z-foam™ structure is
precisely fused with carbon and composites so
the airframe can take an extreme beating while
offering precision control that rivals a high-end,
full-composite aerobat.

The conveniently located battery hatch allows easy
installation of the included E-flite 4S 30C 2800mAh
high-output Li-Po battery onto the vented battery
tray. The arming switch of the installed E-flite 60A ESC
V2 is located inside to preserve the sharp appearance.
Its new E-flite propeller delivers smoother power at a
higher level of efficiency.

PRECISION DIGITAL CONTROL

EXTREME SURFACE THROW

Optimized for the AS3X® technology onboard, new
E-flite® 13 g digital metal-gear, mini servos are
installed using socket-head hardware and short,
direct-linkages for control movement that’s robust
and accurate.

Every control surface is factory installed with CA-style
hinges to provide flexibility that’s durable and virtually
gap free. Double-beveling at the hinge line means you
get the freedom to set the control limits as tame or
extreme as you’d like.

Key Product Features
8 Its AS3X® System delivers precision
and agility without equal.
8 Improved Carbon-Z structure
featuring lightweight CA hinges and
strength enhancements for today’s
more aggressive 3D flying styles.
8 Equipped with a high-output, 25size, 1000Kv brushless power system
with a new smoother running propeller,
updated 13g digital servos and an
improved ESC.

horizonhobby.com
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QUICK LOOK
Who Will Love It
The Carbon-Z Cub is a powerful sportscale high-wing plane that combines
with Carbon-Z construction to deliver
a giant-scale, multi-purpose airplane
with aerobatic mobility that is easy
to fly, own and maintain.
Who Will Love It
Intermediate to experienced pilots
who are interested in moving up to
giant scale.
Key Product Features
8 Multi-purpose design that can be
flown anywhere, from land or water, used
as a towplane, plus can be specifically
outfitted for onboard cameras
8 First ever giant-scale Carbon-Z airplane
8 Carbon Cub is a very popular subject
matter with global appeal

8 see it fly on youtube!
http://youtu.be/GmwGpgwehXU

All-Purpose

Giant
Leap into giant-scale with the whole cub and caboodle

The E-flite® Carbon-Z® Cub is the largest Carbon-Z airplane ever offered and is delivered with an outstanding list
of standard features as well as an impressive list of options. The Carbon-Z construction provides the strength
and rigidity to support a giant-scale plane in easy-to-repair foam. This IMAA legal plane’s multi-purpose platform
allows pilots to utilize the plane as a sport aerobatic performer or to use it as a tow plane. At the heart of the Cub is
a 50-sized brushless motor with enough power to allow the plane to perform short take-offs and landings as well
as aerotow a glider up to 3.0-meters. The equipped Tundra tires allow pilots to take off from rough surfaces. With
optional floats, pilots aren’t limited to where they can fly this versatile plane. It can even capture amazing aerial
still and video imagery when equipped with the optional camera mount!
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E-Flite Carbon-Z® Cub
BNF Basic / PNP
EFL10450 Carbon-Z Cub BNF Basic
EFL10475 Carbon-Z Cub PNP
84.6 in (215 cm)
55.8 in (142 cm)
1100 sq. in. (71.0 sq. dm.)
8.15 lb (3.70 kg)
6+ channel DSM2®/DSMX®
transmitter (required)

Carbon-Z Cub |

BNF Basic or PNP
Transmitter

Pick your surface: Big Wheels or Floats

The Carbon-Z Cub makes Giant Scale so simple—now even more RC pilots can
go big. Its enormous Tundra wheels (included) tackle just about any terrain
you choose to romp from, or you can easily mount the optional EFL1045016
Carbon-Z Cub Float Set so no RC adventure boundaries stand in your way.

SPMR6610 is all
that’s needed to
unlock the versatility
within the Carbon-Z
Cub BNF Basic and
its pre-programmed
AR635 AS3X Sport
receiver. Any fullrange 6+ channel
computer radio with
programmable mixing
will work for the PNP
version.

Receiver

The BNF Basic version (EFL10450) of
the Carbon-Z Cub offers the ultimate
experience because it includes the
incredible Spektrum AR635 AS3X®
Sport DSMX® receiver. It reduces the
workload on the pilot by overpowering
environmental forces, plus it allows basic 3D aerobatics to be
performed even though onlookers at the field will think, “Cubs
aren’t supposed to do that!” Those with their own favorite
radio system will find installation of their own receiver very
easy if they choose the PNP version (EFL10475).

Charge it!

DYNC2010 Dynamite®
Prophet Sport NiMH
50W Battery Charger
The Dynamite Prophet
Sport NIMH/LiPo 50W
Battery Charger is a
rugged, small footprint,
NIMH/LiPo AC/DC
battery charger with high
visibility and simplified
user interface.

Batteries

Camera Mount

EFL1045023 An optional
camera mount is available so
customers can take one-ofa-kind images that have a
bird’s eye view. It’s designed to
fit popular HD still and video
cameras (sold separately).

Tow Release Servo
A mechanism is included for towing
sailplanes with wingspans as large
as 3.0-meters. All that’s necessary
is to install an EFLR7155 13 tow
release servo (sold separately)
inside the fuselage using the 2
screws provided.

The recommended 3200mAh 22.2V 6S 30C Li-Po
(EFLB32006S30) is a popular and efficient power source
that is also used in the E-flite Splendor as well as a number of
500-class electric helicopters.
Fans of 15- to 25-size airplanes
will enjoy how two of their
EFLB32003S30 3200mAh 3S
11.1V 30C Li-Po batteries can be
connected together in series to
achieve the required power for
this giant-scale pussy cat.

horizonhobby.com
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Li-Po
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E-flite P-51D Mustang
280 BNF Basic
EFL6150
The E-flite® P-51D Mustang 280
captures the spirit and realism of the
original as a fun-to-fly fighter you can
pilot at a small field or park. Created
using durable, smoothly molded
foam material, the P-51D Mustang
280 comes out of the box completely
painted with detailed markings of
George Preddy’s famous “Cripes A’
Mighty 3rd”. The fit and finish of this
nimble electric, 4-channel warbird has
been painstakingly engineered while
taking very few design liberties to
achieve formidable flight performance.

25.5 in (650mm)
22.1 in (560mm)
117 sq. in. (7.55 sq. dm.)
7.40-8.30 oz (210-235 g)

A Micr
Blaze

4+ channel DSM2™/DSMX™
transmitter (required)
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THE warbird to have: When it comes to getting a great warbird experience, arguably there are few fighters that compare with the history or performance of the North American P-51D Mustang.

P-51D Mustang 280 BNF Basic |

QUICK LOOK

BNF Basic
Add-Ons

Why It’s Great
An incredibly detailed scale aircraft
of one of the most popular subject
matters globally that delivers
exceptional power and precision in
a size that is easy to see.

ADD-ON
SPM6610 Spektrum™
DX6i 6-channel DSMX
transmitter has the
ability to tune rates
and expo functions to
achieve the smoothest
warbird feel. The included
AR6310 6-channel Nanolite receiver
doesn’t require the traditional bind plug.

Who Will Love It
Intermediate to experienced pilots
who are fans of WWII fighters and
are looking for a high-performance
280-class warbird with the
convenience of electric power.
Key Product Features
8 It’s a BNF with a battery, plus with all
the electronics installed it can be flightready in minutes
8 Popular subject matter, recognized
worldwide as a historic and modern air
show marvel with great performance
and 4-channel control
8 Abundant in scale detail, such as
molded panel lines, finished graphics,
pilot figure and even cowling screws

ADD-ON
DYNC2010 Dynamite® Prophet Sport™ NiMH 50W
Battery Charger s a rugged, small footprint, NiMH AC
battery charger with high visibility
and simplified user interface
allowing novice to
intermediate users to
quickly charge
their batteries.
It’s a great next
step charger over
the stock charger
found in all RTR models.

BNF BASIC WITH BATTERY
Bind-N-Fly convenience has legendary status in the
way it makes jumping into a great flying model the
easiest it’s ever been. Bind-N-Fly Basic delivers the
same without you to pay for a battery and charger you
don’t need. As a test of the market, the P-51D Mustang
280 does include the required E-flite Li-Po battery to
accommodate pilots that already have a favorite charger, but could
always use a quality high-output pack at a great price.

DISPLAY WITH PRIDE
Very few design liberties have been taken to achieve excellent flight performance and a near-perfect
scale appearance. When not flying, you can show off the incredible detail of the P-51D Mustang 280
using the included static display stand.

cro-Class
laze of Glory
horizonhobby.com
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Aero

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
For intermediate to expert RC pilots
looking to fly 3D/precision aerobatics
on a highly-capable electric platform,
the Beast 60e from E-flite offers the
same high performance and flying
characteristics as the larger scale
100cc Hangar 9 version in a smaller,
electric version.
Who Will Love It
Intermediate to advanced pilot with
3D/aerobatic experience.
Key Product Features
8 60-size, electric-powered version of
the Hangar 9 classic
8 Lightweight construction but still
flies like the large-scale version
8 High attention to detail and low
parts count to facilitate easy assembly.
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E-flite® Beast® 60e ARF
EFL9000
The Hangar 9® Beast has become a modern
classic, renowned for its excellent handling
and responsive flight characteristics. For this
reason, a smaller version of the 100cc Beast
has been a common request. For this inaugural
60-sized iteration of the Beast, the E-flite
development team worked to ensure the
impressive performance and feel of a larger
aircraft came through.

Because it’s been designed specifically with
the modern electric pilot in mind, every design
element takes full advantage of what electric
power has to offer including engineered
construction that’s feather-light. Inspired by the
agility and presence of the Beast 60e, E-flite
engineers developed an even stronger version of
the Power 60 brushless motor so that its fierce
aerobatic ability could shine through.

57.0 in (145 cm)

8.90-9.55 lb (4.05-4.35 kg)

57.5 in (146 cm)

6+ channel radio system

1100 sq. in. (71.0 sq. dm.)

BRAND NEW: The Beast 60e ARF is the first 60-size E-flite model.

Beast 60e ARF |

batic Artistry
At Your Command

Complete

the
beast

recommended
completion
items & parts

SPM6610 Spektrum™ DX6i 6-channel DSMX®
transmitter 
SPMAR635 Spektrum AR635 6-Channel AS3X®
Sport Receiver
SPMSA5060 (4) Spektrum A5060 Mini HV
Digital Torque MG Aircraft Servo
SPMSA6260 (2) Spektrum A6260 HV Digital
Hi-Torque MG Aircraft Servo
EFLC3020 E-flite Celectra™ 200W DC multichemistry battery charger 	

8 See it in Action!
http://youtu.be/U5cf92plLBE

Convenient Features

EFLM4060B E-flite Power 60 brushless
outrunner motor, 470Kv
CSE010010000 Phoenix Edge 100, 32V 100Amp ESC with 5-Amp BEC

Fast Field Assembly

Easy Interior Access

Precision Hardware

It takes just one tool, four screws and
four pins to attach the two-piece top
and bottom plug-in style wings, which
means you can be ready to fly in just a
few short minutes.

A large magnetic hatch in the nose
makes it easy to get flight packs in and
out. On the bench, convenient features
such as a pre-drilled firewall and
ESC mounting plate assure accurate
alignment and speed assembly.

High-quality hardware is provided to
complete every assembly stage, right
down to the composite control arms
and horns.

EFLB44006S30 E-flite 4400mAh 6S 22.2V 30C
Li-Po, 10AWG EC5
APC17070E 17x7E electric propeller
HAN99004 Hangar 9® 3-inch aluminum spinner

horizonhobby.com
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Prized Cabin

Cruiser
QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
A full-featured aircraft for park pilots
looking to enjoy the benefits of laser
cut construction.
Who Will Love It
Designed specifically for civilian scale
enthusiasts.

The rarely modeled
Pacer is brought to
life in a comfortable
size scale.

E-flite PA-20 Pacer 10e ARF
EFL2790
The PA-20 Pacer was Piper’s answer to the
four-seat family airplanes offered by Cessna and
Stinson who were capitalizing on the post-war
general aviation boom. Eager veterans used
their G.I. bill to earn pilot certificates and needed
a “family car of the air” for travel that the
venerable J-3 Cub used in training simply could
not accommodate. The E-flite® PA-20 Pacer 10e

ARF airplane replicates the full-scale Pacer for
RC pilots who want an iconic scale experience
great for hopping out of small fields. Not only
does it’s outline and color scheme closely honor
the original, it comes with high-end interior
appointments, scale looking landing gear, plus
optional flaps for greater control at a wider
range of speeds.

Key Product Features
8 Unique civilian scale subject matter
that is rarely modeled.
8 Accurate scale outline derived from
factory drawings.

51.0 in (1300mm)

46.4-48.0 oz (1300-1360 g)

36.3 in (920mm)

4+ channel radio system

451 sq. in. (29.1 sq. dm.)

8 Modern features like large bottom
access hatch and two piece wing.
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Nothing Builds Like Balsa: Balsa and plywood construction offers high strength-to-weight
ratio with the added benefits of being easy and economical to repair. It also accurately replicates the
full-scale like no other material.

PZ-20 Pacer 10e ARF |

recommended completion items

EFLM4010A E-flite Power 10, 1100Kv
Brushless Outrunner
An ideal motor with up to 450 watts of power
and features high-quality construction with
ball bearings and hardened steel shaft.

EFLRDS76 7.6 g DS76 Digital Sub-Micro Servo
Provide crisp control that helps the RC pilot
enjoy flying even more. Four of these are needed
for aileron, elevator and rudder. Two more are
needed to make the flaps operational.

“From the authenticity of its traditional
construction, to the richness of its UltraCote
finish and high-gloss fiberglass cowling, the
E-flite PA-20 Pacer 10e ARF delivers a scale
model with outstanding flight
characteristics so that you can
look like a class-act both in the
air and on the ground.”

Eric Johnson
Category
Development
Manager
SPMAR610 Spektrum AR610 6-channel
DSMX Aircraft Receiver
6 Channel receiver for parkflyers to .90 sized
sport planes has a one-piece design and is
among the lightest receiver in its class.

EFLB18003S30 1800mAh 3S 11.1V 30C Li-Po
Capable of maximum continuous discharge rates
up to 30C, placing the E-flite 1800mAh 3S 11.1V
30C Li-Po, 13 EC3 AWG EC3 among the most
powerful Li-Po battery pack in its class.

INTERIOR DETAIL
Underneath the crystal-clear windshield and
cabin windows lay realistic scale features such as
windshield bracing, a detailed instrument panel
and seats. Pilot sold separately.
EFLA1040L 40-Amp Lite Pro Switch-Mode
BEC Brushless ESC
This brushless ESC drives up to 7 analog
or 6 digital servos with the BEC on any
recommended input voltage.

EFLA110 Power Meter
This E-flite power meter makes it simple for
pilots who fly any electric airplanes and desire to
accurately set up their airplanes for maximum
performance.

SMART SCALE FEATURES

EFLA151 1/9-scale civilian pilot figure
There’s room inside for one or two of these
figures that complete the full-scale illusion.
Paint one a different color so they don’t look
like twins.

EFLSP175 1.75-inch aluminum spinner
The aluminum spinner features lightweight
aluminum construction with 4mm and 6mm
collets. Fits the popular APC electric props and
has a realistic scale appearance.

The scale landing gear assembly is complemented by
fiberglass wheel pants painted to match. All of the
electronics concealed by the cockpit cover are accessed
through a magnetically-actuated belly hatch.

Additional Recommended Completion Parts
description

item#

description

item#

Thin CA
Medium CA
Threadlock
5-Minute Epoxy
3-inch Y-Harness (2)

PAAPT09
PAAPT03
PAAPT42
PAAPT38
EFLRYH3

3-inch Extension, Lightweight (2)
9-inch Extension, Lightweight (4)
Electric Propeller, 11 x 7E
Dynamite® Prophet Sport NiMH
50W Battery Charger

EFLREX3L
EFLREX9L
APC11070E
DYNC2010

EASY ASSEMBLY
The two-piece wings, accentuated by the accurate
wing struts, attach to the fuselage utilizing a carbon
fiber wing tube.

horizonhobby.com
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The Next Generation
Hybrid 3D Machine
3D performance perfect for a
large backyard or park.

E-flite® Extra 330SC BP 3D ARF
EFL2610
The new E-flite® Extra 330SC BP 3D ARF is inspired by the famed aerobatic airplane. Developed to deliver aggressive 3D performance, the Extra 330SC is
perfect for experienced 3D pilots looking for a quick fix in their backyard or park and for novice 3D pilots who want to develop their skills without making
a huge investment. It combines the sturdy construction of a balsa/plywood airframe with the uninhibited 3D capability of a lightweight profile park flyer.
Designed to use a 450 sized motor, this hybrid-profile aerobat comes at a size that is rarely modeled and delivers greater power-to-weight ratio than its
closest competitors. It comes loaded with design features to increase performance such as 3D-sized control surfaces and a tapered airfoil. All together, the
Extra 330SC provides spine-tingling 3D and freestyle performance.
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Flying Solo: The full-scale Extra 330SC is a Lycoming AEIO-580 powered single place
aircraft and is actually the only single seater aerobatic aircraft built by Extra Flugzeugbau.

Extra 330SC BP 3D ARF |

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
A next generation balsa profile hybrid
performer designed to deliver full
blown 3D performance while utilizing
the most popular and cost-effective
components in a size that is perfect
for a large backyard or park.
Who Will Love It
Intermediate electric pilots looking
for a starter 3D model without making
a huge investment and experienced
3D pilots looking for a high performing
backyard flyer.
Key Product Features
8 Engineered to deliver superior
performance through light wing
loading and 3D sized control surfaces

Recommended Setup
SPMR6610

SPMAR610

8 At a 450-size, it’s designed to be
economical and utilizes the most
popular and cost effective components

E-flite Park
450 BrushlessAußenläufer-Motor
890Kv, EFLM1400

8 The hybrid-profile design delivers
weight savings without sacrificing
strength
EFLA1030B

EFLB13503S30

EFLRDS76

APC12060E

Spektrum DX6i 6-channel DSMX® transmitter
AR610 6-Channel DSMX Aircraft Receiver
E-flite 30-Amp Pro, Switch-Mode BEC, Brushless ESC (V2)
E-flite 1350mAh 3S 11.1V 30C Li-Po, 13AWG EC3™ connector
E-flite 7.6-Gram DS76 Digital Sub-Micro Servo (4)
APC 12x6e Propeller
Dynamite® Prophet Sport NiMH 50W Battery Charger

SPMR6610
SPMAR610
EFLA1030B
EFLB13503S30
EFLRDS76
APC12060E
DYNC2010

Maximize Your Performance and Look Great
37.0 in (942mm)
37.2 in (945mm)
411 sq. in. (26.5 sq. dm.)
20.7-21.6 oz (587-613 g)
4+ channel radio system (required)

E-flite 2.0” aluminum spinner
set, EFLSP200
Lightweight aluminum
construction perfect for Park
brushless outrunner motors
E-flite Power Meter, EFLA110
Designed for in-line monitoring
for Volts, Amps, Watts, and
Capacity to accurately set up
electric airplanes.

horizonhobby.com
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The Cool & Capable

Flying Wing

Featuring colorful graphics , durable
construction and great flying performance,
the C-Ray 180 PNP is pure fun.

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
For intermediate pilots looking for
a unique and convenient plane, the
C-Ray™ flying wing is constructed of
durable Z-Foam™ material that resists
in-air and on-land crash damage with
little effect on flight performance.
Who Will Love It

21.7 in (550mm)

4.40 oz (125 g)

13.5 in (342mm)

4+ channel transmitter with elevon
mixing

126 sq. in. (8.05 sq. dm.)

The pilot that yearns for a fun to fly,
unique plane with great performance
and durability. Its full-color, selfadhesive decal sheet allows a personal
touch and its small size means it can fly
easily in a backyard.
Key Product Features
8 Durable Z-Foam construction means
the C-Ray can survive ground or mid-air
impact with minimal affect to flying
performance
8 Small size means it can be flown in
smaller outdoor spaces
8 Includes a decal sheet so pilots can
create their own unique look
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Easy Access Hatch.
The generous compartment housing
the pre-installed 8-amp brushless ESC
and motor provides ample room for the
recommended Li-Po battery and microclass receiver.

Molded Hand Grip.
A clever grip molded into the belly makes
hand launching easy and doubles as a
landing skid.

The Northrop N-1M, also known by the nickname “Jeep,” was an American experimental aircraft
used in the development of the flying wing concept by Northrop Aircraft during the 1940s.

C-Ray 180 PNP |

Crafty and Colorful.
Decorate the bright white
Z-Foam airframe using the
included decal sheet for
a fun, personal touch.

E-flite C-Ray 180 PNP
EFL3075
The E-flite® C-Ray™ 180 PNP flying wing is designed for someone
looking for something unique, durable and fun. This great flying
plane requires very little pre-flight construction as it comes
fully assembled with a high-output 180-size, 2500Kv brushless
outrunner motor, brushless 8-amp micro ESC, and flush
mounted sub-micro servos installed. Its lightweight Z-Foam™
construction makes it possible to bounce back from crashes
with minimal impact to its flying performance. Out of the box,
the C-Ray 180 is ready to accept a Spektrum™ compatible
micro-class receiver and transmitter. You will enjoy the ability
to personalize your aircraft with a decal sheet featuring a wide
variety of options. Designed with the intermediate pilot in mind,
the design and power system delivers great flying performance.

Recommended to Complete: Popular Add-ons!

SPM6610

SPMAR6310

EFLB4502SJ30

recommended to complete	

item#

Spektrum™ DX6i 6-Channel DSMX® Transmitter
Spektrum AR6310 DSMX Nanolite 6-Channel Receiver
E-flite® 2S 7.4 450mAh 30C Li-Po

SPM6610
SPMAR6310
EFLB4502SJ30

horizonhobby.com
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Inspirational
performance
Carbon-Z Splendor
BNF Basic // EFL10250
54.5 in (1380mm)
56.5 in (1440mm)
645 sq in (41.5 sq dm)
5.50 lb (2.50 kg)
5+ channel

Shoestring 15e
ARF // EFL4205
50.5 in (128 cm)
38.3 in (97.3 cm)
375 sq in (24.2 sq dm)
54.5–56.0 oz (1550–1590 g)
4+ channel transmitter
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Leader 480

Extra 260 3D 480

Twist 3D 480

ARF // EFL3000

ARF // EFL2475

ARF // EFL3005

43.0 in (1100mm)

43.0 in (1090mm)

35.0 in (890mm)

42.4 in (1080mm)

40.0 in (1015mm)

34.5 in (880mm)

414 sq in (26.7 sq dm)

375 sq in (24.2 sq dm)

404 sq in (16.0 sq dm)

39.0–41.0 oz (1110–1170 g)

26.0–29.0 oz (740–820 g)

25.9–29.6 oz (735–840 g)

4+ channel transmitter

6+ channel transmitter

4+ channel transmitter

Sport Class |

Edge 540QQ 280
BNF Basic // EFL6250
KEY FEATURES
-- Incredible power-to-weight ratio
-- H
 igh-speed digital servos and Spektrum
Nanolite receiver installed
-- F actory-hinged with 3D rate, double-bevel
control surfaces
-- M
 agnetic battery hatch provides
instant access
-- Robust landing gear and steerable tail wheel

26.0 in (660mm)
15.6 in (615mm)
162 sq in (10.4 sq dm)
8.10 oz (230 g)
4+ channel transmitter required

Take Park
Aerobatics
Inverza™ 280

to the Very Edge

BNF Basic // EFL6250
The E-flite® Inverza™ 280 BNF Basic is a unique blend of
performance, grace and potency with exceptional aerobatic
performance for 3D, precision or scale flight. Its power system
is specially designed so you can experience throttle response
that’s as instantaneous as the control surfaces for a new dimension of 3D mobility. Sized for you to enjoy at a convenient
park or small field, everything about its design, from its fit
and finish to its original outline, reflects exceptional attention
to the needs of performance minded pilots.

KEY FEATURES
-- Hollow-molded foam construction with carbon fiber reinforcement

26.0 in (660mm)

-- High-power BL280, 1800Kv outrunner power system installed

26.0 in (660mm)

-- High-speed digital servos and Spektrum™ Nanolite receiver installed
-- Two-piece wing with easy-access attachment and carbon fiber joiner

162.0 sq in (10.41 sq dm)

-- Large, double-beveled control surfaces attached with CA hinges

8.3 oz (235 g)

-- Robust wire landing gear and steerable tail wheel

4+ channel transmitter

horizonhobby.com
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Built Up to
Be The Best
Aircraft Engineered to Fly Off The Bench
E-flite ARF kits are feature-packed designs with components that offer a level of
quality and performance beyond that of similar models, allowing intermediate
pilots to grow their skills rapidly and experienced pilots to enjoy maximum performance with no extra effort. Some of these features include genuine Hangar 9 UltraCote covering over a lightweight balsa and lightweight plywood frame; a steerable
tail wheel; a fiberglass cowl and wheel pants; a firewall that bolt-on accepts reliable
E-flite Power series outrunner motors; and a quick-change battery hatch. With detail
attention to detail like that, it is no wonder why the E-flite ARF kits are a step above
the competition.

Mini Ultra Stick™
ARF // EFL2250
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Mini Funtana X™
ARF // EFL2425

Mini Pulse™ XT
ARF // EFL2375

38.75 in (985mm)

43.0 in (1090mm)

42.5 in (1080mm)

34 in (865mm)

40.5 in (1028mm)

37.5 in (875mm)

325 sq in (21 sq dm)

447 sq in (28.8 sq dm)

330 sq in (21.3 sq dm)

22.0–25.0 oz (625–710 g)

27.0–29.0 oz (765–822 g)

25.0–27.0 oz (795–965 g)

4+ channel transmitter

4+ channel transmitter

4+ channel transmitter

Sport Class |

Maximum Thrust
Habu 32 DF
ARF // EFL8075
40.5 in (1030mm)
49.5 in (1250mm)
392 sq in (25.3 sq dm)
7.05–7.40 lb (3.20–3.35 kg)
5+ channel transmitter

KEY FEATURES
-- 5 - to 6-channel control including flaps and
optional retracts
-- Wood and composite construction with prehinged surfaces
-- Engineered duct design—no cheater holes
-- R
 eady for E-flite Delta-V® 32 Power System
(recommended)
-- M
 achined aluminum wheels and landing gear
doors included
-- R
 equires 8 mini servos, E-flite 80A brushless
ESC and 6S 22.2V 5000mAh Li-Po

Ultra Stick 25e
ARF // EFL4025

Pulse™ XT 25e
ARF // EFL4100

50.0 in (1270mm)

52 in (1335mm)

41.5 in (1050mm)

44.0 in (1115mm)

480 sq in (31.0 sq dm)

495 sq in (31.9 sq dm)

3.40 lb (1.50 kg)

3.70–4.20 lb (1.60–1.90 kg)

4+ channel transmitter

4+ channel transmitter

horizonhobby.com
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E-flite

Brushless
Motors

EFLM3032DFA

The E-flite line of electric motors includes a growing variety of brushless inrunners and outrunners, producing power that will surprise you at a level of quality that will surely spoil you. All motors are pre-wired
with mounting hardware so you can get into the air quickly. Whether your needs are for sport, scale,
ducted fan or helicopter, E-flite motors have the power to truly realize your model’s full potential. Shown
here is merely a select list of the newest and most popular E-flite motor choices. For the full motor availability list and complete specifications, please visit HorizonHobby.com.

Product #

Description

RPM/
Volt

Input

Cont.
Current

Max
Burst

Li-Po
Cells

Weight

Diameter

Shaft

Length

Park Series Brushless Motors
EFLM1000

Park 370 BL Inrunner

4100Kv

140W

8A

13A

2–3S

48.0 g

20mm

2.0mm

30mm

EFLM1005

Park 370 BL Inrunner

5400Kv

125W

10A

15A

2S

48.0 g

20mm

2.0mm

30mm

EFLM1010

Park 370 BL Inrunner

3600Kv

100W

7A

11A

2–3S

48.0 g

20mm

2.0mm

30mm

EFLM1100

Park 400 BL Inrunner

4200Kv

225W

18A

24A

2–3S

68.0 g

20mm

2.0mm

40mm

EFLM1105

Park 400 BL Inrunner

3700Kv

200W

18A

20A

2–3S

68.0 g

20mm

2.0mm

40mm

EFLM1120

Park 180 BL Outrunner

2200Kv

30W

2.6A

3.2A

2–3S

8.50 g

16mm

1.5mm

20mm

EFLM1130

Park 250 BL Outrunner

2200Kv

55W

7A

8.0A

2S

14.0 g

22mm

2.0mm

23mm

EFLM1140

Park 280 BL Outrunner

1800Kv

110W

8A

10A

2–3S

20.5 g

22mm

2.0mm

26mm

EFLM1150

Park 300 BL Outrunner

1380Kv

85W

7A

9A

2–3S

24.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

25mm

EFLM1155

Park 340 BL Outrunner

1700Kv

145W

11.5A

14A

2–3S

27.2 g

28mm

3.17mm

25mm

EFLM1200

Park 370 BL Outrunner

1080Kv

110W

9A

11A

2–3S

45.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

25mm

EFLM1205

Park 370 BL Outrunner

1360Kv

150W

12A

15A

2–3S

45.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

25mm

EFLM1210HS

Park 370 BL Outrunner

1200Kv

120W

10A

12A

2–3S

46.0 g

28mm

4.0mm

25mm

EFLM1300

Park 400 BL Outrunner

740Kv

100W

7A

10A

2–3S

56.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

29mm

EFLM1305

Park 400 BL Outrunner

920Kv

140W

10A

13A

2–3S

56.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

29mm

EFLM1400

Park 450 BL Outrunner

890Kv

175W

14A

18A

2–3S

72.0 g

28mm

4.0mm

33mm

EFLM1500

Park 480 BL Outrunner

910Kv

250W

20A

25A

2–3S

87.0 g

35mm

4.0mm

33mm

EFLM1505

Park 480 BL Outrunner

1020Kv

275W

22A

28A

2–3S

87.0 g

35mm

4.0mm

33mm

42A

2–3S

80.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

36mm

Ducted Fan and Specialty Brushless Motors
EFLM2005
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Six-Series Inrunner

2700Kv

400W

35.5A

EFLM3215DF

BL15 DF Inrunner

3200Kv

800W

44A

52A

3–4S

106 g

28mm

4.0mm

40mm

EFLM3015DF

BL15 DF Inrunner

3600Kv

850W

46A

55A

3–4S

106 g

28mm

4.0mm

40mm

EFLM3032DFA

BL32 DF Inrunner

2150Kv

1665W

62A

75A

4–6S

162 g

28mm

5.0mm

2.0mm

Accessories |

Electronic Speed Controls

EFLA1040B

Electronic Speed Controls
Product #

Description

BEC Type

Li-Po
Cells

Size (LxWxH)

Weight

EFLA103

5-Amp Micro Brushed ESC

Linear

2S

20.3 x 11.7 x 6.4mm

5.7 g

EFLA104

10-Amp Micro Brushed ESC

Linear

2S

21.3 x 12.7 x 7.1mm

6.8 g

EFLA105

20-Amp Mini Brushed ESC with Brake

Linear

2S

29.0 x 17.3 x 6.6mm

17.9 g

EFLA106

30-Amp Mini Brushed ESC with Brake

Linear

2S

34.8 x 18.0 x 8.6mm

24.4 g

EFLA1010

10-Amp Pro Brushless ESC

Linear

2–3S

30.0 x 17.5 x 10mm

10.0 g

Product #

Product Description

EFLA311B

20-Amp Brushless ESC (V2)

Linear

2–3S

36.0 x 24.0 x 9.0mm

14.0 g

EFLA325A

25-Amp Airplane Brushless ESC
25-Amp Brushless ESC

Replacement ESC

EFLA312B

40-Amp Brushless ESC (V2)

Linear

2–3S

50.0 x 26.0 x 10.0mm

20.0 g

EFLA325B

EFLA1030

30-Amp Pro SB BEC Brushless ESC

Switch-Mode

3–4S

51.0 x 28.0 x 8.7mm

31.0 g

EFLA325H

25-Amp Helicopter Brushless ESC
25-Amp Helicopter Brushless ESC: 300X

EFLA1040L

40-Amp Lite Pro SB BEC Brushless ESC

Switch-Mode

3–6S

66.0 x 31.0 x 12.0mm

48.0 g

EFLA325HB

EFLA1060B

60-Amp Pro Switch-Mode BEC Brushless ESC (V2)

Switch-Mode

3–6S

73.0 x 33.0 x 15.5mm

75.0 g

EFLA335H

35-Amp Helicopter Brushless ESC: B450

EFLA1080B

80-Amp Pro SB BEC Brushless ESC (V2)

Switch-Mode

3–6S

77.0 x 41.0 x 15.5mm

106 g

EFLA370H

70-Amp Helicopter Brushless ESC: B500

Product #

Description

RPM/
Volt

Cont.
Current

Input

Max
Burst

Li-Po Cells

Weight

Diameter

Shaft

Length

42A

2–3S

122 g

35mm

5.0mm

42mm

Power Series Brushless Outrunner Motors
EFLM4010A

EFLM4052A

EFLM1140

Power 10 BL

1100Kv

450W

32A

EFLM4015A

Power 15 BL

950Kv

575W

34A

42A

3–4S

152 g

35mm

5.0mm

50mm

EFLM4025A

Power 25 BL

870Kv

600W

32A

44A

3–4S

190 g

35mm

5.0mm

54mm

EFLM4025B

Power 25 BL

1250Kv

850W

50A

58A

3–4S

183 g

35mm

5.0mm

54mm

EFLM4025C

Power 25 BL

1000Kv

850W

50A

58A

3–4S

183 g

35mm

5.0mm

54mm

EFLM4025H

Power 25 BL Heli

1000Kv

1280W

38A

58A

4–6S

196 g

35mm

5.0mm

56mm

EFLM4032A

Power 32 BL

770Kv

800W

42A

60A

3–4S

200 g

42mm

5.0mm

50mm

EFLM4046A

Power 46 BL

670Kv

925W

40A

55A

4–5S

290 g

50mm

6.0mm

55mm

EFLM4052A

Power 52 BL

590Kv

1650W

65A

75A

4–6S

346 g

50mm

6.0mm

60mm

EFLM4060B

Power 60 BL

470Kv

1700W

51A

80A

5–7S

380 g

50mm

6.0mm

62mm

EFLM4090A

Power 90 BL

325Kv

1800W

50A

65A

6–8S

450 g

56mm

6.0mm

52mm

EFLM4110A

Power 110 BL

295Kv

2000W

55A

65A

8–9S

490 g

63mm

8.0mm

54mm

EFLM4160A

Power 160 BL

245Kv

2700W

60A

78A

9–10S

650 g

63mm

8.0mm

64mm

EFLM4180A

Power 180 BL

195Kv

3000W

65A

80A

10S

642 g

63.5mm

7.8mm

82mm

EFLM4360A

Power 360 BL

180Kv

6000W

130A

150A

12S

1240 g

90mm

10mm

130mm

Helicopter Brushless Motors
EFLM1360H

440H Outrunner

4200Kv

440W

25A

40A

3S

65.0 g

28mm

2.3–3.0mm

30mm

EFLM1370H

BL520H Outrunner

1300Kv

1110W

50A

70A

6S

159 g

37mm

4.0mm

45mm

EFLM60450A

Heli 450 Outrunner

3600Kv

611W

40A

55A

3S

82.0 g

28mm

3.17mm

39mm

EFLM60550A

Heli 550 Outrunner

1360Kv

2442W

80A

110A

6S

295 g

52mm

6.0mm

48mm

EFLM60600A

Heli 600 Outrunner

1130Kv

2664W

95A

120A

6S

345 g

52mm

6.0mm

54mm

EFLM60700A

Heli 700 Outrunner

500Kv

3552W

60A

80A

12S

435 g

52mm

6.0mm

63mm

Ducted Fans
EFLDF32

Product #

Description

Rotor Dia.

Rotor Type

Motor Req.

ESC Req.

Li-Po Req.

Weight

EFLDF15

Delta-V 15

69mm

5-Blade

BL15 DF

60A

3–4S

88 g

EFLDF32

Delta-V 32

80mm

5-Blade

BL32 DF

80A

6S

116 g

horizonhobby.com
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E-flite

Electronics
You Can Trust

Celectra 15VDC
250W Power Supply
EFLC4010EU
The Celectra 15VDC 250W power supply provides a full-featured power station that will
provide sufficient current to run a large-capacity battery charger or a number of smallto-medium capacity battery chargers on the
bench, at the flight line or in the field.

128

KEY FEATURES
-- U
 niversal AC input voltage range and
detachable AC power cord
-- S
 hort-circuit, over-current and over-temperature
protection
-- Internal cooling fan
-- Chassis mount, rocker style and AC power switch
-- Power ON indicator light (red LED)
-- C
 olor-coded banana jack and power-output
terminals

Chargers
Product #

Product Description

EFLC3000

Celectra 1–2 Cell LiPo DC
Charger

EFLC3010

E-flite 2-3S LiPo Balancing
Charger, 0.5-3A

EFLC3015

E-flite 3-4S DC LiPo
Balancing Charger

CHARGERS AND BATTERIES |

Li-Po
POWER
E-flite premium Li-Po battery packs provide
outstanding run times, are a perfect match
with E-flite power system components and are
built with uncompromised quality standards.
There’s a Li-Po battery listed here for almost
every application from indoor slow flyers and
Large-Scale sport and aerobatic airplane models
to micro- and mid-size helicopters.

Li-Po Batteries

EFLB18003S

EFLB50004S30

EFLB5001 S25

Product #

Voltage

Discharge

Dimensions WLH (in/mm)

Weight

Conncector

EFLB0301S25

1S 3.7V 30mAh

25C

0.33 x 1.14 x 0.11/8.40 x 29.0 x 2.80

0.05/1.4

Ultra Micro

EFLB0701S

1S 3.7V 70mAh

14C

0.46 x 1.30 x 0.10/11.7 x 33.0 x 2.54

0.18/5.10

Ultra Micro

EFLB0998

3S 11.1V 1000mAh

20C

1.10 x 3.45 x 0.64/28.0 x 88.0 x 16.3

2.70/76.5

JST-RCY

EFLB1202S20

2S 7.4V 120mAh

20C

0.80 x 1.20 x 0.37/20.0 x 30.0 x 9.00

0.32/9.00

JST-SHR

EFLB12502S

2S 7.4V 1250mAh

20C

1.35 x 2.60 x 0.70/34.3 x 66.0 x 17.8

3.10/88.0

EC3

EFLB12503S

3S 11.1V 1250mAh

20C

1.35 x 2.60 x 1.05/34.3 x 66.0 x 26.7

4.30/122

EC3

EFLB13002S20

2S 7.4V 1300mAh

20C

1.40 x 2.65 x 0.60/35.5 x 67 x 15.0

2.40/67.5

EC2

EFLB13503S30

3S 11.1V 1350mAh

30C

1.35 x 2.65 x 0.90/34.5 x 67.5 x 22.5

4.10/114

EC3

EFLB15002S

2S 7.4V 1500mAh

20C

1.35 x 4.10 x 0.50/34.3 x 104 x 12.7

3.5/99.0

EC3

EFLB15003S

3S 11.1V 1500mAh

20C

1.35 x 4.10 x 0.75/34.3 x 104 x 19.1

5.00/142

EC3

EFLB1501S25

1S 3.7V 150mAh

25C

0.48 x 1.47 x 0.22/12.2 x 37.5 x 5.50

0.14/4.15

Ultra Micro

EFLB18002S

2S 7.4V 1800mAh

20C

1.35 x 4.05 x 0.55/34.3 x 103 x 0.55

4.00/114

EC3

EFLB18003S

3S 11.1V 1800mAh

20C

1.35 x 4.05 x 0.85/34.3 x 103 x 21.6

5.50/156

EC3

EFLB18003S30

3S 11.1V 1800mAh

30C

1.35 x 4.05 x 0.85/34.3 x 103 x 21.6

5.80/164

EC3

EFLB1802S20

2S 7.4V 180mAh

20C

0.80 x 1.35 x 0.45/20.0 x 34.0 x 11.0

0.45/13.0

JST-SHR

EFLB2001S30

1S 3.7V 200mAh

30C

0.75 x 1.55 x 0.25/19.0 x 39.0 x 6.00

0.24/7.00

Ultra Micro

EFLB2002S25

2S 7.4V 200mAh

25C

0.71 x 1.55 x 0.50/18.0 x 39.4 x 12.7

0.48/13.5

JST-SHR

EFLB2002S30

2S 7.4V 200mAh

30C

0.71 x 1.55 x 0.50/18.0 x 39.4 x 12.7

0.48/13.5

Balance

EFLB21003S

3S 11.1V 2100mAh

20C

1.35 x 4.05 x 1.05/34.3 x 103 x 26.7

6.60/187

EC3

EFLB21004S

4S 14.8V 2100mAh

20C

1.35 x 4.05 x 1.35/34.3 x 103 x 1.35

8.70/247

EC3

EFLB22003S30

3S 11.1V 2200mAh

30C

1.33 x 4.10 x 0.95/34.0 x 104 x 24.0

6.10/173

EC3

EFLB22003S50

3S 11.1V 2200mAh

50C

1.40 x 4.10 x 1.10/35.6 x 104 x 28.0

7.10/201

EC3

EFLB22004S30

4S 14.8V 2200mAh

30C

1.33 x 4.10 x 1.25/34.0 x 104 x 32.0

8.20/232

EC3

EFLB22006S30

6S 22.2V 2200mAh

30C

1.33 x 4.10 x 1.80/34.0 x 104 x 46.0

12.3/349

EC3

EFLB25003S30

3S 11.1V 2500mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.20 x 0.55/43.2 x 132 x 14.0

6.80/193

EC3

EFLB25004S30

4S 14.8V 2500mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.20 x 0.75/43.2 x 132 x 19.1

9.00/255

EC3

EFLB2501S20

1S 3.7V 250mAh

20C

0.80 x 1.30 x 0.30/20.0 x 33.0 x 8.00

0.29/8.00

Ultra Micro

EFLB26006S30

6S 22.2V 2600mAh

30C

1.50 x 5.00 x 1.40/38.1 x 127 x 35.6

14.0/397

EC3

EFLB28004S30

4S 14.8V 2800mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.25 x 0.96/43.0 x 133 x 25.0

10.9/309

EC3

EFLB29006S30

6S 22.2V 2900mAh

30C

1.75 x 5.00 x 1.40/44.5 x 127 x 35.6

16.0/454

EC3

EFLB32003S

3S 11.1V 3200mAh

20C

1.70 x 5.40 x 1.00/43.2 x 137 x 25.4

10.9/309

EC3

EFLB32003S30

3S 11.1V 3200mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.20 x 0.90/43.2 x 132 x 22.9

9.90/251

EC3

EFLB32004S

4S 14.8V 3200mAh

20C

1.70 x 5.40 x 1.35/43.2 x 137 x 34.3

14.4/408

EC3

EFLB32004S30

4S 14.8V 3200mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.20 x 1.20/43.2 x 132 x 30.5

13.0/367

EC3

EFLB32006S30

6S 22.2V 3200mAh

30C

1.65 x 5.15 x 1.60/42.5 x 131 x 40.0

17.6/500

EC3

EFLB33004S50

4S 14.8V 3300mAh

50C

1.10 x 5.20 x 1.70/28.0 x 132 x 43.2

12.0/340

EC3

EFLB40004S30

4S 14.8V 4000mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.30 x 1.45/43.2 x 135 x 36.8

15.9/451

EC3

EFLB40006S30

6S 22.2V 4000mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.30 x 2.20/43.2 x 135 x 55.9

23.9/678

EC3

EFLB4302SJ

2S 7.4V 430mAh

20C

1.20 x 2.15 x 0.35/30.5 x 54.6 x 8.90

1.10/31.2

JST-RCY

EFLB4303SJ

3S 11.1V 430mAh

20C

1.20 x 2.15 x 0.50/30.5 x 54.6 x 12.7

1.50/42.5

JST-RCY

EFLB44005S30

5S 18.5V 4400mAh

30C

1.45 x 6.00 x 1.70/36.8 x 152 x 43.2

19.5/553

EC5

EFLB44006S30

6S 22.2V 4400mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.80 x 1.80/43.2 x 164 x 45.7

28.5/808

EC5

EFLB4502SJ30

2S 7.4V 450mAh

30C

1.15 x 2.15 x 0.40/29.2 x 54.6 x 10.2

1.00/28.4

JST-RCY

EFLB4503SJ30

3S 11.1V 450mAh

30C

1.15 x 2.15 x 0.60/29.2 x 54.6 x 15.2

1.50/42.5

JST-RCY

EFLB4503SJ50

3S 11.1V 450mAh

50C

1.15 x 2.15 x 0.60/29.2 x 54.6 x 15.2

1.50/42.5

JST

EFLB50004S30

4S 14.8V 5000mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.90 x 1.30/43.0 x 150 x 33.0

17.6/500

EC5

EFLB50005S30

5S 18.5V 5000mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.80 x 1.80/43.2 x 164 x 45.7

23.7/672

EC5

EFLB50006S30

6S 22.2V 5000mAh

30C

1.70 x 5.80 x 2.15/43.2 x 164 x 54.6

28.5/808

EC5

EFLB50006S50

6S 22.2V 5000mAh

50C

2.50 x 5.25 x 1.75/63.5 x 133 x 44.5

29.5/836

EC5

EFLB5001S25

1S 3.7V 500mAh

25C

0.75 x 2.35 x 0.30/19.0 x 59.5 x 7.50

0.51/14.5

JST-RCY

EFLB8002SJ

2S 7.4V 800mAh

20C

1.00 x 2.75 x 0.50/25.0 x 70.0 x 13.0

1.60/45.0

JST/Balance

EFLB8002SJ30

2S 7.4V 800mAh

30C

1.00 x 2.75 x 0.50/25.0 x 70.0 x 13.0

1.60/45.0

JST-RCY

EFLB8003SJ30

3S 11.1V 800mAh

30C

2.75 x 2.30 x 1.00/25.0 x 70.0 x 0.75

2.30/65.0

JST-RCY
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E-flite

Retracts, Servos
and Accessories

EFLA800
The E-flite® EFC™-720 HD Camera is the ideal
RC accessory for capturing full-color still photos
and HD video footage. Its lightweight design
means it’s perfect for use with just about any air or
surface vehicle from a park flyer size on up. It has
no special mounting requirements, plus it’s simple
to operate remotely using the provided servo wire
lead connected to an open receiver channel.
• 15g design suitable for park flyers and up
• Removable 2GB memory card provided can
hold multiple videos and hundreds of photos
• Features full-color 720p HD video and 1.3M still
image capability
• Integrated microphone allows simultaneous
audio while recording video footage
• Built-in manual controls, plus a positional lens
to achieve a variety of vantage points
• 3.7V 150mAh rechargeable Li-Po battery
• USB charge and interface cable provided
• Easy to mount anywhere using the hook and
loop material provided

EFLG310

Retracts

Radio Accessories

Product #

Description

Set/Unit Weight

Strut Diameter

Aircraft Weight

EFLG100

10–15 Size Main

85.0 g

3.0mm

0.90–2.00 kg

Product #

Product Description

EFLG101

10–15 Size Main

37.0 g

5.0mm

3.63–6.80 kg

EFLREX12L

12" Extension, Lightweight

EFLG110

10–15 Size Tricycle

135 g

3.0mm

0.90–2.00 kg

EFLREX18L

18" Extension, Lightweight

EFLG120

10–15 90-Degree Rotating

90.0 g

3.0mm

0.90–2.00 kg

EFLREX3L

3" Extension, Lightweight

3.5mm

1.80–3.10 kg

EFLREX3UL

3" Extension, Ultra Lightweight

EFLG200

15–25 Size 90° Main

100 g

EFLG210

15–25 Size 85° Main

100 g

3.5mm

1.80–3.10 kg

EFLREX6L

6" Extension, Lightweight

EFLG211105

15–25 Size 105° Nose

48.0 g

3.5mm

1.80–3.10 kg

EFLREX6UL

6" Extension, Ultra Lightweight

EFLG220

15–25 90-Degree Rotating

79.0 g

3.5mm

1.80–3.10 kg

EFLREX9L

9" Extension, Lightweight

EFLG230

15–25 Size Tricycle

142 g

3.5mm

1.80–3.10 kg

EFLA800

EFC™-720 HD Camera

EFLG300

25–46 Size 90° Main

170 g

4.0mm

2.25–4.30 kg

EFLRG110HL

11.0-Gram G110 Micro Heading Lock Gyro

EFLG310

25–46 Size 85° Main

1.70 g

4.0mm

2.25–4.30 kg

EFLRG210HL

G210HL Micro Heading Lock MEMS Gyro

EFLG311105

25–46 Size 105° Nose

100 g

4.0mm

2.25–4.30 kg

EFLG320

25–46 Size 100° Main

210 g

4.0mm

2.25-4.30 kg

EFLG330

25–46 Size Tricycle

275 g

4.0mm (main), 3.5mm (nose)

2.25–4.30 kg

EFLG400

60–120 Size 90° Main

248 g

5.0mm

3.63–6.80 kg

EFLG410

60–120 Size 85° Main

248 g

5.0mm

3.63–6.80 kg

EFLG411105

60–120 Size 105° Nose

117 g

5.0mm

3.63–6.80 kg

EFLG420

60–120 100-Deg Rotating

248 g

5.0mm

3.63–6.80 kg

EFLG430

60–120 Size Tricycle

369 g

5.0mm (main), 4.5mm (nose)

3.63–6.80 kg

EFLGP0150

Pneumatic 10-Size 90° Main

42.5 g

2.5mm

0.73–1.36 kg

Scale Accessories
Product #

Product Description

EFLA150

1/9 Military Pilot

EFLA151

1/9 Civilian Pilot, Blue

EFLA152

1/9 Aerobatic Pilot, Blue

EFLA156

1/9 Aerobatic Pilot, Blue with Glasses

EFL4537

Cockpit Kit: Beaver 25e

Servos
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Product #

Description

Torque @ 4.8V

Speed @ 4.8V

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight

Voltage

EFLRDS35

DS35 Super Sub-Micro

4.0 oz-in

0.05 sec/60°

17.5 x 6.40 x 6.40mm

3.5 g

3.0V–5.0V

EFLRDS60

DS60 Super Sub-Micro

13.1 oz-in

0.09 sec/60°

23.5 x 10.0 x 24.0mm

6.0 g

4.8V–6.0V

EFLRDS75H

DS75 Sub-Micro Heli

17.2 oz-in

0.11 sec/60°

23.0 x 12.0 x 24.0mm

7.5 g

4.8V–6.0V

EFLRS75

S75 Sub-Micro

17.2 oz-in

0.12 sec/ 60

23 x 12 x 24

7.5 g

4.8V-5.3V

EFLRDS76

DS76 Sub-Micro

24.2 oz-in

0.11 sec/60°

23.0 x 11.5 x 24.0mm

7.6 g

4.8V–6.0V

EFLRDS76T

DS76T Sub-Micro Tail Rotor

11.1 oz-in

0.03 sec/60°

23.0 x 11.5 x 24.0mm

7.6 g

4.8V–5.0V

EFLRDS75H

EFLRDS60

Accessories |

Spinners, Prop Adapters & Pinions

EFLSP175

Product #

Product Description

Product #

Product Description

EFLA270

Spinner, 1-3/4", Red

EFLA600

Controller: Universal Light Kit

EFLA271

Spinner, 1-3/4", Black

EFLA601

Red LED Solid (2): Unvs Lt Kit

EFLA272

Spinner, 1-3/4", White

EFLA602

Clr LED Solid (2): Unvs Lt Kit

EFLSP175

1.75" Aluminum Spinner with 4mm & 5mm Collets

EFLA603

Bl LED Solid (2): Unvs Light Kit

EFLSP225

2.25" Aluminum Spinner with 5mm & 6mm Collets

EFLA604

Grn LED Solid (2): Unvs Lt Kit

EFLSP250

2.50" Aluminum Spinner with 5mm & 6mm Collets

EFLA605

Yel LED Solid (2): Unvs Lt Kit

Prop Adapter with Collet, 2mm

EFLA606

Org LED Solid (2): Unvs Lt Kit

EFLM1921

Prop Adapter with Collet, 2.3mm

EFLA607

Red LED Flashing (2)

EFLM1922

Prop Adapter with Collet, 3mm

EFLA608

Clear LED Flashing (2)

EFLM1923

Prop Adapter with Collet, 1/8"

EFLA609

Blue LED Flashing (2)

EFLM1924

Prop Adapter with Collet, 4mm

EFLA613

Extension 6-Inch (2)

EFLM1925

Prop Adapter with Collet, 5mm

EFLA614

Extension 12-Inch (2)

EFLM1926

Prop Adapter with Collet, 6mm

EFLA615

Y-Harness 6-Inch (2)

EFLM1927

Prop Adapter (Flat) with Setscrew, 2mm

EFLA616

Y-Harness 12-inch (2)

EFLM1928

Prop Adapter with Setscrew, 2.3mm

EFLA617

Y-Harness, HD 6” (2

EFLM1929

Prop Adapter with Setscrew, 3mm

EFLA618

Extension 18” (2)

Prop Adapter with Setscrew, 1/8"

EFLA619

Extension 24” (2)

EFLM1932

Prop Adapter with Setscrew, 5mm

EFLA620

Extension 36” (2)

EFLM1933

Prop Adapter with Setscrew, 1.5mm

EFLM1934

Prop Adapter, 8mm Shaft: Power 46/60

EFLM1935

Prop Adapter (Bullet) with Setscrew, 2mm

EFLM1949

Pinion Gear, 8T 0.5 Module 2mm ID

EFLM1920

EFLM1935

EFLM1930

Aircraft Hardware
Product #

Product Description

EFLA170

Control Line Handle, Adjustable

EFLA171

52' Braided Steel Control Lines

EFLA172

Control Line Motor Timer

EFLA201

Micro Pushrod Keepers (2)

EFLA203

Micro Control Connectors (2)

EFLA211

Micro Control Horns (2) (V2)

EFLA214

Micro Pull-Pull Set

EFLA217

Park Flyer CA Hinges (24)

EFLPVPP100

Propellers

Universal Navigation Lights

Landing Accessories

EFLAEC302
EFLAEC308

Power Connectors
Product #

Product Description

EFLA248

Gold Bullet Connector Set, 2mm (3)

EFLA249

Gold Bullet Connector Set, 4mm (3)

EFLAEC301

EC3 Device Connector (2)

EFLAEC302

EC3 Battery Connector (2)

Product #

Product Description

EFLA202

Micro Tail Skid

EFLA205

Micro Park Wheels, 2" (2)

EFLA219

Steerable Tail Wheel Assembly: 3/4”

EFLA220

Foam Park Wheels, 1.25" (2)

EFLA221

Foam Park Wheels, 1.5" (2)

EFLA222

Foam Park Wheels, 1.75" (2)

EFLA223

Foam Park Wheels, 2" (2): Mini Pulse

EFLA224

Foam Park Wheels, 2.25" (2)

EFLA225

Foam Park Wheels, 2.5" (2)

EFLA500

25-Size Fiberglass ARF Floats

EFLA250

Tools

Product #

Product Description

EFLAEC303

EC3 Device & Battery Connector

EFLP0860

8 x 6 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC304

EC3 Device Connector with 4" Wire, 13AWG

Product #

Product Description

EFLP0947

9 x 4.7 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC305

EC3 Battery Connector with 4" Wire, 13AWG

EFLA250

Park Flyer Tool Assortment, 5 pc

EFLP0960

9 x 6 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC306

EC3 Extension Lead with 6" Wire, 13AWG

EFLA261

Micro/Mini Heli Tool Assortment, 6 pc

EC3 Battery Parallel Y-Harness, 13AWG

EFLA264

6" Stainless Steel Ruler

EFLA212

Gear Puller, 1–5mm Shaft

EFLP0975

9 x 7.5 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC307

EFLP1047

10 x 4.7 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC308

EC3 Battery Series Harness, 13AWG

EFLP1070

10 x 7 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC309

EC3 Device Connector with 4" Wire, 16AWG

EFLP1080E

10 x 8 Electric Propeller

EFLAEC310

EC3 Battery Connector with 4" Wire, 16AWG

EFLP1080ER

10 x 8 Electric Propeller Reverse Rotation

EFLAEC311

EC3 Extension Lead with 6" Wire, 16AWG

Product #

Product Description

EFLP1147

11 x 4.7 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC312

EC3 Device Charge Lead with 12" Wire & Jacks, 16AWG

EFLA206

Foam Compatible CA, 1 oz Thick

EFLP1170

11 x 7 Slow Flyer Propeller (2)

EFLAEC501

EC5 Device Connector (2)

EFLA207

Foam Compatible Activator, 2 oz

EFLP1238

12 x 3.8 Slow Flyer Prop (2)

EFLAEC502

EC5 Battery Connector (2)

EFLA208

Foam CA 1 oz/Activator 2 oz Pack

EFLP1260

12 x 6 Slow Flyer Prop (2)

EFLAEC503

EC5 Device & Battery Connector

EFLA209

Foam Compatible Medium CA, 1 oz

EFLPVPP100

Showstopper Precision Variable-Pitch
Prop System

Build Adhesives
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Hangar 9

Aircraft Born From A Passion
For Performance.
The people who design Hangar 9® aircraft have a passion for performance
and quality that shines through in every airplane they make. Each one
is built using the finest materials available and finished with genuine
UltraCote® covering. It doesn’t matter if it’s a .40-size high-wing trainer or
a 35%-scale, IMAC competition plane; if it has the Hangar 9 brand on the
box, it’s as good or better than anything you would build for yourself.
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Hangar 9

The
next
Bigger
Thing
Blazing the Trail for an Aerobatics Archetype

Hangar 9 Inverza™ 62 ARF

/ HAN5195

The Hangar 9® Inverza™ 62 ARF airplane is based on the full-scale Inverza dream project inspired
by an impressive specialist led by award-winning aircraft builder Kevin Kimball. Although yet to
be built, its announcement has turned the aerobatic community on its ear. As a tribute to their
bold vision, the Inverza 62 has been developed to deliver versatile performance that’s been finely
tuned so RC pilots can enjoy its extraordinary agility right away. Its massive control surfaces and
large wing area makes it predictable in slow flight even during the most demanding 3D maneuvers. Thanks to lightweight high-quality balsa/plywood construction, you can enjoy incredible
handling, especially when matched with the all-new Evolution® 62GXi 62cc electronic fuel-injected gas engine. Overall, the Hangar 9 Inverza 62 is a clear reflection of what has been missing from
the world of 50-60cc size freestyle and precision aerobatics—an original design with the instant
potential to take the way you fly scale aerobatics to the next level.
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88.0 in (224 cm)
85.0 in (215 cm)
1600 sq in (103.0 sq dm)
17.0 lb (7.70 kg)
62cc 2-stroke gas/petrol
Power 360-class
6+ channel

Stunning Comes Standard: Covered in genuine UltraCote®, its balsa/balsa-plywood structure is strong
and light, while the original Mirco Pecorari design scheme offers stunning looks, incredible ground presence
and high visibility in the air.

Inverza 62 ARF |

Recommended Setups & Option Parts

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Everything about the Hangar 9®
Inverza™ 62 ARF airplane, from its
fit and finish to its original outline,
reflects an exceptional attention to the
needs of performance-minded pilots.
Who Will Love It
For giant-scale aerobatic, 3D/IMAC
and sport enthusiasts looking for the
latest in modern design that’s highquality with a competitive advantage
and assembles fast.
Key Product Features
Gas powered
The pre-drilled mounting
pattern on the firewall will host
a number of popular 50–60cc
gas engine options such as the
groundbreaking Evolution®
62GXi engine that features
innovative electronic fuel
injection technology.

Extreme control
Every robust control surface is
oversized with double-bevel
hinging to provide incredible
agility. Pre-installed hinge
points and factory located slots
for the composite control horns
help the build go quickly.

Removable wings and
stabilizers
Two-piece, plug-in wings are
supported with an aluminum
wing tube. Each airfoil-shaped
stabilizer half houses individual
elevator servos and is supported
by dual aluminum tubes.

8 An all-new aerobatic airplane with a
high-level of precision and performance
that’s modeled after the full-scale
Kevin Kimball Inverza™ monoplane
concept.
8 Super-light wing loading provides
outstanding 3D stability thanks to lasercut accurate, balsa/balsa-plywood
construction that also delivers a rigid
structure.
8 High-quality hardware package
features ball-links with turnbuckles for
precision adjustment capability that
greatly reduces setup time.

horizonhobby.com
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Hangar 9

Hardcore
Air Time

*Shown with the 35–40% Painted
Pilot Helmet White (HAN362)—
sold separately.

Hangar 9 Inverza™ 33 ARF
HAN4925
Although the full-scale Jim Kimball Enterprises Inverza™ is yet to be built, aerobatics RC pilots are always
climbing over each other for the most advanced giant-scale aerobatic thoroughbred. The Hangar 9® Inverza
33 aerobat has been developed to take advantage of both the emerging 30cc gas engine and 180-class
outrunner electric power system popularity.
Introducing the Inverza—an evolutionary step toward achieving an aircraft with balanced maneuverability.
When set up correctly, no matter in what attitude the Inverza is flown, very little to no control coupling is
evident whether the aircraft is upright, inverted or knife-edge. The result is a flight experience that’s pure even
when control input is aggressive.
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75.0 in (190 cm)
72.0 in (183 cm)
1120 sq. in. (72.5 sq. dm.)
12.3–13.0 lb (5.60–5.90 kg)
6+ channel radio system

The full-size Inverza: Visit JimKimballEnterprises.com to see the full-size project.

Inverza 33 ARF |

Features that make you go “Whoa!”
QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great

Vibrant and Durable Trim
Scheme

Easy Maintenance
and Assembly

Covered in genuine UltraCote®, its
balsa/balsa-plywood structure
is strong and light, while Mirco
Pecorari’s original color scheme
offers stunning looks, incredible
ground presence and high
visibility in the air.

Its two-piece wing connects
with a carbon fiber wing tube
and features a 75-inch span. The
ailerons and elevators are prehinged with a tight seal so you can
get flying faster. The stabilizers
also plug-in and attach with
socket-head hardware.

Intense Aerobatic Ability
Extreme control throws and
massive control surfaces combine
with generous wing area to make
it very stable and predictable
during the most demanding 3D
maneuvers such as those that occur
at slow speed, or while in a hover.

Based on an original full-scale
collaborative concept, the design
stands as the finest example of an
aircraft that can provide virtually
effortless aerobatic precision.
Who Will Love It
Giant-scale and intermediate pilots
alike who want a modern aerobatic
30cc class airframe designed by
a master because it’s capable of
performing precise aerobatics and
extreme 3D equally well.
Key Product Features

Big-Time Add-Ons

8 Quique Somenzini design that’s an
evolutionary original design purposebuilt for modern precision and freestyle
aerobatics
8 Engineered to fly without mixing in
all attitudes whether upright, inverted
or knife-edge

EVOE33GX

EFLM4180A

SPMSA6260

Power it with the new Evolution®
Engines 33GX 33cc gas engine, the
Inverza 33 is ideal for entry-level
aerobatic pilots and giant-scale
fans looking to modernize with a
sensibly sized airframe bursting
with performance.

For those who prefer electric, the
E-flite® Power 180 outrunner on
a 10S Li-Po battery system can
deliver unbridled performance.
Also required is the Inverza
33 electric conversion kit
(HAN492515).

The servo is HV compatible
and features a metal gear train
and a quick release for servo
leads simplifying wiring and
maintenance. The aluminum
center section case doubles as a
heat sink to keep the motor cool.
With 382 oz-in of torque and a
transit speed of .14 sec/60° at 8.4V,
it offers impressive performance
for giant scale models.

Needed to Complete
SPMSA6030 Ultra Torque Servos (5)
SPM8800 DX8 8-Channel Radio
SPMAR8000 8-Channel Receiver
HAN99004 3-in. Aluminum Spinner

HAN9157 3-inch Aluminum Double Servo Arm
HAN9154 1½” Aluminum Single Servo Arm (4)
HAN369 25–28% Painted Pilot Helmet White

Gas/Petrol Setup

Electric Setup

EVOE33GX 33GX Gas Engine
SPMSA6060 Throttle servo
SPMB2150NM Receiver Battery
SPMB2000LP Ignition Battery
APC18080 18x8 Propeller

HAN492515 Electric Conversion Kit
EFLM4180A Power 180 Outrunner
CSE010010500 Edge 80HV 50V ESC
EFLB44005S30 Li-Po Battery (2)
SPMB2150NM Receiver Battery
APC22010E Electric Propeller

8 High completion level featuring
quality hardware to complete the
model without having to run around for
every little accessory

8 watch it fly!
http://youtu.be/wxr_OtDB_OI
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Hangar 9

Inspired
Performance
The Hangar 9 Sbach 342 60 ARF—
smooth and precise yet capable
of PERFORMING HARDCORE 3D.
®

®

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
For pilots looking to get into IMAC
flying, the Sbach 342 60 is a sport
scale aerobatic rendition of the
hottest subject matter in the category
that delivers great performance at a
price entry-level pilots can reach.
Who Will Love It
Sport modelers who are interested
in aerobatics from sport to starting
competition.
Key Product Features
8 Great aerobatic performer. Smooth
and precise yet capable of some 3D.
8 Competitively priced for pilots
looking to start flying IMAC.
8 Delivers the essence of the full scale
unlimited class world aerobatic plane.
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Hangar 9 Sbach 342 60 ARF
HAN4215		
A perfect blend of form and function, the
Hangar 9® Sbach® 342 60 ARF utilizes the noted
creativity of world-class designer and pilot Mike
McConville to engineer a scale aerobatic model
of the modern full-size aircraft that’s quickly
becoming popular in competition circles. It’s made
from very lightweight balsa and plywood and
covered in genuine Hangar 9 UltraCote® covering.
An easy-to-remove top fuselage hatch provides

generous access while the canopy adds an extra
touch of scale class. Its oversized control surfaces,
when matched with the recommended digital
servos, deliver precision maneuverability and 3D
capability. Plus you can power the Sbach 342 60
any way you like with electric, gas or glow power
option. If you are getting into IMAC competition
aerobatics, this Hangar 9 aerobat should be in
your hangar.

62.0 in (1575mm)

7.5-8.5 lb (3.4-3.9 kg)

60.0 in (1524mm)

4-channel minimum radio system

861 sq. in. (55.5 sq. dm.)

German Ingenuity: The full-scale, two-seater Sbach 342 features one-piece wings and dual
wing spars. It has a top speed of 220 knots, rolls at a neck-snapping 380 degrees-per-second, and
climbs at 2500 ft.-per-minute. The airframe is rated at +/- 10G.

recommended completion items

RECOMMENDED GLOW POWER	

item#

Evolution® .61NX 2-stroke glow engine
with Evolution 13 x 6 propeller
Saito™ FA-125AAC 4-stroke glow engine
with a competition 15 x 8 propeller

EVOE0611
EVO13060
SAIE125A
APC15080

RECOMMENDED GAS/PETROL POWER	

item#

Evolution® 15GX 15cc gas engine
Evolution 14 x 6 propeller

EVOE15GX
EVO14060

Sbach 342 60 ARF |

“My goal with for the Sbach 342 60 was to create a
design that has the beautiful looks of the full-scale
Sbach 342, and very versatile flying characteristics
that are all out fun for just about anyone into
aerobatics; whether its sport flying, precision or
even someone getting into 3D. Then wrap it up in
a package that isn’t too hard on the budget. With
features like a single elevator servo, the Sbach
doesn’t make it necessary to buy a bunch of high
end servos to get flying.
Able to be powered with a variety of engines, from
glow 2 or 4 stroke, to the revolutionary small gas
Evolution engines to the powerful new E-Flite
470Kv Power 60 the Sbach is as versatile as
possible so you can run the power set-up you like
best. I have to say I’m really proud my latest Hangar
9 creation. I think modelers will enjoy flying it as
much as I do!”

Mike McConville
Director of New Category
Development - Aircraft

RECOMMENDED ELECTRIC POWER	

item#

E-flite® Power 60 BL Outrunner, 470Kv motor
E-flite 80A Pro Switch-Mode BEC brushless ESC (V2)
E-flite 6S 22.2V 5000mAh 50C Li-Po, 10AWG EC5™ battery
APC 17 x 7E propeller

EFLM4060B
EFLA1080B
EFLB50006S50
APC17070E

Oversized Control Surfaces

Two-Piece Plug-In Wings

Every control surface has been sized to
deliver extreme performance demanded
by IMAC and 3D pilots. Double-beveled
hinge lines mean pilots have virtually
unlimited options for control feel.

Your customers will appreciate how easy it
is to assemble and transport. The all-wood
wings plug into sockets built into the
fuselage and are supported by a lightweight
aluminum wing tube.

horizonhobby.com
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Hangar 9

All Composite, Zero Compromise

Masterpiece.
The Yak 54 has been favored by World Aerobatic Champion Quique Somenzini for its unique ability to deliver
unlimited maneuverability and the capability to display precision at the world-class level to eagle-eyed judges.
Today his vision of that perfect aerobatic competition airplane has reached a point as near to flawlessness as
perhaps Michelangelo’s David or Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.

Composite QQ Yak 54 2.6 m

102 in (2.6 m)

ARF // HAN5200

94.5 in (2.4 m)

The Hangar 9 Composite QQ Yak 54 2.6 m ARF aircraft is the RC
pilot’s equivalent to art and music that’s stood the test of time.
Using modern painted-in-the-mold composite construction
techniques, its total airframe is not only laser-accurate but also
the lightest built it can be so that the high-output gas engine
you choose will deliver power that’s music to your ears and performance that will inspire aerobatic poetry.

2000 sq in (130 sq dm)
28.0–29.0 lb (12.7-13.2 kg)
100-120cc gas
5+ channel

KEY FEATURES

- Full composite construction provides a
light and strong airframe
- Seamless three-color trim scheme and
graphics by Mirco Pecorari
- Center-pivot hinges allow extreme
control deflections and quiet operation
- Engine soft mount reduces vibration,
noise and fatigue to the airframe
- Easy access and installation of canisters, tuned pipes or standard mufflers
- Engine dome provides convenient
access to throttle servo, ignition
and exhaust
- Designed around the DA
100–120cc gas engines
- High-quality hardware and control
linkages included
- Optional Side Force
Generators available

Carden Edition 89” Extra
300 Mid-Wing
ARF // HAN4625
89.0 in (2.25 m)
85.0 in (2.15 m)
1429 sq in (92.2 sq dm)
18.0-21.0 lb (8.2–9.5 kg)
50-62cc gas
4+ channel

Christen Eagle II 90
ARF // HAN5010
54.0 in (137 cm)
50.8 in (129 cm)
878 sq in (56.7 sq dm)
8.50–10.0 lb (3.85–4.50 kg)
.75–.91 2-stroke, 1.15–1.25 4-stroke
E-flite Power 90, 75A ESC, 4S
Li-Po (2 req)
4+ channel
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Aerobatic |

35% Extra 300
ARF // HAN1055

Beast 100cc

Sukhoi SU-26MM SE

ARF // HAN1050

ARF // HAN1245
97.0 in (246 cm)

105 in (2.65 m)

91.0 in (232 cm)

98.0 in (2.50 m)

1762 sq in (114 sq dm)

2003 sq in (129 sq dm)

21.5–24.0 lb (9.80–10.90 kg)

27.0–30.0 lb (12.2–13.6 kg)

58–85cc gas

DA100, DA120 gas engines
4+ channel

4+ channel
89.0 in (2.25 m)
86.0 in (2.20 m)
2490 sq in (161 sq dm)
26.0–28.0 lb (12.0–13.0 kg)
DA100, DA120 gas engines
4+ channel
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The Fighter
that Changed
Everything

Expert-scale
appearance and
unprecedented
30cc class flight
performance

Hangar 9 1/5 Scale Spitfire Mk IXc 30cc ARF
81.0 in (2.05 m)

HAN4495

65.0 in (1.65 m)

Over the skies of London during WWII it greatly helped push back an almost certain invasion. The Hangar
9® Spitfire Mk IXc 30cc ARF captures the supremacy, grace and scale outline in a way that makes the famed
RAF weapon of choice come alive. Not only does it satisfy the rising popularity of the 30cc class engine the
crowning feature is the printed UltraCote® covering with authentic RAF colors and fine-point panel and
marking detail. Even up close it’s a remarkable appearance rivals an expertly applied paint finish, yet offers
the convenience and durability of UltraCote film. Based on looks alone, this is the easiest RAF warbird to
choose but in the air is where Hangar 9 designers really wanted this special model to be appreciated. It’s a
warbird that will inspire pilots to take their scale modeling experience where it’s never been before.
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1165 sq in (75.1 dm2)
16.5–18.5 lb (7.50–8.40 kg)
2-stroke gas/petrol: 30–40cc
4-stroke gas/petrol: 30cc
Power 160
6+ channel with 8 servos
(7 for electric)

The Jet Chaser: The Mk IXc was developed as a response to the Luftwaffe Focke-Wulf 190. Because of its maneuverability,
reliability and top speed performance it has the distinction of being the first allied warplane to shoot down a Me 262 jet.

1/5 Scale Spitfire MK IX 30cc |

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
A true-to-scale Spitfire Mk IXc warbird
that includes a long list of scale
features and an attention to detail
normally reserved for more expensive
warbird models, plus great handling
on the ground and in the air.
Who Will Love It
Giant-scale warbird and scale
enthusiasts who want a warbird
with great detail that’s also easy to
assemble, transport and fly.
Key Product Features
8 Flat-finish printed UltraCote®
covering offers a look that rivals an
expertly airbrushed finish that’s as easy
to maintain as every-day UltraCote film.
8 Three-piece, plug-in wing means
that when the outer panels are
removed it can be maintained,
transported and stored on its wheels.
8 The painted scale spinner
matches the authentic RAF look
in color and shape.

OPPERATIONAL SPLIT FLAPS

THREE-PIECE, PLUG-IN WINGS

Each flap panel has been pre-slotted at the factory to
assure accurate hinge installation and is independently
driven by concealed servos and linkages to preserve the
scale presentation.

The center section of the wing houses the landing gear,
which makes storage, transport and assembly at the
field a much more comfortable task.

TWO DECAL SETS INCLUDED
Modelers will be proud to add even
more detail starting with the choice of
either the Johnnie Johnson (shown)
or Pierre Clostermann decal and I.D.
number set provided.

OPTIONAL RETRACTS
Fixed wire landing gear comes standard, but the warbird
experience can be kicked up a notch by adding EFLG625SP
shock absorbing electric retracts to go along with the scale
4-spoke Spitfire wheels that are included.

horizonhobby.com
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Precision
and Power

uncompromising scale realism
and power—sure to Impress at
the flying field.
Hangar 9 F4U-1D Corsair 60cc ARF
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the scale enthusiast looking for the next level
in an Almost-Ready-To- Fly. You can enjoy an
amazing array of Hangar 9 and E-flite® optional
accessories, including bombs, drop tanks, and
navigation lights to extend your enjoyment.

Nothing in the market place offers a
scale warbird at this size and with this
level of authenticity.

Designed for the scale modeler who
is a warbird enthusiast. Perfect for
someone looking for the next level
in ARF.
Key Product Features
8 Accurate scale model of the famous
F4-1D Corsair, with a scale quality in an
ARF format.
8 Level of completion and number of
features.

85.5 in (217 cm)

28.5-31.0 lb (12.9-14.0 kg)

70.0 in (177 cm)

8-channel radio system minimum

1380 sq. in. (89.0 sq. dm.)

Why It’s Great

Who Will Love It

HAN4760
The Hangar 9® 60cc Giant Scale F4U-1D Corsair
delivers scale details close to competition grade.
Its scale outlines, impressive scale appearance,
and Hangar 9 performance, make this an exciting
warbird to show off at the field. It’s perfect for

QUICK LOOK

8 Scale details not offered by the
competitors.

Known to the Japanese as ‘whistling death’ and to its Marine pilots as the
“Sweetheart of Okinawa.”: It was the first Naval aircraft to have landing gear retracts and the
first fighter to exceed speeds of 400 mph.

F4U-D Corsair 60cc ARF |

corsair add-ons
needed to complete

item#

1-1/2” A-Style Prop Hub 10mm, G62
Retractable Tail wheel: F4U-1D Corsair 60cc
Robart Main Gear (Air): F4U-1D Corsair 60cc
Robart Main Gear (Electric): F4U-1D Corsair 60cc
Robart Tail Wheel Air Cylinder: F4U-1D Corsair 60cc
Robart Tail Wheel Electric Actuator: F4U-1D Corsair 60cc
Robart 5” Alum Wheels & Tires, White: F4U-1D Corsair 60cc
HD Servo Horns/Arms (2)
1-1/2 inch Single Side Alum Adj Spline Servo Arm
DS821 High Torque Servo
DS8231 Ultra Precision Servo
DS8411 Ultra Torque Servo
Heavy-Duty Servo Extension 6”
Heavy-Duty Servo Extension 12”
Heavy-Duty Servo Extension 18”
Heavy-Duty Servo Extension 24”
AR9110 9-Channel DSMX PowerSafe Receiver
2700mAh 6.0V NiMH Receiver Pack
12-inch EC3 Extension with 16AWG
DX8 DSMX Transmitter Only MD2
Adapter Kit,10 x 1.25 x 50mm: G-62
22” Diameter Gas-Series Prop, B-Pitch
Easy Link Carb Adapter/G62
Zenoah Kill Switch
G62 Spring Starter(GR62099)

TRUTTH1500A10
HAN476024
HAN476025
HAN476026
HAN476027
HAN476028
HAN476029
JRPA215
JRPA236
JRPS821
JRPS8231
JRPS8411
SPMA3001
SPMA3003
SPMA3004
SPMA3005
SPMAR9110
SPMB2700NM
SPMEXEC312
SPMR8800
TRU0127
VSS2202
ZEN16210
ZEN20000
ZEN6200

optional parts	

item#

Drop Tanks
Bombs
Controller Universal Light Kit
Scale 3-blade display prop

HAN476018
HAN476017
EFLA600
HAN476019

Option
Parts Add
Authenticity

ADD-ON
HAN476024 Retractable Tail wheel
Hangar 9 steerable and retractable tail gear
mounts easily into the scale location.

ADD-ON
SAIEG57T 57cc Gas Twin Engine 4 Stroke
The only twin-cylinder 4-stroke engine on the
market fueled by gasoline for easier tuning and
savings.

EFLA405 Servoless Payload Release
Ordinance pylons can be equipped with the
optional E-flite servoless payload release
mechanism.

ZENE62A Zenoah™ G62 Gas Engine
Reliable and long lasting 62cc gas engine
provides scale modelers with simplicity and low
maintenance.

EVOE777 Evolution® 7-cylinder 77cc Radial
Gas Engine
A stunning looking and sounding engine designed
for dependability and performance.
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QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
Positioned as the best of both
worlds, it combines great looks with
customer-appreciated features like
plug in wings, multiple decals and
three power options.
Who Will Love It
The WWII scale enthusiast who loves
scale warbirds and is looking for
features designed to make it easy to
own and fly.
Key Product Features
8 Multiple scale features make it a
great follow up to the P-51 Blue Nose.
8 Customer focused features like two
piece plug in wing makes it easy to
transport.
8 Designed to accept gas, glow or
electric with no modifications.

P-47D-1 Thunderbolt 60 ARF

If Looks
Could Kill
Remarkable Precision Details Bring The
menacing P-47D-1 Thunderbolt 60
wwII fighter To Life
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Nicknamed the “Jug.”: The P-47 Thunderbolt was one of the fastest and largest single-engine US
fighters during World War II. With eight .50 caliber machine guns and heavy armor, the Thunderbolt was
feared by opponents and loved by pilots.

P-47D-1 Thunderbolt 60 arf

Recommended Setups & Option Parts
GAS/PETROL POWER
8 Evolution® 15GX 15cc gas engine
(EVOE15GX) with an Evolution 13 x 8
propeller (EVO13080)

GLOW POWER
8 Evolution .91NX 2-stroke glow engine
(EVOE0910), with an Evolution 14 x 6
propeller (EVO14060)
8 Saito™ FA-125AAC 4-stroke glow engine
(SAIE125A) with an Evolution 16 x 6
propeller (EVO16060) and a 1-inch Hangar
9 spinner nut with 8 x 1.25mm threads
(HAN279011)

ELECTRIC POWER
8 E-flite® Power 60 BL Outrunner, 470Kv
motor (EFLM4060B)
8 E-flite 80A Pro Switch-Mode BEC brushless
ESC (V2) (EFLA1080B)
8 E-flite 6S 22.2V 5000mAh 30C Li-Po
battery with 10AWG EC5™ connector
(EFLB50006S30)
8 APC 16 x 10E thin electric propeller
(APC16010E)
8 Hangar 9 1-inch spinner nut with 8 x
1.25mm threads (HAN279011)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
8 E-flite Optional Electric Retracts (EFLG510)
8 E-flite Main Strut Set (EFLG510P47)

Hangar 9 P-47D-1
Thunderbolt 60 ARF
HAN2790
The Hangar 9® P-47D-1 60 ARF is a remarkable tribute for the scale RC
pilot who wants an authentic warbird sized to pack a punch. The P-47D-1
Razorback comes with several scale features out of the box, such as scale
tires and wheels, scale spinner nut, scale-like flat finish and operational
flaps to name a few. Plug-in wings make transport and storage fast and
convenient. No matter what power system you favor, all the hardware
is included to go gas, glow or electric. This much loved WWII airplane
combines great looks with fantastic flying characteristics that customers
have come to expect from Hangar 9.
67.0 in (171 cm)

10.3-11.5 lb (4.7-5.2 kg)

58.0 in (147 cm)

5+ channel radio system
(6+ channels for retracts)

825 sq. in. (53.2 sq. dm.)

horizonhobby.com
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WARBIRD LEGENDS
BROUGHT TO LIFE

This Bf 109F-2 recreation is modeled after
“Black 8” flown with 2./JG 54 by ace pilot
Otto “Bruno” Kittel, who earned one of the
highest kill records in world history.
Messerschmitt Bf 109F-2 60
ARF // HAN2785

The Hangar 9 brand brings the nimble Messerschmitt Bf 109F-2 to life as a 60-size warbird that’s
as comfortable to fly as a sport model. Its all-wood structure and printed UltraCote film covering
are exceptional complements to the accurate scale outline. Plus you get the versatility of operational four-section flaps and the option to add E-flite® electric retracts that altogether raise the
warbird experience to ace-level.

Spitfire Mk II 60 ARF
ARF // HAN4250

69.0 in (175 cm)
55.5 in (140 cm)
880 sq in (56.8 sq dm)
7.00–8.00 lb (3.20–3.70 kg)
.52–.61 2-stroke, .62–.72 4-stroke,
10cc gas
E-flite Power 46, 60A ESC, 4S Li-Po
4+ channel
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KEY FEATURES
- Balsa/plywood construction
- Fully-sheeted wing
- Functional flaps
- Optional retracts
- True-to-scale artwork on the nose and tail
- Lightweight, painted fiberglass nacelles
- 	Radiator scoops, gun turrets, .50-caliber gun packs and more
- Authentic UltraCote trim scheme
- 	Removable belly hatch for large battery compartment
- All necessary hardware included

Warbirds |

KEY FEATURES
- Accurate scale outline and
all-wood construction
- A legendary warbird designed
foremost to fly well
- Includes scale-shaped spinner and
scale wheels
- Airfoil-shaped tail surfaces
- Authentic four-section flap system
- Painted fiberglass cowl with scale
engine and gun detail
- Optional E-flite 81-degree electric
retract system

64.0 in (163 cm)
59.0 in (150 cm)

Recommended Setups & Option Parts

679 sq in (43.8 sq dm)
10.25-11.5 lb
(4.60-5.20 kg)
Power 60
5+ channel
.61 2-stroke, 1.20 4-stroke,
15cc gas

P-51D Blue Nose 60
ARF // HAN2420

65.0 in (165 cm)
57.0 in (145 cm)
743 sq in (48.1 sq dm)
9.50–11.0 lb (4.30–5.00 kg)
.91–1.20 2-stroke, 1.15–1.25 4-stroke,
20cc gas
E-flite Power 90, 85A ESC, 8S Li-Po

KEY FEATURES
- Balsa/plywood
construction
- Fully-sheeted surfaces
-	Pre-hinged control surface
with scale hinge lines
- Machined aluminum 		
retracts
-	Internal flap mounts and
elevator linkages
-	Printed UltraCote trim
scheme with panel lines
- Painted fiberglass cowl
- Airfoil-shaped tail surfaces

6+ channel

horizonhobby.com
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Outback
Champion
The all-purpose brute for giant-scale
fun with just a 30cc engine

QUICK LOOK
Why It’s Great
The de Havilland Beaver is a beloved
subject matter among scale enthusiasts
due to its rugged versatility as a bush
plane. At a 30cc size, this version from
Hangar 9 is economical for a giant-scale
airplane and features meticulous scale
details throughout.
Who Will Love It
For the scale and civilian airframe
enthusiast looking for outstanding
flying characteristics such as those that
have made Hangar 9 planes famous.
Key Product Features
8 Distinctive scale subject matter
with good looks on the ground and a
high fun factor while in the air.
8 Accurate and multiple scale
features not found on other scale
airplanes such as: corrugated control
surfaces, fiberglass fairings.

Hangar 9® DHC-2 Beaver 30cc ARF
HAN4545
The de Havilland Beaver is distinguished for its ability to excel deep within outback territory
where neither surface vehicle nor average pilot would venture lightly. The Hangar 9® DHC-2
Beaver 30cc ARF airplane is built with the scale RC pilot in mind who wants a giant-scale model
that’s as versatile as it is realistic. Its impressive stance begins with a huge 110-inch wingspan,
but pilots can get great performance using just a 30cc gas engine. Construction is an evolution
of Hangar 9 tradition where only the best balsa and plywood materials are used in combination
with modern form assembly, tab alignment rigidity and laser-cut part accuracy. The result is an
aircraft that has sacrificed the least amount of scale authenticity to achieve the best appearance
and deliver flight performance beyond its bush plane claim to fame.

EXCELLENT LOW-SPEED PERFORMANCE

CORRUGATED CONTROL SURFACES

The operational flaps offer short field operation
and are popular with intermediate and expert
pilots who want to replicate full-scale performance.

Corrugated surface detail is factory applied to
simulate the aluminum sheeting used on the fullscale rudder, elevator, ailerons and flaps for control
surface rigidity.

WORKING DOORS
Both sides of the fuselage feature scale-shape
doors that open wide to allow generous access to
the interior where included scale details such as
pilot seats and an instrument panel can be found.

GENUINE ULTRACOTE FINISH
The all-wood airframe of the Beaver is finished in
genuine Hangar 9® UltraCote® covering which is
well known for its durable finish, brilliant looks and
ease of maintenance.

8 The rising popularity of the
30cc class of scale airplanes make
this a plane you want in your collection.
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A Living Legend: Despite the fact that production ceased in 1967, many of the original DHC-2 Beavers
are still flying today to access remote areas for fishermen or island-hopping tourists in the Caribbean.

BHC-2 BEAVER ARF |

OPTIONAL FLOATS AND
STRUT SET

110 in (280 cm)

16.5-17.25 lb (7.5-8.3 kg)

66.0 in (168 cm)

5+ channel radio system

Just like the full-size
de Havilland Beaver, the Hangar
9 DHC-2 Beaver 30cc ARF can
be converted to a floatplane
configuration with the purchase
of the optional HAN454512
Float Strut Kit and HAN4580
¼-Scale Float Set.

1485 sq. in. (95.8 sq. dm.)

recommended to complete
SMALL-BLOCK GAS POWER
GAS POWER ADD-ONS
EVOA100
Evolution Engines optical electronic ignition kill switch
SPMSA6180
Spektrum A6180 digital aircraft servo (7)
SPMAR9020
Spektrum AR9020 9-Channel DSMX X-Plus receiver
SPMB2150NM
Spektrum 2150mAh 6.0V NiMH receiver/Ignition battery pack
ELECTRIC POWER ADD-ONS
SPMAR8000
Spektrum AR8000 8-Channel DSMX receiver
SPMSA6180
Spektrum A6180 Digital Aircraft Servo
EFLM4160A
E-flite® Power 160 Brushless Outrunner Motor, 245Kv
EFLB50005S30
E-flite 5000mAh 5S 18.5V 30C Li-Po, 10AWG EC5® (2)

EVOE33GX The Evolution®
33GX gas engine is a 33cc
powerhouse, that offers
excellent reliability at a great
price. It can be mounted
inverted with the provided
stand-offs and use the the
inverted wraparound muffler
included with the engine.

horizonhobby.com
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KING CUB
A Recreation that Commands Attention
Wherever it Flies.

Hangar 9® ¼-Scale PA-18 Super Cub ARF
ARF: HAN4540
The beautiful, Hangar 9® 1/4-Scale Super Cub ARF has been expertly modeled
in stunning detail. Almost every line and curve mirror the real thing, right down
to the shape of the fillet where the fuselage meets the vertical stab. Other
expertly modeled touches include functional bungee-type landing gear, a
realistic instrument panel and a full-body pilot figure that sits in a magnetically
attached seat. This same attention to detail has been applied to the flight
performance. Like the full-scale version, functional flaps give it amazing shortfield takeoff and landing abilities. It also possesses the same easy-going flight
characteristics, but will eagerly perform sport aerobatics.

INCLUDED SCALE FEATURES
•Accurate Outline and Hinge Lines
• Super Cub Wheels and Hub Caps
• Shock-Absorbing Landing Gear
• Painted Spinner
• Corrugated Control Surface Detail
• Instrument Panel
• Full-Body Pilot Figure and Seats
• Operational Cockpit Doors

2-stroke gas/petrol: 20-26cc
4-stroke gas: 30cc
2-stroke glow: 1.20-1.60
4-stroke glow: 1.20-1.80

106.0 in (2.70 m)
68.0 in (1.70 m)
1630 sq in (150 dm )

Power 110

16.5–18.5 lb (7.50–8.40 kg)

6+ channel with 8 servos

2
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• Airfoil-shape wing struts with quick disconnect
• Tail Support Wires
• Steerable Leaf-Spring Tail Wheel Assembly
• Ready for Optional Navigational Lighting

It’s the little things: Both the incredibly detailed cowl and scale-looking aluminum spinner come painted like you see here. The model’s
wing and fuselage have been designed to make it easy to route the wiring for LED lights (sold separately). Clear light covers are also included.

1/4 Scale PA-18 Super Cub |

Recommended Setups & Option Parts
QUICK LOOK

Why It’s Great
It replicates the famous Piper PA-18
scale looks and can be ready to fly
for giant-scale fun, plus has the
versatility to fly from water or as a
tow plane with available options.
Who Will Love It
The scale enthusiasts who desires a
fantastic flying giant-scale model or
the intermediate pilot who wants the
greatest chance of success with their
first gas/petrol powered model.
Key Product Features
8 Abundant in detail from the cockpit
interior to the airfoil shaped wing struts,
plus the shock absorbing landing gear
helps make touch-downs very smooth.
8 Genuine Hangar 9® UltraCote®
covering provides a brilliant finish that’s
easy to maintain and is an excellent
match to the painted fiberglass cowl
and accessories.
8 Giant-Scale is made simple with
plug-in wings that easily disconnect,
complete high-quality hardware
package with accessories painted to
match and pre-hinged control surfaces.

Needed to Complete
Radio Equipment
8 SPMR8800 Spektrum DX8 DSMX
Transmitter
FOLDING WING STRUTS
The accurately modeled wing struts
fold up against the wing when
disconnected for easy transport.

SCALE LANDING GEAR WITH
WORKING SUSPENSION
This working recreation of the o-ring
bungee landing gear used on the
full-scale Super Cub will soak up
bumps during ground operations.

OPPERATIONAL FLAPS
The functional flaps allow you to
enjoy the same short-field takeoff
and landing performance that fullscale Super Cub pilots do.

8 SPMAR9020 Spektrum AR9020
9-Channel DSMX X-Plus Receiver

8 SPMSA6110 Spektrum A6110 HV
Digital Standard Servo (8)

8 SPMB4000LP Spektrum Li-Po
Receiver Pack 4000mAh

2-STROKE GAS/PETROL
8 EVOE33GX Evolution 33GX 33cc
Gas/Petrol Engine

ELECTRIC POWER
SPLIT-FOLD COCKPIT DOOR

OPTIONAL LED LIGHTS

The secured cockpit door can be left
open during flight, just like on the
full-scale version. Your Super Cub
will stand out on the ramp when you
add the optional full-depth cockpit
(HAN454019 – sold separately).

The model’s wing and fuselage have
been designed to make it easy to
route the wiring for LED lights (sold
separately). Clear light covers are
also included.

BUILT-IN MOUNTS FOR
OPTIONAL FLOAT KIT

8 EFLM4110A E-flite Power 110

Hard points for mounting the
Hangar 9 ¼-scale Cub float kit
(HAN4580 – sold separately) are
already built into the fuselage.

8 CSE010006700 Castle Creations

Brushless Outrunner Motor, 295Kv
Phoenix ICE 75 Brushless ESC

8 EFLB50004S30 E-flite 5000mAh
4S 14.8V 30C LiPo, 10AWG EC5 (2)

horizonhobby.com
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GIANT-SCALE
ARFs WITHOUT EQUAL

Designed by Mike McConville, this IMAA-legal beauty measures
a staggering 138 inches (3.5 meters) wingtip to wingtip.

Taylorcraft 26cc BNF

Cirrus SR22T 30cc

BNF // HAN4920

ARF // HAN5020
96.8 in (246 cm)

33cc 2-stroke gas

80.5 in (205 cm)

65.8 in (167 cm)

37.0V 10S (5S x2)
5000mAh LiPo

63.5 in (162 cm)

930 sq. in. (60.0 sq.
dm.)
16.3-18.0 lb (7.4-8.2
kg)
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6+ channel

1152 sq in (74.5 sq
dm)

14.0–15.5 lb
(6.40–7.10 kg)
26cc (included)
4+ channel

Scale |

Super Decathlon 100cc
ARF // HAN1070

63.0 in (160 cm)

Sundowner™ 50

47.4 in (120 cm)

ARF // HAN4725

572 sq in (36.9 sq
dm)

It accepts most popular 80cc-to-120cc gas
engines. Plug-in wing struts make transportation
and field assembly a snap. Along with its factorypainted fiberglass cowl and wheel pants, the
model features a scale cockpit with a functional
door and window. The cabin top can be removed
for easy access. All servos are hidden from view
to preserve the scale looks. The model is finished
in an eye-catching UltraCote trim scheme that
anyone would be proud to own and fly.

KEY FEATURES

- Balsa/plywood construction
- Huge 138-inch wingspan
- Incredibly-detailed cockpit
- Concealed servo mounts
-	Accepts popular 80–120cc
gas engines
-	Plug-in wings for easy assembly
and transport
-	Factory-installed fuel tank and plumbing
-	Painted fiberglass cowl and wheel pants
- Durable aluminum landing gear
- All hardware included

6.00–7.00 lb
(2.70–3.20 kg)
.40–.52 2-stroke,
.56–.82 4-stroke
E-flite Power 46,
60A ESC, 4S Li-Po
4+ channel

106 in (269 cm)
68.0 in (173 cm)

1/4-Scale J-3 Cub

1630 sq in (105 sq
dm)

ARF // HAN4550

15.0–17.0 lb
(6.80–7.70 kg)
1.20–1.60 2-stroke,
1.25–1.50 4-stroke,
20–26cc gas
E-flite Power 110,
85A ESC, 4S Li-Po
(2 req)
4+ channel

138 in (3.50 m)
96.0 in (2.45 m)
3177 sq in (205 sq dm)
38.0–42.0 lb (17.2–19.1 kg)
80–120cc gas

Piper J-3 Cub 40
ARF // HAN4000

4+ channel

80.0 in (203 cm)
56.0 in (142 cm)
919 sq in (59.3 sq
dm)
8.00–9.00 lb
(3.60–4.00 kg)
.46–.55 2-stroke,
.56–.82 4-stroke,
14cc gas
E-flite Power 46,
60A ESC, 4S Li-Po

33% Pawnee 80cc

4+ channel

ARF //
HAN5190

80.0 in (203 cm)
130 in (3.30 m)

56.0 in (142 cm)

94 in (2.40 m)

942 sq in (61.0 sq
dm)

2620 sq in (169 sq
dm)

8.00–9.00 lb
(3.60–4.00 kg)

34.0–38.0 lb
(15.5–17.3 kg)

.46–.55 2-stroke,
.56–.82 4-stroke,
14cc gas

60–100cc gas

E-flite Power 46,
60A ESC, 4S Li-Po

6+ channel

5+ channel

Piper Pawnee 40
ARF // HAN4030

horizonhobby.com
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SPORT FUN
The Meridian 10cc aircraft captures the essence of what RC sport flying is all about.
It appeals to everyone, from the veteran to the novice RC pilot.

Shown with the optional 2 1/4”
Aluminum Spinner (HAN99001)

Meridian 10cc
ARF // HAN5015

Its construction is lightweight without sacrificing strength. It’s slightly bigger than most planes in its class too. This makes it much easier to track in
flight and gives it a little better handling. Functional flaps further enhance
its already outstanding slow flight characteristics. The Meridian sport plane
is particularly well-matched with the Evolution® 10cc gas engine. The engine delivers thrilling performance and is so economical to operate that you
can fly for pennies per flight compared to glow fuel engines.

KEY FEATURES

- Balsa/plywood construction
- Semi-symmetrical airfoil
- Operational flaps
- Genuine UltraCote covering
- Large top hatch with magnetic latch
- 	Plug-in wings with aluminum
wing joiner
- 	Preinstalled pilot figure and instrument panel
- Fiberglass cowl and wheel pants
- All hardware included

69.0 in (175 cm)
55.5 in (140 cm)
880 sq in (56.8 sq dm)
7.00–8.00 lb (3.20–3.70 kg)
10cc gas, .52–.61 2-stroke,
.62–.72 4-stroke
E-flite Power 46, 60A ESC,
4S Li-Po
4+ channel
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Sport |

	KEY FEATURES

- Balsa/plywood construction
- Classic UltraCote trim scheme
- Painted fiberglass wheel pants
- Bolt-on tail—no gluing required
- 	Great match for Evolution
.46NX engine
- All necessary hardware included

Toledo Special 40
ARF // HAN4860

Recommended Setups & Option Parts

69.5 in (177 cm)
51.0 in (129 cm)
700 sq in (45.3 sq dm)
6.25–6.50 lb (2.80–2.95 kg)
.40–.46 2-stroke, .56–.72 4-stroke
E-flite Power 46, 60A ESC, 4S Li-Po
4+ channel

Pulse XT 40
ARF // HAN4100
61.0 in (154 cm)
50.0 in (127 cm)
667 sq in (43.0 sq dm)

	KEY FEATURES
-

Balsa/plywood construction
Mike McConville design
Bolt-on two-piece wing and tail
UltraCote trim scheme
Fiberglass cowl and wheel pants
Easy-access battery/electronics hatch
All necessary hardware included

5.50–6.25 lb (2.50–2.80 kg)
.40–.55 2-stroke, .56–.72 4-stroke
E-flite Power 46, 60A ESC, 4S Li-Po
4+ channel

Pulse XT 60
ARF // HAN4130

70.0 in (178 cm)
57.0 in (146 cm)
885 sq in (57.1 sq dm)
7.00–8.00 lb (3.20 –3.65 kg)
.60-.75 2-stroke, .72-1.00 4-stroke
E-flite Power 60, 65A ESC, 6S Li-Po
4+ channel

Twist 60

ARF // HAN4210

	KEY FEATURES

- Balsa/plywood construction
- Great 3D plane for the sport pilot
-	Large wing area and light wing loading
-	Big control surfaces with large
control throws
- Quick, easy assembly
- All hardware included

54.8 in (139 cm)
56.5 in (144 cm)
992 sq in (64.0 sq dm)
6.50–7.50 lb (2.90–3.40 kg)
60–.75 2-stroke, .72–1.00 4-stroke,
14cc gas
E-flite Power 60, 60A ESC, 6S Li-Po
4+ channel

horizonhobby.com
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Hangar 9

Tango™ 40

Twist 40 V2

ARF // HAN4600

	KEY FEATURES

- Balsa/plywood construction
- Unique high-wing 3D plane
- 	Genuine UltraCote
trim scheme
- 	Beveled control surfaces for extreme
control throws
- 	Counter-balanced rudder and elevator
- All hardware included

ARF // HAN2660
48.5 in (123 cm)
49.5 in (126 cm)
747 sq in (48.2 sq dm)
5.50–6.00 lb (2.50–2.70 kg)
.40–.55 2-stroke, .52–.62 4-stroke
E-flite Power 46, 60A ESC, 4S Li-Po
4+ channel

	KEY FEATURES

- Balsa/plywood construction
- 	Great 3D plane for the
sport pilot
- 	Large wing area and light
wing loading
- 	Big control surfaces with large
control throws
- Quick, easy assembly
- All hardware included

47.8 in (121 cm)
48.4 in (123 cm)
747 sq in (48.2 sq dm)
5.00–6.00 lb (2.30–2.70 kg)
.40–.52 2-stroke, .56–.82
4-stroke
E-flite Power 46, 60A ESC, 4S
Li-Po
4+ channel

Alpha 40 Trainers
ARF // HAN2460

	KEY FEATURES

-

63.0 in (160 cm)

Balsa/plywood construction
Super-stable, high-wing design
Self-righting flight characteristics
Durable tricycle landing gear
UltraCote trim scheme

52.5 in (133 cm)
710 sq in (45.8 sq dm)
5.00-5.50 lb (2.27-2.49 kg)
.40–.46 2-stroke
4+ channel

UltraCote Covering
Only the Hangar 9 brand has UltraCote covering, the premium
covering choice of expert modelers.
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HANU0801

HANU884

HANU866

HANU873

Product Number

Description

Product Number

Description

Product Number

Description

Product Number

Description

HANU0801

ParkLite, White

HANU873

Deep Blue

HANU882

Light Gray

HANU905

Corsair Blue

HANU845

Pearl Blue

HANU874

Black

HANU883

Flame Red

HANU906

Brushed Aluminum

HANU866

True Red

HANU875

Sky Blue

HANU884

Cub Yellow

HANU907

Seafire Gray

HANU870

White

HANU877

Orange

HANU885

Midnight Blue

HANU950

Transparent Red

HANU871

Deep Red

HANU878

Cream

HANU889

Dark Yellow

HANU966

Lite, Transparent Red

HANU872

Bright Yellow

HANU881

Silver

HANU904

Olive Drab

Supplies |

Accessories and More!
Recommended Setups & Option Parts

From your workbench to your flight box, the Hangar 9 brand has all the
tools and accessories you need to build and fly like a pro.

HAN192

For the Workbench

HAN9119

HAN4566

HAN368

Pilot Figures

Product #

Description

Product #

Description

Product #

Description

HAN14

Heat Gun/Sealing Iron Combo

HAN361

35-40% Paint Pilot Helmet Red/White/Blue

HAN9101

1/9 Pilot, with Helmet & Goggles

HAN100

Heat Gun

HAN362

35-40% Painted Pilot Helmet White

HAN9102

1/9 Pilot, with Helmet, Glasses & Tie

HAN101

Sealing Iron

HAN363

35% Painted Pilot Helmet Sukhoi

HAN9103

1/9 Pilot ‘Meredith’ with Helmet & Goggles

HAN119

Z-Bender Pliers

HAN364

30-33% Painted Pilot Yak

HAN9104

1/9 Pilot ‘Hank’ with Helmet & Goggles

HAN129

Pro Stand, Deluxe Plane Stand

HAN365

30-33% Painted Pilot Helmet Red/White/Blue

HAN9105

1/9 Pilot with Sunglasses (Red) & Arms

HAN135

ProSeal Covering Iron

HAN366

30-33% Painted Pilot Helmet White

HAN9108

1/9 Pilot Military Vest, Helmet & Goggles

HAN141

Sealing Iron Sock

HAN367

25-28% Painted Pilot Helmet Sundowner

HAN9113

1/7 Pilot Civilian (Young) with Headphones

HAN145

ProTrim Sealing Tool

HAN368

25-28% Painted Pilot Helmet Red/White/Blue

HAN9114

1/6 Pilot Civilian with Headset & Sunglasses

HAN146

ProTrim Flat Shoe

HAN369

25-28% Painted Pilot Helmet White

HAN9119

HAN147

ProTrim Round Shoe

HAN4513

Fiberglass Pilot Head: Sundowner 80”

1/5 Pilot Civilian w/Headphones & Sunglasses
(Red)

HAN149

ProSeal Sealing Iron Stand

HAN4566

Full-Body Posable Pilot, 25%

HAN150

Covering Glove

HAN192

AnglePro Throw/Incidence Meter

HAN3558

Pro-Link Wrench

Field Equipment

HAN156

HAN135

Product Number

Description

HAN19

12V 7Ah Battery/Charger Combo

HAN102

12V 7Ah Sealed Battery

HAN103

12V 600mAh Battery Charger

HAN108

Electric Fuel Pump

HAN111

DVT Digital Voltmeter/Tachometer

HAN118

Manual Fuel Pump

HAN130

Flight Pack Field Box

HAN156

Micro Digital Tachometer

HAN161

PowerPro 12V Starter

HAN162

PowerPro HD 12V Starter

HAN164

Starter Source with 12V Ni-Cd

HAN171

Digital Variable Load Voltmeter
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ZP engines

Power and reliability,
where and when you need it.
The Zenoah™ Platinum line, exclusive to Horizon Hobby global distribution, is
focused on delivering a better experience to gas engine enthusiasts. Reliable and
long-lasting 20–80cc Zenoah Platinum engines are outfitted with an electronic
ignition that does not require the use of heavy components such as a magneto
or PTO shaft. Through the use of carbon fiber ignition mounting plates and the
removal of unnecessary aluminum and more, these engines see up to 227–652
grams weight savings from the original Zenoah design. Lighter and even easier to
start, the Zenoah Platinum line is the go-to for discerning gas engine enthusiasts.

- Built to last with Zenoah core engine parts
- Electronic ignition with variable timing for an easy-starting, long-lasting and
reliable engine
- Custom-machined prop drives with grey anodizing
- Aluminum carburetor arms for choke and throttle
- 4.8–7.4V Li-Po powers the ignition system without the need for bulky regulators
- Lightweight mufflers included and purpose-built for quieter operation
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Power and reliability.
80cc Gas Twin with Electric Ignition
ZENEP80T

	KEY FEATURES
- 4.8–7.4V LiPo-ready electronic ignition with variable timing, no regulator needed
- All up weight savings of 23 oz compared to a magneto style engine
- The proven and efficient ignition system only draws 450mAh, which allows for a
smaller battery and longer flight times between charges
- Increased power band compared to magneto engines
- Aluminum carburetor arms for choke and throttle allow for easy servo hookup
- Custom-machined prop drives with grey anodizing
- Lightweight mufflers included and purpose-built for quieter operation

20cc Gas Engine
ZENEP20

Bore

40.5mm (1.26 in)

Stroke

31.0mm (0.98 in)

Weight

85 oz (2.4 kg)

RPM
HP
Propeller
2-Blade

Range 1,800-10,000
7.4 hp @ 7500 rpm
22 x 12–26 x 10 (w/standard
muffler)

26cc Gas Engine
ZENEP26

Bore

32mm (1.26 in)

Bore

34mm (1.34 in)

Stroke

25mm (0.98 in)

Stroke

28mm (1.10 in)

Weight

33 oz (0.9 kg)

Weight

37.3 oz (1.1 kg)

RPM

Range 1,400-10,000

RPM

Range 1,800-10,000

HP

2.1 hp @ 9000 rpm

HP

2.4 hp @ 8900 rpm

Propeller

16 x 8–17 x 6 (w/standard
muffler)

38cc Gas Engine
ZENEP38

Propeller

17 x 8–18 x 10 (w/standard
muffler)

62cc Gas Engine
ZENEP62

Bore

38.0mm (1.50 in)

Bore

47.5mm (1.50 in)

Stroke

33.0mm (1.30 in)

Stroke

35.0mm (1.30 in)

Weight

49.3 oz (1.4 kg)

Weight

68 oz (1.9 kg)

RPM

Range 2,100-9,500

RPM

Range 2,000-8,500

HP

2.6 hp @ 7200 rpm

HP

6.0 hp @ 7200 rpm

Propeller

19 x 10–21 x 8 (w/standard
muffler)

Propeller

21 x 12–24 x 10 (w/standard
muffler)

horizonhobby.com
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Evolution

Fuel-

More Flying, LESS FUSS.
Not only are they among the most powerful engines you can buy, but all
Evolution® engines have been intentionally engineered to be easy to operate. Whatever you fly, be it a racer, big-scale warbird or a sport model you
just want to fly till the tank runs dry, Evolution engines are the choice for
high performance and ease of use. Powerful, no-nonsense engines–that’s
what the Evolution brand is all about.

That’s a lot of flying: The software required to tune our
electronic fuel injection system features code detailing hundreds
of fuel and throttle plot-points that needed to be finely tuned
through the use of multiple airplanes tested through virtually an
infinite range of conditions over the course of two years.
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-Injected Genius
A Groundbreaking Engine That Makes
Big Gas Power Simpler than Ever.

The Evolution® 62GXi engine is the only purposely built RC
engine on the market to feature an advanced electronic
fuel injection system specially made for the needs of
the giant-scale model pilot. There are no needle-valves
to ever worry about because the SureFire™ EFI system
provides smooth, reliable operation and optimum engine
transition automatically, regardless of throttle position or
atmospheric conditions. Just fuel, flip and fly.

62GXi (3.7) Gas Engine with SureFire™ EFI System
EVOE62GXI

Now there’s a Giant-Scale gas engine for those who don’t want the requirement of engine expertise. The new Evolution®
62GXi engine is a potent 62cc engine with the efficiency and convenience of an electronic fuel injection system. Simple
to setup and maintain, it’s a Horizon Hobby innovation that means you never have to touch a needle-valve to enjoy
starting ease, reliability and long engine life. That’s because SureFire™ EFI technology combines finely-tuned software
and sophisticated sensors so the engine gets the perfect flow of fuel no matter where or what you fly. Like all Evolution
engines, the 62GXi is built to exact standards with high-quality materials, plus it comes ready to run with a compact 2-cell
Li-Po compatible ignition and high-quality muffler. It’s the most advanced giant-scale gas power system you won’t have to
touch except to fill the gas tank.

	KEY FEATURES
- The first 60cc gas engine with electronic fuel injection to deliver outstanding engine
performance without the requirement or risk of manual needle-valve adjustment.
- Compact electronic ignition that operates on a 2S Li-Po battery, without a regulator, to
provide easy starts, superior reliability and longer run times.
- L ightweight rigid construction with a low-profile rear intake deliver a smoother
running engine.

Product #

Product Description

Displacement

Bore

Stroke

EVOE62GXI

62GXi (3.7) Gas Engine w/
Electronic Fuel Injection

3.8 cu in (61.5cc)

1.80 in (46.0mm)

1.50 in (37.0mm)

Fuel

Propeller

RPM Range

Gas(Petrol)/Oil mix 32:1

22x8 – 24x10

1,000 – 8,000

horizonhobby.com
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Evolution

THE EVOLUTION GAS
®

33cc

20cc

10cc

15cc

*All Evolution small-block
engines include a muffler
as shown.

Small-Block Gas Revolution
The Evolution® 10GX small-block engine is revolutionizing RC aviation. Countless modelers have discovered the
benefits 10cc gas power offers in aircraft formerly dominated by .40-size glow power. Now there are equally
phenomenal gas engine choices for airplane lovers with models requiring a .61- to 1.80-class engine. Purpose built for
RC, the new 15GX, 20GX and 33GX engines are designed to meet the demands that matter most—performance and
reliability. But the rewards don’t stop there.
The 10GX, 15GX and 20GX engines feature a specially
engineered fuel regulation system while the 33GX
uses a custom Walbro carburetor.

Lightweight ignition provides superior reliability
and long run times on a 2S Li-Po battery without
a regulator.
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• Low operational cost and simplicity
• Great power and performance for demanding RC pilots
• Lightweight electronic ignition provides superior reliability and the ability to use a 2S Li-Po battery without a regulator
• Standard beam mount installation makes conversion effortless
• Better fuel economy means a smaller fuel tank requirement and additional weight savings
From installation and setup to first-flip starting, using an Evolution small-block engine is easy. The only hard part is
choosing which airplane gets a new Evolution engine first. No matter what, you’ll see up to a 90% decrease in your
cost per flight expenses, which makes Evolution the clear choice for RC pilots who want to fly more with fewer hassles.

GAS ENGINEs |

Engine Advantage
Small-block engines
Product #

Product Description

Displacement

Bore

Stroke

Weight

Propeller

RPM Range

Fuel

EVOE10GX

10GX (.60) Gas Engine

.60 cu. in (10cc)

0.94 in. (24mm)

0.85 in (21.5mm)

22.0 oz (627 g)
with ignition

10x6–13x8

2,300–18,000

Gasoline/oil
mix 20:1

EVOE15GX

15GX (.91) Gas Engine

0.91 cu. in. (15cc)

1.09 in.
(27.8mm)

0.98 in.
(24.9mm)

31.1 oz. (883 g)
with ignition

14x6–15x6

1,600–13,000

Gasoline/oil
mix 20:1

EVOE20GX

20GX (1.20) Gas Engine

1.20 cu. in. (20cc)

1.20 in.
(30.5mm)

1.10 in. (27.9mm)

33.6 oz. (958 g)
with ignition

15x6–17x6

1,800–10,000

Gasoline/oil
mix 20:1

EVOE33GX

33GX (1.98) Gas Engine

1.98 cu. in. (33cc)

1.48 in.
(37.5mm)

1.16 in. (29.5mm)

48.2 oz. (1371 g)
with ignition

17x8–20x8

1,500–9,000

Gasoline/oil
mix 20:1

Giant-scale gas engines
Product #

Product Description

Displacement

Bore

Stroke

Weight

Propeller

RPM Range

Fuel

EVOE40GX

40GX (2.4) Gas Engine
without Muffler

2.4 cu in (40cc)

1.5 in (38.0mm)

1.38 in (35.0mm)

51.2 oz (1451 g)
engine only

20 x 8–22 x 10

1,500–9,500

Gasoline/oil
mix 40:1

EVOE80GX

80GX (4.9) Gas Engine

4.9 cu in (80cc)

1.89 in (48mm)

1.73 in (44mm)

78.3 oz (2220 g)
engine only

26 x 10–27 x 10

1,000–7,500

Gasoline/oil
mix 40:1

40GX (2.4) Gas Engine w/o Muffler

80GX (4.9) Gas Engine

For pilots who enjoy flying large 1.80- to 2.20-size sport and scale airplanes, the
40GX engine is the perfect powerhouse. The 40cc gas engine includes an advanced
electronic ignition system that is compatible with 2-cell 7.4V Li-Po battery packs. It
uses relatively little fuel and features a spring-loaded choke design.

The brute power available from the 80GX displacement is unmatched by any
other engine. The 80GX engine will give any 30–33% airplane spirited performance. As with the other engines in the GX series, it includes a sophisticated
electronic ignition system.

EVOE40GX

EVOE80GX

horizonhobby.com
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Evolution

.40NX RC Glow
Engine with Muffler

Evolution Trainer
Power System

The NX series is designed to
provide a unique combination of
powerful performance, reliable
engineering and remarkable
ease of use. The .40NX engine
is the same size and weight as
our competitors’ .32-size glow
engines, but packs more of a
punch. Its .40 displacement
provides .25- to .32-size sport
models with plenty of get-upand-go without adding weight.

The extraordinary Trainer Power
System is designed to take
the frustration out of learning
to fly by giving new pilots an
engine that starts easily and
runs consistently flight after
flight. Everything needed comes
in one convenient, affordable
unit. Engine, spinner, prop, glow
plug—it’s all there and designed
specifically to get a beginner pilot
into the air quickly and easily.

EVOE0401

EVOE100

pure refin
.52NX Glow Engine
with Muffler

.46NX RC Glow
Engine with Muffler

The Evolution brand presents the
.52NX engine. It is the same size and
weight as ordinary .46-size glow
engines, but packs more of a punch.
Its displacement of .52 cubic inches
provides sport models with plenty
of get-up-and-go without adding
weight. And since it’s an Evolution
engine, it has the innovative
low-speed SetRight™ needle
valve with a lever that makes easy
adjustments and takes all the
guesswork out of operation.

This redesigned engine’s improved
combustion chamber and higher
compression ratio result in more
power at the same weight as the
original. Along with the internal
engineering updates, the .46NX
engine sports a sleek external
case. With improved performance
and looks, the .46NX engine is a
great option for modelers looking
to power their .40- to .50-size
airplanes.

EVOE0520
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EVOE0461

Product #

Product Description

Displacement

Bore

Stroke

Weight

Propeller

RPM
Range

Fuel

EVOE0401

.40NX RC Glow Engine with Muffler

.41 cu in (6.74cc)

.845 in
(21.69mm)

.717 in
(18.21mm)

12.5 oz
(356 g)

9 x 5–11 x 6

2,800–
18,500

5–30% nitro, 18%
synthetic or synthetic/
castor mix oil

EVOE100

Evolution Trainer Power System

.45 cu in (7.37cc)

.87 in
(22.1mm)

.77 in
(19.56mm)

19.52 oz
(555 g)

10 x 5, 3-blade
prop included

2,000–
16,000

10–30% nitro

EVOE0520

.52NX Glow Engine with Muffler

.52 cu in (8.52cc)

.88 in
(22.4mm)

.85 in
(21.5mm)

14.5 oz
(411 g)

10 x 6- 13 x 5

2,40015,000

10-15% nitro

EVOE0461

.46NX Glow Engine with Muffler

.46 cu in (7.65cc)

.86 in
(21.8mm)

.80 in
(20.3mm)

16.96 oz
(482 g)

10 x 6–11 x 7

2,000–
12,500

10–30% nitro

NITRO ENGINEs |

.60NX Engine
with Muffler

.61NX Glow
with Muffler

This engine provides the
performance of a .60-size engine
in the case size of a .40-size
engine, allowing more power
into smaller configurations. The
.60NX engine is a “hot rod” and
provides speed and performance
that have previously been
unavailable in the .40- to .60-size
sport market. This engine can
make use of aftermarket tuned
exhaust to enhance performance.

Featuring a redesigned cylinder
head for even greater power,
the engine also has a dual ball
bearing-supported crankshaft,
which extends the engine life and
improves reliability. Along with
the internal engineering updates,
the .61NX engine sports a sleek
external case. A great option for
modelers looking to power their
.60-size airplanes.

EVOE0600

EVOE0611

ned power
.60NX Control Line

.91NX Glow
with Muffler

EVOE0605

EVOE0910

Purposefully designed for
control line precision aerobatics,
the .60NX control line engine
has .60-size displacement in a
.46- to .52-size case, resulting
in increased power at a smaller
size. The single sprinkler venturi
system provides easy, out-ofthe-box operation. This engine is
the perfect match for any .50- to
.60-size airplane.

The awesome power of
the .91NX engines makes it
possible to add a higher level
of performance versatility
to your .61-, .75- or .91-size
airplanes, so that your 3D
maneuvers have more punch
and warbird strafing runs can
reach speeds faster than you
imagined possible.

Product #

Product Description

Displacement

Bore

Stroke

Weight

Propeller

RPM
Range

Fuel

EVOE0600

.60NX Engine with Muffler

.60 cu in (9.73cc)

.95 in
(24mm)

.85 in
(21.5mm)

17.13 oz (487 g)

10 x 7–13 x 6

2,000–
17,000

10–30% nitro

EVOE0605

.60NX Control Line

0.60 cu in (9.73cc)

0.95 in
(24mm)

.85 in
(21.5mm)

13.4–15.9 oz (381–452 g),
11 x 6–13 x 4.5
depending on muffler

7,800–
10,000

10–15% nitro

EVOE0611

.61NX Glow with Muffler

.61 cu in (10.0cc)

.94 in
(23.9mm)

.86 in
(21.8mm)

25.44 oz (721 g)

11 x 7–13 x 7

2,000–
17,000

10–30% nitro

EVOE0910

.91NX Glow with Muffler

0.91 cu. in. (15.00cc)

1.09 in
(27.8mm)

0.98 in
(24.9mm)

20.0 oz (570 g)

13 x 7–15 x 6

2,000–
15,000

10–30% nitro
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The evolution

radial

revolution
Nothing beats the realism a radial engine adds
to a round-cowl subject like a Corsair or Su-31.
And now there are five of the best looking,
best value 4-stroke radial engines in their
class. German-designed and engineered,
these beautiful 7 and 9-cylinder
wonders range in displacement from
35cc all the way up to 260cc.

	KEY FEATURES
-C
 ylinder heads and crankcases
machined from aircraft-grade
alloys
- H
 eavy-duty double ball bearing
crankshafts
- B
 illet aluminum pistons and
hardened steel piston rings
- H
 ard-chromed and lapped cylinder
bores
- Hardened steel cams
- A
 dvanced carburetor jetting for smooth
acceleration
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Product #

Product
Description

Bore

Stroke

Weight

Propeller

HP

Fuel

RPM
Range

Engine
Diameter

Length

EVOE7160

7-Cyl 160cc
4-Stroke Gas
Radial Engine

1.19 in
(30.2mm)

1.26 in
(32.0mm)

10.6 lb
(4.8 kg)

2-blade 27 x 10–28 x 12,
3-blade 26 x 12

10.6

Fuel-oil mixture
32:1

1,000–
6,000

11.0 in
(279.4mm)

10.2 in
(259mm)

EVOE735

7-Cyl 35cc
4-Stroke Glow
Radial Engine

0.71 in
(18mm)

0.79 in
(20mm)

3.1 lb (1.4
kg)

2-blade 17 x 8, 17 x 10, 17 x
12, 18 x 8

2.2

0–10% nitro
methane, 9%
synthetic oil

1,000–
6,300

7.28 in
(185mm)

6.26 in
(159mm)

EVOE777

7-Cyl 77cc
4-Stroke Glow
Radial Engine

0.93 in
(23.7mm)

0.98 in
(25.0mm)

5.7 lb
(2.6 kg)

2-blade 22 x 12, 24 x 10;
3-blade 22 x 10

4.8

0–10% nitro
methane, 9%
synthetic oil

1,000–
6,000

9.05 in
(230mm)

7.87 in
(200mm)

EVOE999

9-Cyl 99cc
4-Stroke Glow
Radial Engine

0.93 in
(23.7mm)

0.98 in
(25.0mm)

7.7 lb (3.5
kg)

2-blade 26 x 10, 24 x 12

6.0

0–10% nitro
methane, 9%
synthetic oil

1,300–
6,500

10.24 in
(260mm)

7.87 in
(200mm)

EVOE7260

7-Cyl 260cc
4-Stroke Gas
Radial Engine

I.41 in
(35.7mm)

1.46 in
(37.0mm)

14.8 lb
(6.7 kg)

2-blade 32 x 14, 34 x 12;
3-blade 30 x 12

15.6

Fuel-oil mixture
32:1

1,000–
5,500

12.60 in
(320mm)

10.63 in
(270mm)

7-Cylinder 35cc 4-Stroke
Glow Radial Engine

7-Cylinder 77cc 4-Stroke
Glow Radial Engine

EVOE735

EVOE777

9-Cylinder 99cc 4-Stroke
Glow Radial Engine

7-Cylinder 260cc 4-Stroke
Gas Radial Engine

EVOE999

EVOE7260

7-Cylinder 160cc 4-Stroke Gas Radial Engine
EVOE7160
A stunning engine with solid performance and reliability—the 7-cylinder 160cc 4-stroke gas radial engine
is designed for larger models, specifically scale applications where the use of a radial engine in a round
cowl will provide the ultimate scale look for the modeler’s plane.

horizonhobby.com
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Dynamite

The Right Charger For Any Job
Whatever the job, we’ve got a charger to keep you up and running. The Dynamite Prophet™ series of chargers combines affordability with ease of use
and make charging your Ni-MH or Li-Po batteries a breeze. The Passport™ series represents the pinnacle of Dynamite technology and offers integrated
balancing and advanced charging options at extremely affordable prices. No matter where your passion takes you, count on Dynamite chargers to fulfill
all of your charging needs.

Prophet™ Precept™
Multi-Chemistry 6A/80Watt AC/DC Peak Detection
Balance Charger

DYNC2015
KEY FEATURES
-- Ideal for 1–6S Li-Po/Li-Fe/Li-Ion, 4- to 12-cell Ni-MH and/or
2–20V Lead Acid (Pb) battery packs from 30–10,000mAh
-- Selectable 0.1- to 6.0-amp (80W) charge rate and 0.1- to
2.0-amp (10W) discharge rate
-- Choose AC 100–240V @ 50–60Hz or DC 11–18V operation
-- Insulated Banana to EC3™ charge adapter and 2S–6S
JST_XH balance board included
-- Internal 80W switching power supply with active cooling fan
-- Memory store and load for up to 10 unique battery profiles
-- Intuitive backlit LCD interface with solid-state safety
-- Built-in 2A USB charge port and temperature sensor port

Power in the Pit.

Charge Four at a Time.

Prophet Sport LiPo Duo 50W x 2 Dual
Battery Charger

Prophet Sport Quattro 100W x 4 AC/DC Battery
Charger

DYN4108
KEY FEATURES
---------

Charges two batteries simultaneously
AC-powered, 100−240V
Charges 1–3S Li-Po batteries
Adjustable charge current .1–6.0A
100W power output (50W per channel)
Single-button operation
Compact and extremely rugged design
On/Off switch and built-in in cooling fan

The Most Powerful Dynamite
Dual AC/DC Charger to Date.
200W x 2 Multi-Chemistry, Dual AC/DC Battery Charger

DYN4300
KEY FEATURES
-----------
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wDual 200W charge ports (400W total output power)
AC/DC operation
Charges all popular battery types, including Li-Po/Li-Fe, Ni-MH/Ni-Cd and Pb batteries
Charges 1–6S Li-Po/Li-Fe & 1–15 cell Ni-MH batteries
Dual LED screens provide essential charge information
Integrated USB & micro USB charge/data ports (compatible with iPhone® and iPod®
digital mobile devices)
Space-saving design takes up a small footprint without sacrificing power output
Integrated balancer for Li-Po/Li-Fe battery types (2–6S compatible)
Detachable AC & DC power cords
Includes (2) JST-XH balance adapters and (2) banana-to-EC3 charger connectors

DYN4110
KEY FEATURES
-- F our 100W charge ports (400W total output power)
-- Space-saving design takes up a small footprint without
sacrificing power output
-- Li-Po, Li-Fe and Ni-MH charging capability, independently selectable for each channel
-- 4 independent, continuously adjustable charge rate dials
(0.1–8.0 amps)
-- Four 4-digit LED indicators to display battery chemistry,
charge capacity, cell voltages and error codes
-- Three LEDs per channel (red, yellow and green) indicate
charging status

Chargers and batteries |

New Chargers,
Simple Operation,
Great Values!
The new Dynamite® Prophet™ Sport Chargers are
perfect for anyone purchasing an RTR/RTF that
requires a charger to complete or wants to spend less
time charging with the slow stock charger. The Prophet
Sport NiMH and LiPo feature simple, one-button
operation and 35W of power for quick, easy charging
of battery packs. The Prophet Sport Plus features
an additional button to select between NiMH/LiPo
chemistries and will charge at 5A/50W. These chargers
are ideal for all RC applications from cars/trucks to
planes to helis and come in a very small package
perfect for any field/track box or workbench.

Prophet Sport Plus 50W AC/DC Charger

DYNC2010

The Prophet Sport Plus charger is ideal for sport hobbyists looking to charge
multiple chemistry types. This affordable, durable and full AC/DC powered
charger can be utilized for surface, air and marine R/C charging purposes.

Prophet Sport LiPo 35W AC Charger

Prophet Sport NiMH 35W AC Charger

The Prophet Sport Li-Po charger is ideal for sport hobbyists. This
affordable, durable and full-powered AC charger can be utilized for
surface, air and marine RC charging purposes.

The Prophet Sport Ni-MH charger is ideal for sport hobbyists. This
affordable, durable and full-powered AC charger can be utilized for
surface, air and marine RC charging purposes.

DYNC2000

DYNC2005

Reaction® Li-Po Packs

Air, Micro
DYN9101
DYN9102
DYN9103
DYN9104

3.7V 150mAh 1S 20C LiPo: Micro
3.7V 250mAh 1S 20C LiPo: Micro
3.7V 500mAh 1S 20C LiPo: 120 SR
7.4V 800mAh 2S 20C LiPo, 20AWG JST

Air, Medium
DYN9150
DYN9151
DYN9152
DYN9153
DYN9154

7.4V 180mAh 2S 20C LiPo, 26AWG
7.4V 200mAh 2S 20C LiPo, 26AWG
7.4V 300mAh 2S 20C LiPo: Mini Cub
11.1V 1000mAh 3S 20C LiPo, 20AWG
11.1V 1300mAh 3S 20C LiPo w/EC3

Air, Large
DYN9201
DYN9202

11.1V 2200mAh 3S 20C LiPo 13AWG, EC3
11.1V 3200mAh 3S 20C LiPo 13AWG, EC3

horizonhobby.com
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HORIZON HOBBY

Unbeatable
Customer
Service and
Support.
If it says Horizon Hobby on the box, you can rest assured that your
product is backed by the best customer service and support in the
industry. Our sales, product support and service center teams have
decades of combined RC experience and stand ready to help you get
the most from whatever Horizon Hobby® product you buy.
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horizon hobby service and support |

We’re driven to make
our service and support
second to none
Horizon Hobby gives you a number of options
to connect with sales and service professionals,
whether you are new to the hobby, a lifelong
modeler or a competition-level expert.
When you call or write into us through our website,
Facebook® page or YouTube® channel, the connection instantly links you to real people who are
as passionate about the hobby experience as you
are. Likewise, we have a passionate support staff
that’s empowered with the ability to find creative
solutions to suit your exact needs. Sometimes
this means connecting you with a dealer from our
extensive family to find that rare part for your car,
or taking a walk over to our product development
center to consult on a special issue.
You can also connect with us at hundreds of RC
events worldwide, where you’ll find Horizon Hobby
Team members having fun just like you. If you
see one of our people in their bright blue shirts,
please share your experiences with Horizon Hobby
products and feel free to ask questions. Talking with
you is something they always enjoy—especially if it
helps you have more fun with the hobby.
Since the day Horizon Hobby opened for business
decades ago, our customers have been the number
one priority. We’re driven to make our service and
support second to none, and we’re always working
to keep getting better.

FIND US ONLINE

Come join the Horizon Hobby community on Facebook and check out the Horizon
Hobby YouTube channel where how-to videos go into great visual detail.

horizonhobby.com
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HORIZON HOBBY
Spektrum™ DX4R Pro
4-Channel DSMR™
Racing System
SPM4100

Losi 1/5 4WD
Desert Buggy XL™ RTR
LOS05001

ECX® Torment™ 1/18th
4WD SCT RTR
ECX01001
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Vaterra® Glamis Fear™
Four Seat Buggy
VTR04001

Pro Boat® Ragazza™ 1-Meter
Ready-to-Run Sailboat
PRB07000

the Best Brands in the Business
HobbyZone®, E-flite®, Spektrum™, ParkZone® and Hangar 9® brands are recognized
by RC enthusiasts the world over as being among the best brands in the business.
Horizon Hobby® products have earned this reputation because they are developed by
individuals every bit as passionate about RC flight as you are. We understand what makes
RC fun, and we are constantly challenging our standards to make sure every new experience
you have with a Horizon Hobby product is even better than the one before.

Team Losi Racing™ 22-4™ 1/10
4WD Buggy Race Kit
TLR03005

tAkE to thE Sky AnD Defy.

Take
the
wheel
with us
If you are already into RC planes and
helicopters, check out our amazing line of RC
cars, trucks, buggies and boats. ECX®, Losi®,
Pro Boat® and Vaterra™ surface brands are
the industry leaders that RC enthusiasts turn
to first. Whether you want to be a backyard
basher or a seasoned racer—we have vehicles
for every skill level. Step into a larger world of
radio control waiting just for you.

DON’T LET GRAvITY HOLD YOU DOwN.
A Devotion to Excellence.
Horizon Hobby is committed to delivering the most positive RC flight
experiences possible. Our devotion has led us to be the preferred choice
among enthusiasts from beginner to expert level experiences. We offer a
brand for nearly every style of flight, from the freedom of teach-yourself-to-fly
HobbyZone RC aircraft, to ParkZone park flyers and ultra micros and GiantScale Hangar 9 ® aircraft. We also offer technologically-advanced E-flite aircraft
and the aggressive maneuverability of Blade ® helicopters. Regardless of which
style aircraft you choose, Horizon Hobby is devoted to creating dynamic flight
experiences that keep you coming back for more. Our dedication to producing
high-quality and reliable vehicles has motivated us to deliver industry-leading
technologies and led to the development of some of the most exciting
breakthroughs in RC flight. Breakthroughs like SAFE™ (Sensor Assisted Flight
Envelope) technology have made RC more accessible for beginners learning
and for experts looking for outstanding control with protection benefits.

2

Enhanced innovations like interference-free 2.4GHz control for RC models
and our exclusive AS3X® technology have improved the performance of pilots,
making RC flight attainable, and even harder to put down. As we continue to
advance the industry, you can expect nothing but the highest quality aircraft
like those you have come to know from the name you have come to trust,
Horizon Hobby.

Superior service and support.
When you see Horizon Hobby on the box, you can rest assured that whatever
vehicle is enclosed includes some of the best customer service and support
available. Our service team has decades of combined RC experience and stands
ready to help you get the most from any Horizon Hobby product you buy. You can
also find a wealth of expertise on horizonhobby.com, including how-to articles
and videos to podcasts and interviews with RC experts.

Vaterra 2012 CHP®
Camaro® ZL1 Sport Coupe
VTR03012

horizonhobby.com
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BRINGING YOU THE
BEST BRANDS IN RC
Flying, Driving or Boating, Horizon Hobby brands deliver RC excitement that’s second to none.

Find them all at your favorite hobby store or go to horizonhobby.com/storelocatorview to
find a retailer near you.

Horizon Hobby, Inc.
4105 Fieldstone Rd.
Champaign, IL 61822
United States

Horizon Hobby GmbH
Christian-Junge-Straße 1
25337 Elmshorn
Germany

Horizon Hobby, Inc.
4710 East Guasti Road
Ontario, CA 91761
United States

Horizon Hobby SAS
14 Rue Gustave Eiffel
91230 Montgeron
France

Horizon Hobby Limited
Units 1-4 Ployters Rd.
Staple Tye, Harlow, Essex
CM18 7NS
United Kingdom

Horizon Hobby – China
Room 506
No. 97 Changshou Rd.
Shanghai, China 200060

HHDCAT2014ROW $8.99 US / €4.99 EU
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